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There is a theory which states that if ever anyone discovers exactly
what the Universe is for and why it is here, it will instantly disappear

and be replaced by something even more bizarre and inexplicable.
There is another theory which states that this has already happened.

Douglas Adams
The Restaurant at the End of the Universe





ABSTRACT

Attosecond pulses allow the study of electrons on their natural
timescale. They are created from the interaction of atoms with ul-
trashort, intense laser pulses whose electric field approaches the
strength of inner-atomic electric fields. This thesis presents exper-
iments around the generation, characterization and application of
attosecond pulses.

First, we study the influence of the atomic generation medium
on the temporal properties of attosecond pulses. Their central
photon energy can be controlled by using a two-color generation
field and by thin-foil filtering techniques tailored to specific spec-
tral bands. With these techniques, broadband attosecond pulses
with durations down to 130 as have been measured. To charac-
terize attosecond pulse trains at their birth, we introduce a new
method that perturbs the generation laser field with its weak
second harmonic. This allows us to assess the influence of the
medium in the generation process. We then test the limits of a
well-established pulse train characterization method with regard
to probe intensity and demonstrate a way to circumvent these
limitations.

A second set of experiments uses attosecond pulses to excite
atoms and molecules for the creation of ultrashort wave packets.
Free electron wave packets can be controlled by an external laser
field and driven to scatter off their parent ions. They also carry
information on the atomic structure, which enables the phase-
resolved characterization of unknown bound wave packets. Ex-
posing molecules to attosecond pulses can trigger dissociation re-
actions that can be controlled by a delayed probe laser pulse. We
present a study of different probe pulse properties and report the
observation of attosecond electron dynamics inside a hydrogen
molecule.
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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG
SAMMANFATTNING

Det mänskliga ögat är ett utmärkt instrument, men det är inte
snabbt. Vi kan se och reagera på rörelse av makroskopiska objekt
som oss själva eller fallande träd. Mycket i naturen är dock snab-
bare än vad våra ögon kan se eller vad vår hjärna kan hantera.
Extremt snabba processer kan då tyckas väldigt förbryllande för
oss.

Hur lyckas katter att alltid landa på sina fötter? Lämnar
hästens hovar marken samtidigt när den galopperar? Att försöka
svara på dessa frågor kan anses vara början till ultrasnabb veten-
skap. Kulor flyger långsamt jämfört med mikroskopiska rörelser,
till exempel atomerna i en molekyl. Men ändå är de lättaste
atomkärnor 2000 gånger tyngre än elektronerna som åtföljer den.
Massan hos en partikel och den hastighet som den får av en kon-
stant energitillskott är omvänt proportionella. Elektroner rör sig
därför på en egen, unik, tidsram som kallas attosekunder. Att
studera processer på denna tidskala är vad som har blivit känt
som attofysik.

Sju attosekunder är till en sekund som en sekund är till jor-
dens ålder. Elektroner i atomer och molekyler arrangerar sig
inom loppet av några attosekunder när de deltar som yttersta
elektroner i kemiska reaktioner. Att förstå dessa processer i de-
talj är därför avgörande för att förstå kemins grunder.

Hur kan man då mäta något på dessa tidsskalor? När man
använder ljus, finns det två sätt att utföra en snabb mätning. En
kamera med en väldigt snabb slutartid kan exponera filmen en-
dast under mycket korta intervall där slutaren är öppen. Alterna-
tivt kan en långsam slutartid användas tillsammans med mycket
korta ljusblixtar. Detta är den mätmetod som används i de flesta
tidupplösta experiment med en laser: upprepning av en process
med varierande fördröjningen mellan initieringen av processen
och blixten som fryser bilden. När man använder två laserblix-
tar för att först starta en särskild dynamik och sedan spela in den
med en annan blixt, så pratar man om en pump-prob mätning.
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Abstract

I den här avhandlingen presenteras pump-prob experiment
som gjordes för att mäta mycket korta ljusblixtar - kallad at-
topulser - och hur de påverkar atomer och molekyler. De första
tre experimenten visar hur egenskaperna hos dessa attopulser
kan ändras med olika metoder. Medium för generering av dessa
pulser har ett inflytande på utformningen av dessa blixtar och kan
beskrivas i detalj. Färgen på blixtarna kan ändras på två sätt som
presenteras därnäst: man kan blanda två olika färger för att skapa
pulserna och blandningen kontrollerar slutresultatet. Alternativt
kan man använda ett filter, som ett par solglasögon, som bara en
viss färg kan passera. Sedan presenteras två olika sätt hur dessa
blixtar kan mätas. Först i tur undersöker vi en ny karakteriser-
ingsmetod och sedan tittar vi på begränsningarna hos en redan
etablerad metod.

Den andra hälften av den här avhandlingen handlar om hur
dessa extremt korta ljusblixtar kan utnyttjas till att initiera olika
processer. Först kan elektroner användas för att studera atomen
och hur den ser ut, sedan kan man använda attopulser att stud-
era hur elektronerna rör sig. Slutligen kontrollerar och mäter vi
sprängningen av en vätemolekyl med dessa attosekundsblixtar.
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Figure 1.1. Image of a bouncing
ball, captured with 25 light flashes
per second [1].

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The human eye is a remarkable instrument, but it is not fast. We
are able to see and react to the motion of macroscopic objects such
as ourselves or falling trees. Large parts of nature, however, are
much faster than what our eyes can see or what our brains can
process. Extremely fast things can seem extremely puzzling to
us. How do cats manage to always land on their feet? Do all of
a horse’s hooves fully leave the ground during gallop? Seeking
and finding answers to these questions can be considered as the
beginning of ultrafast science. The study of dynamical processes
is especially important for the understanding of the microscopic
world made of atoms and molecules. Bullets fly slowly compared
to the microscopic scale motions of the atoms inside molecules.
Still, even the lightest nucleus is 2000 times heavier than the elec-
tron that orbits around it. The lighter a particle is, the faster it
will move. Compared to atoms which move on a femtosecond
timescale1, electrons move on the attosecond timescale. Study-
ing processes on this timescale has become known as attosecond
science.

Seven attoseconds2 are to one second as one second is to the
age of the Earth. Electrons inside atoms and molecules rearrange
in a matter of attoseconds when they participate as outermost
electrons in chemical reactions. To understand these processes
in detail is therefore crucial to understanding the foundations of
chemistry. But how can one measure on these timescales? When
using light, there are two ways of performing a fast measure-
ment. A camera with a very fast shutter can expose the film only
during the very short interval that the shutter is open. Alter-
natively, a slow shutter together with very short flashes of light
can be used. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where a se-

1One femtosecond is a millionth of a billionth of a second, 1 fs = 1× 10−15 s.
2One attosecond is a billionth of a billionth of a second, 1 as = 1× 10−18 s.
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quence of flashes illuminates the motion of a bouncing ball. The
image shows the whole process recorded in a single image, which
works because the ball is moving. If the ball stood still, the images
from individual flashes would all be superposed and the picture
blurred. This can be seen in the turning points of the ball’s trajec-
tory, where the images from several flashes overlap. To clearly re-
solve such cases, one can then record a single image with a single
flash and repeat the process many times, but each time trigger-
ing the flash a little later after releasing the ball. This is the mea-
surement principle used in many time-resolved experiments with
lasers: repetition of a process while varying the delay between the
start of the process and the flash recording an image. Using two
laser flashes to first trigger the dynamics and then record it with
a second flash is called a pump (trigger) and probe (image) mea-
surement.

Pulsed lasers can emit extremely short flashes of light3. The
relation ∆t∆ω ≥ 0.44 defines the ultimate limit. It states that the
product of the spectral bandwidth4 ∆ω = 2π∆ν and the duration
of a laser flash ∆t cannot be pushed below a constant of the order
of one. Therefore, short pulses need large bandwidths. The entire
visible spectrum has a bandwidth5 of 1.4 eV, enough for pulses of
2.8 fs duration. Clearly, greater bandwidths are needed to access
the attosecond domain and measure the dynamics of electrons.

In 1987, two research groups independently observed an effect
that came to be known as High-order Harmonic Generation [2, 3].
When an intense laser pulse interacts with a gas, harmonics of the
fundamental frequency are observed. The lowest orders quickly
decrease in intensity, before a plateau-like region with approxi-
mately equal intensity over several harmonic orders occurs. Fol-
lowing the harmonic plateau, the highest harmonic orders then
decrease rapidly in intensity, defining a cutoff of the harmonic
spectrum.

The physics underlying the formation of these harmonics is
well described in terms of a three-step process, introduced with
a semi-classical model in 1993 [4–6]. This first description was
superseded by a full quantum model in 1994 [7], using Feyn-
man’s path integrals to keep a close analogy to the intuitive semi-
classical picture. Finally, it was also shown experimentally that
these harmonics had good coherence properties [8], which they
inherit from the generating laser field. It was predicted that the
combined bandwidth of this radiation should allow the produc-
tion of light pulses in the attosecond regime given a favorable
phase relation between the harmonics, called phase locking [9–
13]. With the development of suitable detection techniques [14],

3Laser pulses.
4ν is the frequency in Hertz, defined as ν = c/λ, where λ is the wavelength,

and ω is the angular frequency, measured in units of radians/second.
5Bandwidths in energy are given by ∆E = h̄∆ω.
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Introduction

these pulses were first observed in a train formed by the com-
bination of many harmonics in 2001 [15] and soon thereafter as
single pulses of 650 as duration [16]. The first attosecond pulses
were generated in Lund in 2003 [17], the year I was an exchange
student in Lund, working on a project to optimize harmonic gen-
eration from a terawatt laser [18].

1.1 Aim and Outline of this Thesis

When I began as a PhD student in Lund in the spring of 2006,
some of the techniques for the generation [19–22] and character-
ization [17, 23] of attosecond pulses were already established in
Lund. Some experiments using these pulses in applications had
also been performed [24, 25]. With the European Marie Curie
Early Stage Training Site ”MAXLAS” as my funding project, the
aim was to develop better characterization techniques as well as
to demonstrate applications of this new light source. A fruitful
collaboration with AMOLF Amsterdam, the MPQ Garching and
the Politecnico di Milano provided also access to a facility with
the capability of using single attosecond pulses, which was not
possible in Lund at that time.

This thesis spans topics ranging from improving the genera-
tion of attosecond pulse trains in Lund (Papers I-III) and their
characterization (Papers IV and V) to developing applications in
a number of experiments (Papers VI-X). Paper I studies the ef-
fects of the generation medium on the attosecond pulse shape,
while Paper II aims to improve the versatility of the Lund attosec-
ond source using a two-color setup. Paper III extends attosec-
ond pulse compression techniques to greater bandwidths, setting
a new world record6 for the shortest attosecond pulse observed
on target at that time.

Papers IV and V are mainly concerned with the characteriza-
tion of attosecond pulse trains. Paper IV presents a study of a
novel pulse characterization method [26] that was also compared
with the established RABITT7 method [14, 15] to benchmark the
results. The limitations of the RABITT technique with regard to
the probing laser intensity are studied in Paper V.

Papers VI and VII present applications of attosecond pulse
trains performed in Lund, while Papers VIII-X are the result from
a series of experimental campaigns performed in Milan within the
framework of a European collaboration8. In Paper VI, free elec-
tron wave packets released by ionization of target gas atoms with

6At the time: 130 as, today: 80 as.
7RABITT is short for the Reconstruction of Attosecond Beating by Interference

in Two-photon Transitions.
8The whole collaboration consisted of Politecnico di Milano, AMOLF Ams-

terdam, MPQ Garching, Université de Lyon, Louisiana State University and Lund
University.
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1.2 Wave Packets

an attosecond pulse train are driven by an external IR laser field to
re-scatter on the atom they originated from. A novel method anal-
ogous to the stroboscope used in Figure 1.1 was developed to im-
age this process on attosecond timescales. Paper VII shows how
high-order harmonic combs can be used as a precise and phase-
resolved spectroscopic tool that studies effects of the atomic level
structure and its behavior in moderately strong laser fields. Paper
VIII demonstrates the characterization of bound electronic wave
packets by a novel interferometric method. Finally, Papers IX and
X are concerned with the dissociation dynamics of hydrogen and
deuterium molecules. In Paper IX, the effects of an external laser
field on the molecular dissociation dynamics by the process of the
bond-softening [27] are studied, with a special focus on the influ-
ence of the laser pulse duration. Paper X represents one of the
first measurements of attosecond electron dynamics in molecules.
During the molecular dissociation process set in motion by ioniz-
ing a molecule with a single attosecond pulse, a localization of
the remaining electron on one or the other nucleus is observed,
alternating between both nuclei on attosecond time scales. This
localization can be controlled by a delayed IR pulse.

This thesis is structured as follows. This Section concludes
with an overview of the different types of wave packets discussed
in this thesis. Chapter 2 describes the basic physics of attosecond
light pulse generation and provides a description of the experi-
mental setups both in Lund and Milan. In Chapter 3, different
methods to characterize attosecond pulses are presented. Chap-
ter 4 explores applications of attosecond pulses where electronic
and nuclear wave packets are created and characterized. Finally,
Chapter 5 gives a concluding summary and outlook.

1.2 Wave Packets

Three types of wave packets are considered in this thesis. Ultra-
short laser pulses and attosecond pulses are optical wave packets.
Their properties are determined by the electromagnetic waves
that constitute them. Electron wave packets are formed when at-
tosecond pulses or intense laser pulses interact with atoms and
propel electrons to excited and unbound states. When an at-
tosecond pulse excites a molecule, a superposition of vibrational
and/or rotational states, i.e. a nuclear wave packet is created. Nu-
clear wave packets will be briefly described at the end of this Sec-
tion.

1.2.1 Optical Wave Packets

An electromagnetic wave is a solution of the wave equations re-
sulting from the Maxwell equations in a medium of electric and

4
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Figure 1.2. Illustration of optical
wave packets, a) without chirp, and
b) with chirp, changing its
frequency in time, and their
envelope function.

magnetic permeability ε and µ, respectively

∇2E− εµ

c2
∂2E
dt2 = 0, ∇2H− εµ

c2
∂2H
∂t2 = 0 (1.1)

The oscillating quantities for these waves are both the electric
field E and the magnetic flux9 H.

An optical wave packet can be expressed as a sum of plane
waves

E(z, t) =
∫

dωA0(ω) exp [−i(ωt− kz)]

=
∫

dωA0(ω) exp[iφ(ω)] exp(−iωt), (1.2)

where we have used the dispersion relation k = k(ω) to express
kz as the spectral phase φ(ω) of the wave packet at a fixed posi-
tion z. The spectral amplitude function A0(ω) defines the spec-
trum of the wave packet. If A0(ω) is non-negligible only for a cer-
tain range of frequencies ∆ω, then ∆ω is termed the bandwidth of
the wave packet and we can define a mean or central frequency ω̃,
also called the carrier frequency. Conversely, if the wave packet
E(z, t) is non-negligible only during a certain interval ∆t, then ∆t
is called the duration of the wave packet. The envelope function
A(z, t) = |E(z, t)| of the wave is used to characterize the duration,
often by the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the intensity
distribution I(z, t) = |E(z, t)|2.

The group delay (GD) of a wave packet,

τg(ω) =
∂φ(ω)

∂ω

∣∣∣∣
ω̃

, (1.3)

defines a delay of the frequency components in the wave packet
relative to the carrier frequency ω̃. The change of this delay τg,
the group delay dispersion (GDD), is defined as

GDD(ω) =
∂2φ(ω)

∂ω2

∣∣∣∣
ω̃

. (1.4)

The GDD and the group delay τg are the two main quantities used
to describe the phase properties of attosecond pulses. A constant
group delay τg(ω) simply shifts the wave packet to a later time
t + τg. A changing τg, i.e. a GDD 6= 0, results in a distortion of
the wave packet shape.

The phase properties of a wave packet can also be described
in the temporal domain by a temporal phase φ(t). We can then
define

∂φ(t)
∂t

= ω(t) (1.5)
9We will disregard H from here on as the electric field is dominant in the

interactions this thesis deals with. Also, we will consider linearly polarized fields
(e.g. along the y-axis), which will be writen as scalar waves propagating along
direction z with wave vector k.
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1.2.2 Electronic Wave Packets

t

A

Figure 1.3. Illustration of two
optical wave packets with the same
Gaussian envelope A(t) but
differing in their CEO-phase by ∆φ̃.

as the instantaneous frequency of the wave packet at time t, which
is changing with

∂2φ(t)
∂t2 = b(t), (1.6)

the chirp of the wave packet. We thus see that a chirp b(t) 6= 0
corresponds both to a time-dependent frequency of the pulse and
a GDD(ω) 6= 0. If b(t) is a constant, this constant b is called
the chirp rate of the wave packet. Figure 1.2 illustrates two wave
packets with envelope A(t) and carrier frequency ω̃. In Figure
1.2 b), the wave packet has a carrier frequency changing in time
ω̃ = ω̃(t), defined by its chirp ∂2φ/∂t2.

The carrier-envelope-offset phase φ̃ (CEO phase) is the offset
of the phase function φ(t) within an optical wave packet written
as

E(t) = A(t)eiφ(t) (1.7)

where A(t) is the amplitude envelope function and

φ(t) = ω̃t + φ̃ (1.8)

One can thus see that φ̃ determines the occurrence of the max-
imum of E(t) under the envelope A(t), as shown in Figure 1.3.
Thus follows the name ”carrier-envelope offset” phase. Figure
1.3 shows two cases, a sine-like pulse where the maximum abso-
lute amplitude of |E| occurs twice and a cosine-like pulse, which
only has a single maximum |E|. For this thesis, ω̃ will be used as
the attosecond pulse carrier frequency and φ̃ will be used for the
CEO phase of attosecond pulses. The frequency ω1 is used to de-
note the angular frequency of the fundamental radiation, together
with its CEO phase φ1.

1.2.2 Electronic Wave Packets

Electron waves are defined as solutions to the Schrödinger equa-
tion, which represents a wave equation for particles,

ih̄
∂

∂t
ψ(r, t) =

[
− h̄2

2m
∇2 + V(r, t)

]
ψ(r, t), (1.9)

where V(r, t) is the potential that confines the particle and/or de-
fines its interaction [28], m is the particle mass and ψ(r, t) is the
wave function, with |ψ|2 describing the probability that the parti-
cle be found at location r at time t. If the potential V(r, t) is zero
or negligible, i.e. in the case of a free particle, the operator

Tψ = − h̄2

2m
∇2ψ =

p2

2m
ψ (1.10)
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Introduction

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.4. Several pathways to
create electron wave packets from
optical wave packets. In (a), a
broadband attosecond pulse ionizes
a system in ground state |g〉 fully
above the ionization threshold Ip to
final state | f 〉. In (b), the bandwidth
of the attosecond pulse overlaps
with Ip, also populating an excited
state |r〉 in the system and in (c)
two-photon absorption to a final
state | f 〉 occurs through an
intermediate state |i〉.

represents the kinetic energy of the particle and p is the particle
momentum. The particle’s wave properties are defined by the
angular frequency ω and wave vector k, which is related to p by

p = h̄k, k = |k| = |p|
h̄

=
2π

λB
, ω =

h̄k2

2m
. (1.11)

Thus energy and angular frequency are related by W = h̄ω and
λB is the de-Broglie wavelength of the particle. Similar to light
pulses, particle wave packets can be expressed by a sum of plane
waves as

ψ(r, t) = (2πh̄)−3/2
∫

dpA(p) exp i [pr−Wt/h̄ + Φ0(p)],
(1.12)

where W is the energy of the particle, Φ0(p) is the phase distri-
bution and the integral is performed over a momentum distri-
bution ∆p = h̄∆k. Equation 1.12 represents a Fourier transform
from momentum to space. Therefore, if an electron wave packet
is fully characterized in momentum and phase, we have access to
its spatial properties, conversely.

Attosecond electron wave packets are most commonly created
by photoionization of atoms or molecules with attosecond pulses,
as sketched in Figure 1.4 a). Perturbation theory allows us to ex-
press the probability P(p f ) that an atom interacting with a wave
packet of XUV radiation be ionized and an electron be found in
the final state of energy W f = p2

f /2me, where p f is the final state
momentum and me is the mass of the electron. P(p f ) is given
by the probability amplitude a(p f ) with P(p f ) = |a(p f )|2. From
first-order perturbation theory, we can express a(p f ) for a pulse
of XUV radiation with amplitude AXUV(t) as

a(p f ) = (ih̄)−1
+∞∫

−∞

dt µp f g AXUV(t) exp
[
ih̄−1

(
W f + Ip − h̄ω̃

)
t
]

(1.13)
where Ip is the ionization potential of the atom, µp f g is the tran-
sition dipole moment from the ground state to a continuum state
characterized by the momentum p f , and ω̃ is the XUV carrier fre-
quency. A spectrally broad attosecond pulse can also excite both
bound states and continuum states, as shown in Figure 1.4 b). Fi-
nally, Fig. 1.4 c) shows a two-photon absorption process combin-
ing the absorption of an attsecond optical wave packet and an
infrared radiation pulse. These three processes will be explored
in this thesis.

1.2.3 Nuclear Wave Packets

In a molecule, all nuclei interact with each other, for example
through vibrational and rotational modes. A superposition of

7



1.2.3 Nuclear Wave Packets
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Figure 1.5. Electronic transition
within a molecule. The attosecond
pulse propels the electronic
ensemble to the excited state and
creates a vibrational nuclear wave
packet as a superposition of several
states in the new potential
landscape.

several such vibrational and rotational states forms a nuclear
wave packet. One way to create these wave packets is by absorp-
tion of attosecond pulses. This is illustrated in Figure 1.5, where
the absorption of an attosecond pulse leads to a transition to an
excited electronic state in the molecule and the simultaneous pop-
ulation of several vibrational levels.

The nuclei within a molecule also interact with the molecular
electrons leading to additional terms in the Hamiltonian describ-
ing the system. The solutions to the Schrödinger equation includ-
ing this Hamiltonian are the molecular states, described by the
molecular wave function Ψ(Rn, rm), depending on the positions
of the nuclei Rn and the electrons rm. As the complexity of the
problem prevents an exact solution, approximations have to be
made.

The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation (BO) is one such and
very fundamental approximation. The mass ratio between elec-
trons and protons is 1:2000 and as a result, nuclear dynamics
evolve slowly in comparison to electrons. The BO approxima-
tion therefore considers the nuclei fixed in the frame of electronic
transitions. As a result, the wave function describing the molec-
ular system can be separated into Ψ = ψ(Rn, rm)χ(Rn), with an
electronic part ψ and a nuclear part χ. The nuclear positions then
act as a parameter for the electron wave function, whose transi-
tions occur for fixed positions. Especially for diatomic molecules,
the only nuclear coordinate defining the shape of the potential
curve of the electronic wave function is the internuclear separa-
tion R = |R1 − R2|. In the BO approximation, electronic transi-
tions occur so that R remains the same. This is also the case in
Figure 1.5, where the sudden change of the electronic state leads
to a different nuclear potential curve in which an ensemble of vi-
brational modes are populated.

Transitions which violate the BO approximation are termed
non-adiabatic. Transition amplitudes between different electronic
states in a molecule are still influenced by the nuclei through the
Franck-Condon factor. When the molecule is excited to a differ-
ent vibrational level in an electronic transition10 through the ab-
sorption of a photon or another process, the transition amplitude
scales with the overlap of the nuclear part of the wave functions
between both states.

10A vibrational and electronic transition is termed vibronic.
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CHAPTER 2

ATTOSECOND PULSE GENERATION

This Chapter describes the generation of attosecond light pulses. The
first Section provides an introduction to the physics of the generation
of high-order harmonics, attosecond pulse trains and single attosecond
pulses. In the second Section, the experimental realization of these con-
cepts will be presented.

2.1 High-Order Harmonic Generation

The general outline of this Section is illustrated in Figure 2.1,
where an intense laser pulse interacts with atoms. First, the re-
sponse of a single atom to this driving laser is described in Sec-
tion 2.1.1. Then, we consider effects arising from the emission
of an ensemble of atoms, so-called phase matching. As a next
step, we describe how a train of attosecond pulses is formed and
how it can be shaped using a filtering method. Finally, two cases
of nontrivial fundamental laser pulse shapes are described, high-

Figure 2.1. Overview of an experiment in attosecond pulse generation.
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2.1.1 The Single Atom Response

atomic
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laser field
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free

Figure 2.2. Step 1: The strong
electric field of a laser pulse
suppresses the atomic potential and
allows part of the bound electronic
wave function to tunnel into the
continuum.

atomic

potential

laser field
acceleration

free

Figure 2.3. Step 2: The free electron
wave packet is accelerated in the
laser field.

order harmonic generation (HHG) with two-color fields and the
production of single attosecond pulses (SAPs).

2.1.1 The Single Atom Response

The basic mechanism of HHG can be described by the semi-
classical three-step model [5, 6]. For laser pulses that achieve
intensities of 1013 W/cm2 [2] and above, the laser electric field
strength becomes comparable to the Coulomb potential in an
atom. The atomic potential is then suppressed by the laser field
and bound electrons can undergo tunneling transitions to contin-
uum states (Figure 2.2). This is step (1): tunneling.

Step (2) is the acceleration of the free electron in the contin-
uum by the laser electric field (Figure 2.3). How much kinetic
energy Wk the electron gains while being driven by the laser field
depends on the time of release into the continuum ti. The elec-
tron trajectories following in the continuum can be calculated us-
ing the classical Newtonian equations for a charged particle in an
electric field. For certain tunneling times ti, the electron trajectory
will cross the origin again, thereby returning to the parent ion.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.4, which shows classical trajectories
for a range of ti, color-coded to depict Wk at the return time tr.

Finally, Step (3) in the three-step model is the radiative recom-
bination of the electron after its excursion at the return time tr.
The kinetic energy Wk is released as a burst of light, with photon
energy Wph = Wk + Ip (Figure 2.5).

The laser electric field goes through an extremum every half
cycle, and the three-step process occurs twice per laser cycle for as
long as the laser electric field amplitude does not change signif-
icantly from cycle to cycle. The tunneling ionization probability
depends very nonlinearly on the applied electric field strength.
This defines a distribution of possible times ti when the atomic
potential is sufficiently suppressed to allow tunneling ionization.
An electron released at any ti will then be accelerated by the in-
stantaneous electric field it experiences from ti on. The shape of
the electric field then determines the distribution of return ener-
gies Wk and thus the emitted photon energies resulting from a
given interval of tunneling times.

The maximum photon energy obtained by these simple clas-
sical considerations is called the cutoff energy Wc and is equal to

Wc = Ip + 3.17Up, (2.1)

with

Up =
e2

2mecε0

I
ω2

1
(2.2)

being the ponderomotive potential or jitter energy of a free elec-
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Figure 2.4. Classical electron
trajectories from four half cycles in
an infinite driving field, with red
representing the highest kinetic
energies Wk at the return time tr
and blue representing the lowest
kinetic energy.
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Figure 2.5. Step 3: The accelerated
part of the electron wave packet
interferes with the bound part
resulting in the emission of XUV
light.

tron in an external electric field oscillating with frequency ω1
1

[29–31].
The three-step process is repeated every half cycle of the fun-

damental laser field and each time it results in the emission of a
spectrum spanning up to Wc. The fundamental laser pulse has a
duration of 35 fs (FWHM) 2 at a period of T1 = 2π/ω1 = 2.67 fs.
The process can be repeated for more than 10 cycles, correspond-
ing to about 20 possible emission events. The continua from each
of these events then interfere and the inverse of their spacing in
the temporal domain (T1/2) determines the spacing in the spec-
tral domain (2π/T1/2 = 2ω1). The frequency spacing combined
with inversion symmetry considerations imply that only odd har-
monics of the fundamental laser frequency ω1 are observed. At
the photon energies corresponding to even harmonics destruc-
tive interference occurs between the emission from subsequent
half cycles. To observe even harmonics in the spectrum, an asym-
metry between the electric field of two consecutive half cycles
must exist. This can be achieved by using two-color HHG (Sec-
tion 2.1.5). This technique has been used in Papers II, IV, and VI.
No harmonics, but a continuum of XUV frequencies is observed
if the emission is confined to a single event during the fundamen-
tal laser pulse. The generation of these single attosecond pulses
is described in Section 2.1.6 and they have been used for experi-
ments in Papers VIII,IX and X.

Phase Properties

The time-domain picture of the single atom response provides in-
sight into the spectral phase properties of the emitted radiation.
Each frequency component emitted in the course of a half cycle
of the laser field originates from a specific return time tr. A dis-
tribution of the emitted energy for a given return time tr from a
classical calculation is shown in Figure 2.6. The frequency varia-
tion, or the chirp, of the attosecond pulse is related to this kinetic
energy distribution by

τg(ω) = tr =
∂φ

∂ω

∣∣∣∣
ω̃

, (2.3)

with ω = Wk/h̄. The attosecond pulse spectral phase φ(ω) there-
fore follows from the temporal electron return energy distribu-
tion.

1From now on, we will use ω1 to represent the angular frequency of the fun-
damental IR light, at wavelength λ1 = 800 nm.

2For the pulses used in Lund. During the experiments in Milan, the pulses
were usually few-cycle pulses, varying between 5 and 7 fs duration. Pulse com-
pression techniques have also been used in Lund and are an ongoing effort, but
have not played a role in any of the papers in this thesis.
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2.1.2 Phase Matching
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Figure 2.6. Classical electron
return energies Wk over excursion
time in the continuum and the
separation of the return energies in
two branches.

The Two Trajectories

Figure 2.6 shows the return energy distribution Wk(tr). The cutoff
energy Wc is emitted only at tc = 0.7T1, but any energy Wk < Wc
is emitted twice every half cycle. The electron path leading to
the emission event at tr > tc is called the long trajectory, since
the electron needs a longer excursion to gain a given amount of
energy. The long trajectory is characterized by a decreasing return
energy with increasing return time, ∂Wk/∂tr < 0.

The emission event with tr < tc is called the short trajectory.
The short trajectories show a return energy increasing with return
time, that is ∂Wk/∂tr > 0 so that ∂ω/∂tr > 0, or equivalently,
∂tr/∂ω > 0, i.e. ∂2φ/∂ω2 > 0. This corresponds to a positive
chirp, and over a large range of photon energies in Figure 2.6 it
can be approximated to be constant as is indicated by the dashed
line. The line gradient then equals the chirp rate of this interval
of the emitted spectrum.

The contribution from the long trajectory is usually weak in
our experiments. One reason is that phase matching (see Section
2.1.2) is easier to achieve for the short trajectory. The emission
from the long trajectories is also spatially more divergent than
that from the short trajectories [32], so that it can be reduced by
introducing a hard aperture in the beam.

Intensity Dependence

From Equations 2.1 and 2.2 follows that the cutoff energy Wc is a
linear function of the generation laser intensity I. Higher intensi-
ties lead to higher ∂Wk/∂tr and therefore smaller ∂2φ/∂ω2. This
dependence of φ(ω) is commonly expressed as an approximate
linear dependence [23, 33, 34]

φ(ω, I) = αI, with α(ω) =
∂φ

∂I
. (2.4)

In summary, the single atom response mostly determines the
phase structure of the emitted harmonic radiation. These phase
properties result from the emission time distribution ω(tr) which
is shaped by the different return energies of the electron trajecto-
ries during excursion into the continuum.

2.1.2 Phase Matching

The overall harmonic emission will be maximized if the emission
from each individual atom in the harmonic generation medium
is in phase with all others. In reality, there is a mismatch ∆k =
kq − qk1 between the wave vector k1 of the fundamental field and
the wave vectors of the generated harmonics kq due to several
effects [35–37].
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Free electrons that occur from strong-field ionization pro-
cesses due to the high laser intensities involved contribute to the
phase mismatch ∆k by affecting the generation medium disper-
sion. The free electron density Ne is a function of the laser inten-
sity, as higher intensities increase the ionization probability. The
plasma frequency ωp =

√
4πe2Ne/me determines the refractive

index of a partially ionized medium for harmonic order q as

ne
q =

√
1−

(
ωp

qω1

)2
, (2.5)

and we see that the dispersion ne
q(ω) is dominated by the effect on

the fundamental frequency (ω1) during propagation. Successful
phase matching is achieved when the dispersion of the neutral
medium ∂n/∂ω > 0 is compensated for by the right amount of
ionization in the generation medium, because ∂ne

q/∂ω < 0.
Additional contributions to the phase mismatch ∆k come from

the use of focused laser beams in HHG. The laser intensity varies
over the laser focus, both along the propagation direction as well
as perpendicular to it. These intensity variations lead to a varying
amount of free electrons and therefore a varying refractive index,
both on- and off-axis3.

For focused laser beams, the so-called Gouy-phase describes
the variation of the fundamental phase fronts across the focus
[18, 39]

φg = k1z− arctan
(

z
zR

)
, (2.6)

where the focus is assumed to be located at z = 0 and zR is the
Rayleigh range of the focused laser beam, assumed to be Gaus-
sian. Neglecting the Gouy phase of the harmonic field, we see
that the phase difference between the harmonic field and the in-
duced polarization 4 at frequency qω1 is −qφg = q arctan(z/zR)
which increases with q and decreases with zR. The corresponding
mismatch is therefore ∆k = −q∂φg/∂z close to z = 0.

The single atom response also influences the phase matching
conditions. The intensity dependent parameter α from Equation
2.4 describes the influence of the generation intensity on the phase
of the single atom response. A non-uniform intensity distribution
over the harmonic generation medium therefore translates again
to non-optimal phase matching.

The need for high laser intensities to observe HHG implies the
use of a focusing element before the generation medium. From
our previous considerations, we see that a varying intensity in

3This intensity-dependent refractive leads to plasma defocusing, an effect that
can be countered by the focusing optical Kerr-effect of the medium. Balancing
both effects is used for filamentation in gaseous media [38].

4The nonlinear polarization of the generation medium [40].
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2.1.3 Trains of Attosecond Pulses
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Figure 2.7. Harmonic spectrum
and its coherent sum in the time
domain. The harmonics are spaced
at 2ω1, leading to a periodicity of a
half laser cycle in the resulting APT.
Consecutive pulses show a π-shift
of their CEO phase φ̃.

the medium will lead to an increased mismatch ∆k and a reduced
harmonic conversion efficiency. This suggests that one way to
achieve good phase matching is to reduce intensity variations in
the generation medium, for instance by loose focusing geome-
tries. In addition, locating the generation medium behind the fo-
cus means

∂I
∂z

< 0→ ∂φ(I, ω)
∂z

< 0, (2.7)

which is then compensated by the Gouy-phase pointing in the
opposite direction

∂φg

∂z
> 0. (2.8)

This suggests that on-axis phase matching is easier to achieve for
a medium placed behind the focus. These are also the normal
conditions used in our HHG experiments [18].

Paper I examines the influence of phase matching on the at-
tosecond pulse characteristics by a simple model including the
absorption of the generated harmonics. It is found that phase
matching has an influence on the GDD and the temporal shape
of the attosecond pulses. The experiments in Paper I study the
generation of attosecond pulses at different generation pressures
with the result that there is an optimum pressure range with re-
gard to the GDD of the spectrum. This could in principle be used
to aid the compression of attosecond pulses to shorter durations.
The effect, however, is relatively small compared to the intrinsic
GDD from the single atom response or the GDD induced by thin-
foil filters.

2.1.3 Trains of Attosecond Pulses

The origins of attosecond pulse trains (APTs) can be viewed ei-
ther in the temporal or the spectral domain. The process of HHG
emits a sequence of short bursts of radiation, coherently driven by
the generation laser and with emission events during each laser
half cycle. Each of these short bursts is of attosecond duration and
their interference leads to the observation of harmonics. Alterna-
tively, the coherent frequency conversion process in the genera-
tion medium by a laser pulse of fundamental frequency ω1 leads
to the generation of phase-coupled harmonics. Given the right
phase-relation, the sum of these harmonics forms a train of at-
tosecond pulses. Both pictures complement each other since the
generation process itself is better understood in the temporal do-
main, but the concepts of conventional optics and spectral phase
φq(ω) are more easily transferred within the frequency domain.
The coherent sum of the electric fields of a range of harmonic fre-
quencies

Esum(t) = ∑
q

Eq(t) exp−i(qω1t + φq(ω)), (2.9)
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Figure 2.8. Reconstructed APT
temporal intensity profiles, a) for a
flat phase, b) with a chirp,
increasing the FWHM of the pulses.
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Figure 2.9. Overview of common thin-foil filter materials, their trans-
mission (solid lines) and induced group delay (dashed lines).

with Eq(t) as the amplitude envelope of the individual harmonic
field, forms a periodic interference pattern in time. Figure 2.7
presents a harmonic spectrum ranging from the 13th to the 21st
harmonic and the resulting electric field Esum(t) Figure 2.7 b). The
resulting temporal intensity distribution I(t) = |Esum(t)|2 (Fig-
ure 2.8 a)) corresponds to a train of attosecond pulses, with the
duration of a single pulse far below the fundamental laser period
(2.6 fs at 800 nm). As a result of the HHG process (Section 2.1.1),
the attosecond pulses are spaced at intervals corresponding to the
inverse of the harmonic frequency spacing. The CEO phase φ̃ be-
tween two consecutive attosecond pulses in Figure 2.7 shows a
π-shift, which is a common property of APTs with two pulses per
fundamental laser cycle.

If the harmonic spectral phase φq(ω) = 0 for all q, then the
individual pulse duration is only determined by the total band-
width of the harmonic spectrum. In reality, the phase properties
of the harmonics (Section 2.1.1) inherent to the generation process
in general lead to longer pulses. Figure 2.8 b) illustrates the in-
tensity profile obtained by including the linear chirp from Figure
2.7 a). The individual pulses are longer than in the ideal case of
Figure 2.8 a) and ”satellite pulses” have appeared in between. For
time-resolved experiments, the shortest possible pulse duration is
of importance as it determines the temporal precision of the ex-
periment. This is why ways to compress and shape the APTs are
needed.

2.1.4 Filtering

Attosecond pulses exhibit a GDD ∂2φ/∂ω2 6= 0. For the com-
monly used short trajectory it is positive, meaning an increase of
the central frequency ω̄ of the pulse over time. Synchronization
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Figure 2.10. Reconstructed average
attosecond pulse shapes for three
different filter materials. The
Fourier limited pulse shape is
shown in gray. Regarding
variations of the pulse shape during
an APT, see Section 3.1.4.

of all the frequency components in the spectrum is necessary to
obtain the shortest possible pulse duration. To achieve this com-
pression, the lower photon energies must be delayed with respect
to the higher ones. Several schemes have been proposed [22, 41–
45]. In Paper III we use the negative group-delay dispersion ex-
hibited by materials on the low energy side of their transmission
window.

Figure 2.9 shows the transmission (solid) and induced group
delay (dashed) curves for 200 nm layers of common filter mate-
rials. The filtering is achieved by transmission through such a
thin foil of material. Zirconium is the material of choice for high
photon energies generated in neon, transmitting only above 60 eV
but exerting negative GDD up until 120 eV photon energy. Alu-
minium is the most useful in the region of lower harmonics, until
about 50 eV photon energy. This is the spectral range commonly
generated from argon gas and Al shows negative GDD over the
full range, making it highly suitable for attosecond pulse com-
pression [22]. Al filters are by far the most commonly used fil-
ters in Lund and they have been employed in all experiments of
the papers in this thesis. The advantage of Si as a filter material
lies in its large relevant bandwidth and small induced GD. Paper
III conducts a thorough study of these filter materials and shows
how a 200 nm Zr filter can be used to compress a harmonic comb
generated in neon to form an APT with average pulse duration of
130 as and central energy of 80 eV. It should be noted that at the
same time the conversion efficiency is reduced by a factor of ≈
100 compared to argon.

The technique of thin-foil filtering compensates the intrinsic
positive chirp of the harmonic spectrum only in regions of nega-
tive group delay dispersion of the filter material (see Fig. 2.9). The
reconstructed average pulses from three different filter materials
are shown in Figure 2.10. Using Al, 45 eV bandwidth centered
at 50 eV can be achieved. The severe chirp, however, leads to an
asymmetric pulse shape which is much longer than the Fourier
limit (black line). Using Si, similar problems arise but the central
energy (75 eV) is significantly higher than in the Al case. Finally,
using a Zr filter, the XUV intensity is temporally confined and
close to the Fourier limit. One can therefore conclude that the
chief problem in attosecond pulse compression with large band-
widths is the need for a filter with a similarly wide window of
negative GDD.

2.1.5 Two-Color Harmonic Generation

The papers II,IV, and VI present experiments where two light
fields with frequencies ω1 and 2ω1 are mixed and used in HHG.
The relative phase and intensity of the two fields heavily influ-
ences the observed harmonic spectrum [21, 26, 46]. The case of
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a field composed by a fundamental
wave and its second harmonic.
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Figure 2.12. a) Harmonic
spectrum spaced by ω1, which
leads to an APT with one pulse per
cycle (b). Consecutive pulses have
the same CEO phase φ̃.

multiple fields and other frequencies has been considered else-
where [47–53].

Figure 2.11 presents classical calculations of the electron tra-
jectories in the continuum for a field

Etotal = ER sin (ω1t + φ1) + EB sin (ω2t + φ2), (2.10)

consisting of a fundamental wave with frequency ω1 and its sec-
ond harmonic with frequency ω2 = 2ω1, with electric field am-
plitudes ER and EB, respectively. As was the case in Figure 2.4,
the return energy Wk defines the color of the given curve, and
dark red represents the highest energies. The intensity ratio R is
R = IB/IR = 25%, with different relative phase ∆φ21 = φ2 − φ1
between a) and b). In Figure 2.11 a) ∆φ21 is chosen such that the
symmetry between two half cycles of the fundamental ω1 field
is broken. Higher energies are emitted only once per laser cycle.
The result of the broken half cycle symmetry is the appearance
of even harmonics in the emission spectrum [21, 47, 54]. Figure
2.11 b) presents a case where the emission events over the course
of a fundamental laser cycle yield approximately the same ener-
gies, with reduced even harmonics. The presence of even har-
monics can to some extent be controlled by the relative phase of
both fields [26]. This concept is extensively used in Paper IV.

Using two-color fields in HHG also allows us to control the at-
tosecond emission as shown in Figure 2.12 (compare Figures 2.7
and 2.8). In some conditions (Fig. 2.11 a)), the emission is very
asymmetric from one half cycle to the next, both in the emitted
photon energies and in the generation efficiency in particular. Us-
ing spectral and spatial filtering, APTs with only one attosecond
pulse per laser cycle can be created. The formation and use of
APTs with only one pulse per fundamental laser cycle has been
shown in [21] as well as in Papers II and VI.

To have only one pulse per cycle is of practical relevance in
experiments that demand that each attosecond pulse see the ex-
act same electric field situation as the previous one when over-
lapped with a probe field matching the generation wavelength
λ1 = 2πc/ω1, as is illustrated in Figure 2.12 b). A conventional
APT (Section 2.1.3) with two pulses per laser cycle will, when
overlapped with a probe field of λ1, see an opposite electric field
between consecutive attosecond pulses in the train (Figure 2.7 b)),
leading to a mixture of both configurations in the experimental
signal. In addition, with only one pulse per cycle, the CEO phase
π-shift between two successive attosecond pulses (see Figure 2.7
compared to 2.12) vanishes, resulting in the same CEO phase φ̃ for
consecutive pulses. As a result, the signal from each individual
pulse will be in phase with all other pulses in the train. This prop-
erty has been used in Paper VI and has allowed us to perform a
stroboscopic measurement of re-scattering of electron waves on
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Figure 2.13. Classical electron
trajectories in a few-cycle pulse,
color-coded for highest return
energy brightest.

Figure 2.14. Illustration of two
counter-rotating circularly
polarized laser pulses forming a
short window (marked in red) of
linearly polarized radiation,
allowing the return of electrons for
the production of attosecond pulses
only during a single half cycle.

an atomic potential. The process has been named quantum strobo-
scope to emphasize that amplitudes and not intensities are added
constructively. Paper II shows how the average attosecond pulse
in such an APT can be measured with the streaking-technique
(see Section 3.2.1) that is commonly used for the characterization
of single attosecond pulses.

2.1.6 Generation of Single Attosecond Pulses

In the case of a few-cycle pulse, the emitted spectrum within a
single half cycle is highly dependent on the maximum E-field
amplitude. With a laser pulse as short as that shown in Figure
2.13 a), individual half cycles exhibit varying return energy dis-
tributions. The emission of the highest photon energies can then
be confined to a single half cycle, thus eliminating the harmonic
structure from this part of the emission spectrum. Using a low-
pass filter, all photon energies being emitted repeatedly can then
be excluded, leaving a single attosecond pulse (SAP) [11, 16, 55].

An alternative way to achieve the generation of a single at-
tosecond pulse is by shaping the polarization of the fundamental
field [56–59]. One can readily see from classical considerations
that during its excursion in the continuum the electron can be
made to miss the parent ion if the laser is elliptically polarized.
If the polarization state of a fundamental field is varied from el-
liptical to linear during only one half cycle electron returns will
only be possible during this interval. Electrons released by ion-
ization during intervals of elliptical polarization will not be able
to return to the parent atom as they are accelerated on a spiral tra-
jectory around the atom. Figure 2.14 shows an example of a short
fundamental laser field with such favorable polarization proper-
ties. This is the prime technique used for the generation of SAPs
in Papers VIII,IX, and X.

An important requirement for the production of SAPs is the
control of the CEO phase φ1 of the fundamental laser pulses [60–
63], which determines the occurrence of the maximum of the laser
electric field under the envelope function. Figure 2.13 b) show the
electron trajectories for a ”sine” pulse5. Obviously, in this case
two similar attosecond pulses will be emitted, in contrast to Fig-
ure 2.13 a).

2.2 Experimental Realization

In this Section, the experimental setups used in both Lund and
Milan are described. Their structure is similar: an oscillator laser,
followed by an amplification stage and a harmonic generation

5As long as the pulse is not short enough to allow emission only once irre-
spective of φ1, which is also a possible scenario.
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chamber. Once the attosecond pulses have been produced, they
are transported into another vacuum chamber and overlapped
with a fraction of the generating beam for characterization or ap-
plication experiments.

2.2.1 Experimental Setup in Lund

The laser system in Lund has changed over the course of this
thesis. The components of the laser system mentioned in Fig-
ure 2.15 reflect the present state, with major modifications hav-
ing been undertaken over the years. The first element of the
laser system, a Titanium:sapphire-based laser oscillator provides
the initial laser pulses for the chirped-pulse amplification (CPA)
laser system. Initially, the oscillator was a KM-labs model, using
prism compression and a folded cavity arrangement. The maxi-
mum achievable bandwidth was about 45 nm, centered at 800 nm
central wavelength. This oscillator was later replaced by a Fem-
tolasers Rainbow system, using a chirped-mirror technique for
dispersion compensation [64, 65] and providing a bandwidth of
about 300 nm and duration of approximately 7 fs at about 800 nm
central wavelength. In addition, the CEO phase can be stabilized
and controlled by an integrated feedback loop, based on a mono-
lithic implementation of difference-frequency generation inside
the laser cavity [66]. All the experiments performed in Lund dur-
ing the course of this thesis (Papers I to VII), however, did not
make use of this option. The main reason is that while the os-
cillator may have a stable CEO phase, mechanical vibrations and
electronic noise in other parts of the laser system would still intro-
duce large errors. Recently, phase-stable operation has also been
achieved with our laser system [67].

An Acousto-Optic Programmable Dispersive Filter (AOPDF)
(Fastlite Dazzler) follows the oscillator and makes it possible to
alter the phase properties of the seed pulses from the oscillator
and to select a bandwidth of approximately 80 nm to be amplified
in the rest of the laser system. With a grating-based, Öffner-type
stretcher the seed pulses are stretched to about 200 ps duration.
They are then amplified in a regenerative amplifier, with a pulse-
picking Pockels-cell reducing the repetition rate of the system to
1 kHz. The pump laser of the amplifier, a diode-pumped, 30 W
frequency-doubled Nd:YLF6 laser was responsible for a break in
experiments in Lund for approximately one year during which
two models7 constantly dropped in output power. The problem
was solved after changing the chiller aggregate, equipping it with
3 and 5 µm water filters and changing the laser head. During this
break, most of the experimental work in Milan was performed.

6Neodymium-doped yttrium lithium fluoride.
7Photonics Industries International Inc., model DM30.
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2.2.1 Experimental Setup in Lund

Figure 2.15. The attosecond interferometer setup in Lund, with a
schematic of the laser system arrangement.

After usually 12 passes in the regenerative amplifier, the aver-
age laser power is about 500 mW. The regenerative amplifier has
also undergone changes during the course of this work. Most
of the optics have changed and the layout has been modified to
provide a better contrast, i.e. minimized parasitic lasing (ampli-
fied spontaneous emission [ASE]). The reduction of the ASE is
the main improvement, allowing the further amplification of the
laser pulses to energies of up to 8 mJ. This amplification is per-
formed in a cryogenically cooled five-pass amplifier that also rep-
resents an upgrade from the initial system where a water-cooled
double-pass amplifier was used to boost the final pulse energy
before compression. The final pulse compression is performed
in a grating-based compressor in an inverse arrangement of the
stretcher. The compressor gratings have also been changed dur-
ing the course of this thesis, being responsible for most of the
boost in energy output of the whole laser system. In addition,
the telescope inside the compressor was changed to expand the
beam to a FWHM of about 1.6 cm to accommodate the higher
pulse energies from the new multipass amplifier. The old com-
pressor gratings had a combined transmission of 40% while the
new gratings entered operation at an 80% transmission rate. Un-
til now, they have only deteriorated to 75% transmission. This
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Figure 2.16. Laser tuning spectra
acquired during the experiments of
Paper VII, showing a shifting
center-of-mass of the spectrum.

deterioration behavior is common to such grating-based systems
and mostly a result of humidity in the laboratory air, which is
hard to prevent in Lund’s weather conditions. The introduction
of some silica-gel desiccant granulate could not prevent the ob-
served drop in transmission, which may also be partially related
to beam alignment issues. After compression, up to 6 mJ energy
of phase stable laser pulses have now been demonstrated in this
system [67], where regular operation is about 4 mJ. In conclusion,
the laser system has changed significantly during this work, from
conditions with an average-bandwidth oscillator and 2 mJ output
power to a phase-stable system of up to three times the output
energy.

Besides its usefulness for dispersion management, the AOPDF
can also be used to tune the central wavelength of the laser sys-
tem. Paper VII used this method to vary the carrier frequency
of the fundamental laser spectrum, thereby tuning the frequency
of the generated high-order harmonics. The tuning was achieved
by altering the characteristics of the spectral band selected from
the oscillator spectrum. One can shift the center wavelength of
the selected 80 nm or introduce a dip in the spectrum at a given
wavelength to shift the relative contribution of different wave-
lengths. As the dielectric optic elements used in the rest of the
laser system have a bandwidth far below 80 nm (about 40 nm),
shifting the selected spectral window will not greatly alter the
final laser wavelength. In addition to the mismatching band-
widths, the gain spectrum of the pumped Ti:Sapphire crystals acts
as an additional filter, forcing its characteristics on the final spec-
trum. This effect is mainly seen as a redshift during amplifica-
tion, but limits the possible bandwidth as there are a total of 17
passes through Ti:Sapphire-crystals in the entire laser amplifica-
tion chain. The limited reflection bandwidth of the system optics
and the Ti:Sapphire gain profile poses the main limits to the tun-
ing range of the system. Figure 2.16 presents an example of the
final laser spectra for different tunings from Paper VII.

The output of the compressor is then split in two parts at a
beam splitter, as shown in Figure 2.15. A fraction of 20% acts as a
probe pulse for experiments. The remaining 80% are used in high-
order harmonic generation. An aperture limits the beam diameter
for different experiments. For HHG in argon, an aperture width
of 1 cm is common and as neon requires higher intensities in the
focus, beam diameters of 15 mm and above have been used. A
spherical mirror focuses the laser pulses into a 1-kHz pulsed gas
jet released into a gas cell. This presents an upgrade from pre-
vious experiments in Lund, all of which were performed with a
static pressure cell. The gas cell length can be varied from 3 mm
to 10 mm, with the most common length being 6 mm. Several dif-
ferent focal lengths can be used to obtain different generation in-
tensities in the generation cell. The most common ones are 50 cm
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(Papers I, II, III, IV, V, VI) and 75 cm (VII). A thin-foil filter after
the generation blocks the infrared generation pulses. Depending
on the filter properties (Section 2.1.4) the harmonic radiation is
spectrally filtered and temporally compressed.

The probe beam is sent over a combination of a coarse de-
lay stage with 600 ps range and a piezo-mounted delay stage ad-
justable to attosecond precision. This delay defines the relative
phase between the harmonic radiation and the infrared probe.
A combination of a halfwave plate and a thin-film polarizer at
Brewster angle can be used to adjust the probe beam intensity. A
drilled recombination mirror is used to overlap the probe beam
with the XUV. It also acts as an aperture to reduce the signal
from the long trajectory (Section 2.1.1). The recombination mir-
ror has a curvature to match the harmonic radiation divergence
for generation with f = 50 cm focusing. The combined beams
are then focused by a toroidal mirror into the detection gas of ei-
ther a magnetic-bottle electron spectrometer (MBES) or a velocity-
map imaging spectrometer (VMIS) [68, 69]. The MBES records the
number of electrons after ionization and their time of flight (TOF)
in a flight tube and was the main instrument to record electron
spectra in Papers I, III, IV, V and VII. Papers II and VI used the
VMIS, of which an improved model was also used for the experi-
ments performed in Milan, i.e. in Papers VIII, IX and X.

2.2.2 Setup for Two-Color Generation

Figure 2.17 shows how the beam splitter in Figure 2.15 was re-
placed with an interferometric setup for two-color harmonic gen-
eration. This setup was used for Papers II, IV and VI. The in-
terferometer allows the adjustment of the relative phase of the
fundamental field and its second harmonic, thus providing ad-
ditional control over the harmonic generation process. Its main
function is to spatially and temporally overlap a second harmonic
beam with the fundamental laser pulse. The second harmonic is
generated in a KDP-crystal, then split off in a dichroic beam split-
ter. Because type-I phase matching is employed in KDP, the polar-
ization of the second harmonic needs to be rotated by 90 degrees
after generation so that the two beams have the same polariza-
tion. The coarse relative delay of second harmonic and funda-
mental beam is adjusted by a delay stage in the blue arm of the
Michelson interferometer shown in Figure 2.17.

The fundamental beam has a fraction split off in an additional
beam splitter to provide an infrared probe for experiments. A
thin glass plate on a rotational stage is used to adjust the rela-
tive phase ∆φ between the second harmonic and the fundamental
with attosecond precision. Finally, both beams are recombined by
another dichroic beam splitter. The rest of the setup is similar to
Section 2.2.1.
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Figure 2.17. Experimental setup for two-color HHG in Lund. A dichroic
Michelson interferometer generates the second harmonic of the funda-
mental beam, turns its polarization to coincide with the initial state and
then allows to precisely tune the relative phase of both laser fields. Their
interference in the generation gas induces even harmonics in the gener-
ated radiation.

2.2.3 Experimental Setup in Milan

The experiments of Papers VIII, IX and X were performed in
Milan, with Paper IX also including data that was recorded in
Lund in collaboration with AMOLF Amsterdam already in 2005.
The key difference between the experimental setup in Milan and
the one in Lund is the possibility to generate single attosecond
pulses (SAPs). There are two requirements that have to be met,
and one is the phase-stability of the laser system, meaning that
its CEO phase is controllable and stable over the course of an ex-
perimental scan (typically 30 to 60 min). The second requirement
is that few-cycle pulses are needed for the generation of SAPs
(Section 2.1.6). This is achieved through self-phase modulation
in an argon-filled hollow-core fused silica fiber and subsequent
compression by a set of chirped mirrors [70, 71]. The output of
the hollow-core fiber has a spectral distribution that is broadest
on axis. As a result of this radial spectral distribution, different
parts of the beam will be compressed to different durations, de-
pendent on the available bandwidth. A drilled mirror separates
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Figure 2.18. Experimental setup in Milan. The interferometric arrange-
ment generates single attosecond pulses by polarization gating and over-
laps them with a few-cycle infrared probe beam for detection in either an
XUV spectrometer or a velocity-mapping imaging spectrometer.

generating and probe pulses. This separation does not induce
any additional chirp on the pulses but has different durations as
a consequence of the fiber output characteristic. The pulses used
in the HHG process are therefore 5 fs long and the probe pulses
typically have a duration of 7 fs. The delay of the probe relative
to the generated attosecond pulses can be controlled with a pre-
cision of 200 as. The piezoelectric attosecond delay stage is inside
the vacuum chamber, providing additional stability in a labora-
tory surrounded by an Italian city and therefore more sources of
noise.

The 5 fs generation pulse has its polarization state altered by
propagating through two quarter wave plates, leading to a situa-
tion as depicted in Figure 2.14, where only a very short window
of linear polarization remains in the center of the envelope. The
relative orientation of the quarter wave plates allows us to adjust
the width of this linear polarization window [56–59].

The probe beam and the generated SAPs are both overlapped
in a second drilled mirror and sent into a VMIS, similar to the
setup in Lund, with the difference that an XUV photon spectrom-
eter is also attached to the experimental chamber. This allows
monitoring the spectrum of the SAPs independently during the
experiment.
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CHAPTER 3

CHARACTERIZATION OF
ATTOSECOND LIGHT PULSES

This Chapter describes various characterization methods for attosecond
pulses. The first Section introduces the RABITT method, the main
method of measuring the harmonic phase differences in a comb of high-
order harmonics. The last Section describes three additional methods:
the attosecond AC streak camera, the complete reconstruction of attosec-
ond bursts (CRAB) and the in-situ-characterization method.

3.1 Reconstruction of Attosecond Beating by
Interference in Two-Photon Transitions
(RABITT)

The RABITT method [15, 22, 72–75] is widely applied for the
phase characterization of high-order harmonics and the result-
ing attosecond pulses. It is a cross-correlation method of a comb
of equally spaced high-order harmonics with a fraction of the
generating laser pulse. Ionization of atoms with high-order har-
monics in the presence of an external laser field will lead to side-
bands [76–81] occurring next to the photoelectron peaks originat-
ing from the harmonic photons. Each sideband can originate from
either emission or absorption of an additional photon. These two
pathways to each given sideband state (see Figure 3.1) lead to in-
terference effects that provide access to the phase difference of the
ionization pathways [14]. In this thesis, the RABITT technique
has been used extensively for the characterization of attosecond
pulses in a train. It has been applied to broadband pulses (Paper
III) and its limitations have been explored in Paper V. In addi-
tion, an extension of this technique has been used for studies of
resonantly enhanced two-photon ionization (R2PI) in Paper VII
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(2)(1)

Figure 3.1. Photon picture of first
and second order perturbations
used in the RABITT method.

and is further described in Section 4.2.1. First, we will present the
principle of the RABITT technique using a perturbation theory
approach [74] before discussing its limitations.

3.1.1 Principle of the RABITT Method

Exposing an atom of ionization potential Ip to high order har-
monic radiation, will, for orders with photon energy qh̄ω1 > Ip,
lead to single photon ionization of target gas atoms and the emis-
sion of electrons with kinetic energy We = qh̄ω1 − Ip. This will
lead to a photoelectron spectrum of evenly spaced peaks at 2h̄ω1
distance. The harmonic intensity is low, allowing the light-matter
interaction to be treated as a small perturbation of the atomic sys-
tem. From first-order perturbation theory (see Section 1.2.2), the
probability amplitude for transitions from the ground state |g〉 to
a set of continuum states |i〉 of energy Wi by absorption of har-
monic photons labeled by the order q is described by

a(1)
i = (ih̄)−1

∫
dtµig Aq(t)eih̄−1(Wi−Ip−qh̄ω1)t+iφq , (3.1)

where µig = 〈i| er |g〉 is the dipole transition matrix element be-
tween states g and i, Aq(t) is the amplitude of the qth harmonic
and φq, the harmonic spectral phase.

The addition of a weak probe field can be treated as yet an-
other perturbation. It allows two-photon transitions to states f by
absorption of an XUV photon of harmonic q and emission (ampli-
tude aem

f ) or absorption (amplitude aabs
f ) of a probe laser photon

(see Figure 3.1). It is from these two-photon transitions that the
sidebands arise. Here, one can disregard the case of first absorb-
ing an IR photon with subsequent absorption of an XUV photon
which leads to smaller amplitudes [15]. The amplitude of a given
state | f 〉 from absorption is therefore the combination of the am-
plitudes resulting from emission and absorption

a(2)
f = aabs

f + aem
f (3.2)

with

aabs
f (τ) = ∑

i

∫
µ f iµig

h̄−1(W f−Ip−qh̄ω1)
Aq(t)A1(t− τ)eiφabs

dt (3.3)

aem
f (τ) = ∑

i

∫
µ f iµig

h̄−1(W f−Ip−(q+2)h̄ω1)
Aq+2(t)A1(t− τ)eiφem

dt,

for absorption and emission of a photon, with

φabs = (W f /h̄− Ip/h̄− qω1)t + φq −ω1(t− τ) (3.4)

φem = (W f /h̄− Ip/h̄− (q + 2)ω1)t + φq+2 + ω1(t− τ)
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Figure 3.2. Sketch illustrating the
use of the RABITT method: two
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Fourier-transformed to yield the
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where τ is the relative delay of the XUV and IR fields with enve-
lope functions Aq(t) and A1(t), respectively. The signal arising
from two-photon transitions to state | f 〉 is then proportional to∣∣∣a(2)

f (τ)
∣∣∣
2
.

An additional phase term comes from the amplitude factors
in Equation 3.3. This phase term can be written ∆φat

f = φ+ − φ−
[14, 82], with

φ± = arg

[
∑

i

µ f iµig

h̄−1(W f − Ip − h̄(q + 1∓ 1)ω1)

]
, (3.5)

and is referred to as the atomic phase. We can now express the
sideband peak signal S f (τ) corresponding to absorption of en-
ergy (q + 1)h̄ω1 as

S f (τ) ∝ cos
(

2φr + ∆φat
f + ∆φq,q+2

)
(3.6)

where φr = ω1τ, and S f varies with delay τ and depends on the
offsets ∆φq,q+2 = φq − φq+2 and ∆φat

f . ∆φat
f is usually small in

comparison to ∆φq,q+2 but can be calculated from integration of
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation [33] or measured [74].
If these atomic phase factors have been determined before or can
be considered negligibly small1, then the only unknown in Equa-
tion 3.6 is the harmonic phase difference ∆φq,q+2.

Measuring S f as a function of τ allows us to determine ∆φq,q+2
as a function of q by Fourier transform. The Fourier transform
contains a DC component and a peak at 2ω1 whose phase is ex-
pected to be ∆φat

f + ∆φq,q+2. This method is sketched in Figure
3.2, where two sidebands are Fourier-transformed to extract the
offset phases ∆φq,q+2 and ∆φq+2,q+4.

∆φq,q+2 is related to the harmonic group delay sampled at the
sideband energies (q + 1)h̄ω1, by

τg((q + 1)ω1) =
∂φ

∂ω

∣∣∣∣
(q+1)ω1

=
∆φq,q+2

2ω1
. (3.7)

Note that our measurement (Figure 3.2) does not allow us to de-
termine τg((q + 1)ω1) in absolute value, since the delay τ is only
known in relative value. The absolute value of the GD is not
needed for the reconstruction of the attosecond pulse (only the
GDD matters, see Section 3.1.3). There are, however, experiments,
where this absolute delay of generation pulse and harmonics is of
interest [23, 83]. The delay between the maximum of the gener-
ation pulse envelope and the attosecond XUV burst can be mea-
sured by interference of the probe and generation beam during
the HHG process [73, 84].

1This is the case for transitions to final states far above the threshold, with
high W f
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Figure 3.3. Reconstruction of an
APT according to Equation 3.9.

3.1.2 Atomic Phase Factors

The RABITT method requires that the atomic phase factors are
small or can be accurately calculated. Mauritsson et al. [85] have
calculated the magnitude of φat

f g by numerically solving the TDSE.
These phase factors can be shown to be related to the scattering
phases of the state reached after absorption of one photon [86].
In some cases as in Paper VII and in [75], φat

f g becomes large. If
one of the states i in Equation 3.3 is a resonant state r, then the
two-photon transition leading to final state f will experience a
π-phase jump [75] (see Section 4.2.1).

The atomic phase is a limitation to the RABITT technique, but
it can be used conversely to obtain information on the atomic sys-
tem. In Paper VII, the attosecond chirp information is obtained
from the other sideband signals, thus isolating the atomic contri-
bution. Its photon energy and probe laser intensity dependence
are then studied in detail. Haessler et al. [75] study a ”com-
plex resonance” in the ionization of nitrogen molecules by similar
techniques.

3.1.3 Reconstruction of Attosecond Pulse Shapes

The aim of the RABITT method is to characterize APTs in phase
and amplitude. This is the ultimate goal of all ultrashort pulse
measurement techniques, because only the knowledge of both
phase and amplitude provides the full picture with respect to
the duration and temporal intensity distribution of the pulses.
Knowledge of these parameters is important as the pulse duration
determines the resolution of ultrafast experiments. The phase is
measured by the RABITT technique described above and the am-
plitude is readily obtained from the harmonic spectrum.

In our experiments, the spectrum is measured by the electron
count in an electron spectrometer or by an XUV grating spectrom-
eter (see Section 2.2). When using the photoelectron spectrum,
the ionization cross-section σq of the target gas has to be taken
into account. This exists as tabulated data which can be used to
correct the photoelectron spectrum amplitudes [87]. This indi-
rect measurement makes it difficult to draw conclusions on the
pulse energy of the APT. The measurement of the conversion ef-
ficiency and XUV photon flux requires carefully calibrated detec-
tors, which has not been done in this thesis work [32, 88].

From the measured harmonic spectral phase differences
∆φq,q+2 and the relative harmonic spectral amplitudes
Aq =

√
Iq/σq the average attosecond pulse in an APT can
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be reconstructed. We obtain the spectral phase as

φq =





0, q = qmin
q
∑
n

∆φn−2,n, q > qmin
(3.8)

where qmin is the lowest measured harmonic order2. The average
intensity profile Iavg of such a attosecond pulse then arises from
the sum of the individual harmonic fields

Iavg(t) =

∣∣∣∣∣∑q
Aq exp

[
−iqω1t− iφq

]
∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (3.9)

where the spectral phase φq defines the relative synchronization
of the harmonic components and can greatly influence the pulse
shape. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a reconstructed pulse
train. The FWHM of the intensity profile Iavg(t) defines the pulse
duration of the attosecond pulse. An overview of such different
average temporal intensity profiles for several different filter ma-
terials was given in Figure 2.10.

3.1.4 Pulse to Pulse Variations in RABITT

There are several limits to the validity of RABITT. One is its ability
to only measure the average pulse shape of a given APT. To ex-
tend the measurement to the pulse-to-pulse variations in the APT
[34], a generation intensity dependent measurement has been
proposed [23]. A second option which has mainly been used for
APTs with few pulses, is the use of a full cross-correlation trace
between the APT and the probing field [89–91] (Section 3.2.2).

Equation 3.9 assumes that the individual harmonic fields are
infinite in time (i.e. monochromatic). In reality, the duration of
each harmonic field is shorter than that of the fundamental laser.
Therefore, the harmonic amplitude function becomes a function
of time Aq(t), with finite duration. The intensity profile Iavg(t),
as expressed by Equation 3.9, is therefore only an average of all
pulses in an APT, each contributing with their respective duration
to the shape of the pulse3.

The limited duration of any harmonic order q stems from the
intensity envelope of the fundamental laser pulse. As seen in Sec-
tion 2.1.1, the harmonic cutoff is dependent on the laser electric
field strength seen by the electron during its excursion in the con-
tinuum. As a result, lower harmonics have a longer duration be-
cause the fundamental laser intensity needed for their generation

2qmin is usually defined by the used filter material and the Ip of the detection
gas. For a correct pulse measurement, h̄qminω1 needs to exceed Ip.

3In the spectral domain, a finite duration ∆t corresponds to a bandwidth ∆ω.
Equivalently, one can therefore say that the spectra of all attosecond pulses mix to
produce the measured average attosecond pulse.
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Figure 3.4. APT reconstructed
from RABITT measured in Paper
III, with pulse to pulse variations
used from [23]. A full train is
shown, with three different pulses
in the train displayed below,
showing the greater duration at the
wings of the APT.

persists longer while the fundamental laser pulse interacts with
the generation medium. Thus, the highest harmonic orders have
the shortest duration. They are emitted at the center of the fun-
damental pulse, which is used in the generation of SAPs from
few-cycle pulses (Section 2.1.6).

In [23], the variation of attosecond pulses within an APT is
studied by extending the RABITT method with two improve-
ments. First, the absolute delay of the APT with respect to the
fundamental laser envelope maximum is known [73, 84] and sec-
ond, the RABITT measurements are performed at different gen-
eration intensities. Then, a Taylor-expansion of the harmonic
phases φq with respect to their intensity- and q-dependence re-
solves the pulse-to-pulse variations as higher-order terms in the
expansion. The intensity-calibration and the number of intensity-
dependent RABITT measurements then determines the precision
of the retrieved full pulse train structure. In [23], three measure-
ments were performed, providing the essential information by
making reasonable assumptions regarding the fundamental laser
pulse shape. Increased knowledge of the fundamental laser pulse
shape can further improve the precision.

In Paper III, the question of pulse-to-pulse variations arose
as well. There, one aim was to produce the shortest attosecond
pulses to-date, which then required knowledge of what the mea-
sured average pulse shape in the APT meant. The average pulse
shape had a duration of 130 as, a world record at that time. It
shared this world record for some time with [92], which achieved
the same duration with an SAP generated from argon and there-
fore at a different central photon energy. The method from [23]
was used to assess the pulse-to-pulse variations in the APTs gen-
erated in Paper III. These are the results presented in Figure 3.4. It
was found that within the FWHM of the APT, the pulse duration
varied from 120 as in the center of the train to 140 as at the half-
maximum of the attosecond pulse peak intensity4. At 10% of the
peak intensity, the pulse duration was 190 as. The study in Paper
III concluded that using a 500 nm filter of zirconium would be
sufficient to push the average pulse duration below 100 as, con-
sidered a milestone at that time. Further experiments in this di-
rection were undertaken in the course of this thesis, but proved
unsuccessful due to the low filter transmission and sub-optimal
performance of the laser system at the time. The race for the first
sub-100 as pulse continued thereafter and was finished in 2008
[93].

4Using such an APT in experiments, more than 80% of the signal will come
from pulses in this part of the train. Therefore, the duration measured by the
RABITT method from an APT is a good measure of the experimentally relevant
pulse duration.
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(3)

Figure 3.5. Photon picture of the
third perturbation order transitions.

3.1.5 Limitations of RABITT with High Probe
Intensities

Another limit to the validity of RABITT arises from the require-
ment that the probe field should only act as a perturbation to the
process as seen in the derivation in Section 3.1.1. For higher probe
field intensities, one may need to consider higher orders of per-
turbation than the second-order used in Section 3.1.1.

Assume that we perform an experiment like RABITT in condi-
tions which exceed the limits prescribed by the description in sec-
ond order perturbative terms. Instead of a non-perturbative so-
lution [81, 94], one can extend the model by considering an addi-
tional order of perturbation. In this case, as depicted in Figure 3.5,
the emission or absorption of an additional IR photon becomes
possible compared to the two-photon processes used in conven-
tional RABITT, where we considered the transitions (q → q + 1)
and (q + 2 → q + 1). We find that now transitions (q → q + 2)
and (q + 4→ q + 2) become possible. Here, the harmonic number
(q + n) denotes a final state reached by the absorption of a single
XUV photon. Using the notation from Section 3.1.1, we can then
write the third order amplitude of harmonic state q as

a(3)
q ≈ F(ih̄)3

[
ei(2φr+φq−2) + 2eiφq + ei(−2φr+φq+2)

]
, (3.10)

where F is an amplitude factor and we have disregarded the
atomic phase factors ∆φat

q . The total signal S ∝ |a(3)
q |2 will then be

proportional to

S(φr) ∝ A cos
(
4φr + (∆φq−2,q+2)

)

+ B cos
(
2φr + (∆φq−2,q)

)

+ C cos
(
2φr + (∆φq,q+2)

)
, (3.11)

where A, B and C are constant factors. There are two contribu-
tions oscillating at a frequency of 2ω1 and one oscillating with
4ω1. The term oscillating at 4ω1 has as its offset the phase differ-
ence ∆φq−2,q+2, which allows mapping of the group delay as in
the RABITT case. It uses the phase difference of non-consecutive
harmonics but yields the same results as shown in Figure 3.7.

We conclude that at higher probe intensities, when the absorp-
tion of two IR photons becomes likely, the group delay of the
harmonic spectrum can be determined by considering a higher-
frequency modulation of the delay-dependent signal. From Fig-
ure 3.5 we see that this modulation will be found in the states
reached by the absorption of harmonics. We also see that the 2ω1
modulations include several components and therefore become
unreliable for the GD measurement.

The previous considerations can be extended to a fourth or-
der of perturbation, as shown in Figure 3.6, with an approximate
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(4)

Figure 3.6. Photon picture of the
fourth perturbation order
transitions. There are several
ambiguous transition pathways to
the same final state.
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Figure 3.7. Comparison of RABITT
phases measured from higher
modulation frequencies. The
modulation frequencies are 2ω1
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The dashed lines are line fits,
indicating that the same GDD was
measured each time.

amplitude as

a(4)
q+1 ≈ F

[
ei(3φr+φq−2) + 3ei(φr+φq) + 3ei(−φr+φq+2)

+ ei(−3φr+φq+4)
]

, (3.12)

from which we will not write the resulting cross terms. There will
be a single component oscillating at 6ω1

S ∝ cos
(
6φr + ∆φq−2,q+4

)
, (3.13)

two components at 4ω1 (originating from ∆φq−2,q+2 and ∆φq,q+4)
and several components with frequency 2ω1 (Figure 3.6).

The possibility of several components contributing to a given
modulation frequency is why the RABITT method begins to break
down for higher IR intensities. Eventually too many different
∆φm,l will be present in a single final state at the conventional
modulation frequency 2ω1, preventing the useful extraction of
the harmonic spectral phase differences. Paper V studies how
this behavior for higher IR intensities introduces errors in the
phase measurement, leading to reconstructed pulse shapes that
are not physical anymore. Instead of the increasingly unreliable
lowest order of modulation, the higher perturbation orders can
then be used to obtain an unperturbed measurement of the har-
monic chirp rate.

Figure 3.7 shows such a measurement. The phase difference
is measured for three different modulation frequencies (varying
from gray to black with increasing frequency). The three curves
show good agreement and the same chirp rate (gradient) for all
three cases. Paper V also introduces a more generalized treatment
of the observed effects, very similar to the considerations of [95].

3.2 Strong IR Field Cross-Correlation Methods

The RABITT method of the previous Section is not the only
method to analyze the phase of attosecond pulses. This Sec-
tion will introduce three different methods that can also be used.
The first method, is the standard method for SAPs. The second
method is an extension of the previous one and was used in Pa-
pers VIII, IX, and X, allowing full reconstruction of fairly arbi-
trary pulse shapes. The last method was proposed and demon-
strated by [26] and was analyzed in detail in Paper IV.

3.2.1 Streaking

The XUV ionization process in the presence of a probe laser field
can be treated semiclassically [91]. This is done by dividing the
process into two steps, where the ionization by the APT or SAP
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Figure 3.8. Illustration of the
momentum transfer from vector
potential A to an electron released
at time ti in a laser field E(t).

is separated from the effect of the probe. An electron is released
from an atom at time ti by single-photon ionization with an ini-
tial kinetic energy W0 = |p0|2 /2me and then accelerated by the
probe laser electric field. Here, p0 is the initial momentum of the
electron of mass me. The acceleration can then be treated by classi-
cal mechanics [96, 97] where the time-dependent momentum p(t)
follows as

p(t) = eA(t) + [p0 − eA(ti)] , (3.14)

with A(t) as the vector potential of the probe laser. In our experi-
ments laser fields are normally linearly polarized and A(t) points
along the direction of the laser polarization, defining the direc-
tion for the gained momentum. One can see that at time t � ti,
when both pulses have long passed and the electron is detected,
the final momentum is

p f = p0 − eA(ti). (3.15)

This shows that any electron originating at time ti will have its
momentum changed by eA(ti) with respect to the probe-field-free
case.

Let us now consider an SAP, significantly shorter than the
probe period, so that A can be considered as constant during the
duration of the SAP. The final momentum distribution of the pho-
toelectrons as a function of delay (ti) reproduces the A(t) of the
probe laser pulse over the range of delays scanned. All spectral
components within the SAP are released at different p0 but expe-
rience the same vector potential.

The attosecond streak camera method [98] is based on these
considerations. Assume an SAP with bandwidth ∆ω and dura-
tion ∆τ being chirped, so that its central frequency ω̃ changes
over ∆τ with the chirp rate b. If in addition the SAP is not short
enough compared to the variation of the probe laser vector poten-
tial A(t), the frequency ω̃(t) will experience different A(t) over
∆τ. In the final recorded photoelectron momentum distribution,
a distribution of vector potentials A(t) will then contribute over
the pulse duration ∆τ, thus broadening the momentum distribu-
tion compared to the field-free case. The probe field vector po-
tential therefore maps the temporal variation of the SAP central
frequency to momentum space. Note that the broadening is in
the case where chirp and ∂A(t)/∂t are of the same sign, and in
the case of opposite sign there will be a narrowing of the momen-
tum distribution. This method is based on the assumption of a
fairly well-behaved SAP pulse shape, e.g. a Gaussian pulse. It
does, however, allow to characterize the chirp rate of the SAP.

Paper II presents an implementation of this method not for an
SAP but for an APT generated from a two-color field. As seen
in Section 2.1.5, an APT with one pulse/laser cycle creates iden-
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Figure 3.9. Experimental CRAB
spectrogram recorded for Paper
VIII.

tical electron wave packets in the probe field, which allows us to
employ the attosecond AC streak camera method.

3.2.2 Complete Reconstruction of Attosecond Bursts
(CRAB)

The CRAB-method [90, 91] is an extension of the attosecond
streak camera method, allowing the full reconstruction of single
attosecond pulses or short pulse trains. It has been successfully
demonstrated in experiments for SAPs [92, 93, 99, 100] but re-
cently also for APTs [101]. The CRAB-technique originates from
the method of Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) [102–
104], which is used for the characterization of ultrashort laser
pulses.

The FROG method is based on a spectrogram, i.e. a two-
dimensional set of data, which normally is a spectrum recorded
as a function of delay. A FROG spectrogram is described by

S(ω, τ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣

∞∫

−∞

dtG(t)E(t− τ) exp(iωt)

∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (3.16)

where E(t− τ) is the field to be measured and G(t) is the gating
field. The gate may be known or not. It is in fact possible to extract
both functions from the spectrogram, in conditions which are
then called ”blind FROG” [104]. The extraction is normally per-
formed numerically by use of a deconvolution algorithm [102],
requiring only a two-dimensional set of amplitude data [105, 106].
The algorithm benefits greatly from one of the two functions be-
ing known so that it can be used as an input to the pulse retrieval.

In the case of CRAB, a full trace of delay-dependent photoion-
ization spectra serves as the spectrogram. Here, the IR probe is
treated as a time-varying phase gate on the attosecond pulse pho-
toelectron spectrum. In the case of attosecond fields, an equation
similar to Eq. 3.16 is obtained from the strong-field approxima-
tion [7] for ionization in the presence of a dressing laser field [91]

a(p f ) = −i
∞∫

−∞

dt exp [iζ(t)] µp f g AXUV(t−τ)e[i(W f +Ip)t−ih̄ω̃(t−τ)]

(3.17)
with

ζ(t) = −
∞∫

ti

dt′
(

pA(t′) + A2(t′)/2
)

, (3.18)

and AXUV(t − τ) as the attosecond pulse envelope. We see that
the function ζ(t) can be identified as a phase gate G(t) as men-
tioned above. The vector potential of the probe laser field will
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Figure 3.10. RABITT scan measured using fundamental laser pulses
compressed in a hollow-core fiber. The sideband signal extends over ≈
30 fs, about half of a conventional RABITT performed with the Lund laser
system.

modulate the photoelectron wave packet phase as a gate function
with varying delay τ. Despite the phase modulation being lost
when only the amplitude square is recorded, two-dimensional
deconvolution algorithms (e.g. PCGPA5 [104]) can very efficiently
retrieve both functions E(t) and G(t) from the spectrogram.

Figure 3.9 presents one such spectrogram retrieved during the
experiments of Paper VIII. The pulse duration was found to be
∆τ = 350 ± 20 as. With short laser pulses, compressed by a
hollow-core fiber and chirped mirrors (described in Section 2.2.3),
conditions can approach those considered for short pulse trains in
[90]. Experiments with this compression method were performed
in Lund in the course of this thesis with the aim of producing
SAPs or short pulse trains by polarization gating [107]. These
shorter fundamental pulses were used in HHG and as a probe,
resulting in the scan shown in Figure 3.10. The signal of sideband
20 - a cross-correlation of the average duration of harmonics 19
and 21 with the IR - has a FWHM of 25 fs. If we consider the side-
band signal as an intensity autocorrelation, assuming for simplic-
ity equal length and a Gaussian shape for both the probe pulse
and the harmonics, the duration of the IR is about 17 fs.

The retrieval of attosecond pulses using the CRAB method
was attempted in the course of this thesis, but the resolution of
the data in Figure 3.10 did not prove to be sufficient for useful
pulse reconstructions. The algorithm developed in this work was
tested on the scan in Figure 3.9 and showed a duration of 400 as,

5Principal Component Generalized Projections Algorithm.
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a reasonable agreement with the algorithm used in Milan.

3.2.3 in-situ Method

The last method presented here probes attosecond pulses while
they are generated [26], using two-color HHG (Section 2.1.5) with
a very weak blue field (R = 0.001). The blue field slightly per-
turbs the generation by the fundamental laser, with consecutive
half IR cycles being affected differently. This difference will then
break the symmetry between both half cycles and lead to the on-
set of weak even harmonics. The magnitude of an individual even
harmonic peak depends on the relative phase ∆φ21 between both
fields and scanning ∆φ21 leads to a modulation of the even har-
monic signals. For the even harmonics in the plateau region of the
spectrum, the phase of the even harmonic maximum ∆φm(qω1),
with q as the even harmonic number, is related to the distribution
of release times tr(qω1) as [108]

tr(qω1) ≈ −
∆φm(qω1)

ω1
, (3.19)

which is analogous to the considerations for Equation 2.3 and
thus yields the GD curve of the even and odd harmonics [108].
This GD curve is, under the assumption of a smooth variation
of the harmonic intensity over the spectrum [26], a sampling of
the emission times or GD function for the odd harmonics. The
method, however, breaks down for harmonics in the cutoff and
for the lowest harmonics. Interestingly, it determines the GD of
the harmonic emission in the single atom response and does not
include effects of phase matching on the temporal properties (see
Paper I). Phase matching may affect the method validity in condi-
tions of high pressure and long media. This has been investigated
in Paper IV.
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CHAPTER 4

METROLOGY OF ATTOSECOND WAVE
PACKETS

This Chapter presents applications of attosecond pulses. Attosecond
wave packets, created from the interaction of attosecond light pulses
with matter, can be attosecond electron wave packets or vibrational wave
packets in molecules. They can be created by excitation with an APT,
forming a train of attosecond electron wave packets, or by an SAP lead-
ing to the formation of a single attosecond wave packet. These wave
packets are then characterized as precisely as possible, both in amplitude
and phase, and manipulated by an external laser field.

4.1 Free Attosecond Electron Wave Packets

The simplest attosecond electron wave packets are those above
the ionization threshold and created by single-photon absorption.
This type of wave packet has been used from the beginning of at-
tosecond physics, primarily for the characterization of attosecond
pulses. Free electron wave packets are used both in the RABITT
and streaking techniques presented in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.1.
Here, we concentrate on the properties of the electron wave pack-
ets themselves.

4.1.1 Electron Wave Packets in Laser Fields

The attosecond electron wave packets (EWPs) used in this thesis
are created by photoionization of matter with attosecond pulses.
With Equation 1.13 we see from first-order perturbation theory
that the temporal properties of an EWP are defined by the attosec-
ond pulse. This is the foundation of attosecond pulse characteri-
zation techniques presented in the previous Chapter. Figure 4.1 a)
shows the electron momentum distribution |a(p)|2 from single-
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Figure 4.1. a) Electron momentum
distribution |a(p)|2 from an SAP
ionizing He, with no IR field
present b) with IR, A(t) < 0, c) with
IR, A(t) > 0.

photon ionization of a He atom in its ground state by an SAP cen-
tered at a photon energy of 40 eV with 13 eV bandwidth. This cre-
ates photoelectrons in a coherent superposition of εp final contin-
uum states1 with a bandwidth corresponding to that of the ioniz-
ing radiation. This wave packet shown in Figure 4.1 a) represents
the basic wave packet available for experiments with attosecond
pulses. For an APT, where a sequence of attosecond pulses of sim-
ilar bandwidth is spaced at constant temporal intervals, the EWPs
created by each individual pulse will interfere with one another.
The momentum distribution resulting from ionization of an atom
with an APT is shown in Figure 4.2 a).

As seen in Section 3.2.1, the presence of a laser field during
ionization allows the transfer of momentum from the laser field
to the created EWP, following the instantaneous vector potential
A(t) of the external laser field at the time of ionization (Equation
3.15). Figures 4.1 b) and c) present the momentum distribution
from ionization at the two opposing extrema of the vector poten-
tial, shifting the whole momentum distribution along the laser
polarization direction. The field used in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 is po-
larized along the y-direction.

For ionization with APTs in the presence of a probe laser field,
the situation is complicated by the periodicity of the APT in com-
parison to the external laser period. Figures 4.2 b) and c) depict
two possible scenarios. In the case of Figure 4.2 b), two attosecond
pulses per fundamental (and probe) laser cycle lead to a super-
position of EWPs with momentum distributions displaced in the
opposite direction. These are the experimental conditions used
by Remetter et al.[25] for momentum shearing interferometry of
attosecond EWPs, where the upper and the lower lobes of Figure
4.2 a) can interfere around the zero of py. If the APT includes only
one attosecond pulse per laser cycle - as in Papers II and VI (Sec-
tion 2.1.5) - the momentum distribution as a whole is shifted as in
Figure 4.2 c) with the periodicity of the train leading to a modula-
tion of the momentum distribution by interference. These are the
conditions of the ”quantum stroboscope” [109], where the time
spacing between the pulses of the APT matches the frequency of
the external field, thus ”freezing” the momentum distribution at
a given instantaneous vector potential A(t + n2π/ωr), with n the
number of pulses in the train and ωr the repetition frequency of
the APT. With each pulse being in phase with all others, their cre-
ated EWPs will add constructively, leading to a total signal pro-
portional to n2. Paper VI demonstrates this method and its use
for a time-resolved measurement with APTs. As a result from
the fact that all attosecond pulses experience the same vector po-
tential, techniques developed for SAPs can be directly applied in
these conditions. Paper II shows the application of the attosecond

1With angular momentum ` = 1, due to ground state He being 1s with ` = 0.
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Figure 4.2. a) |a(p)|2 from a train
of pulses, no IR b) with IR, two
pulses/cycle, c) with IR, one
pulse/cycle.
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of ionization of He by an attosecond pulse a)
without external laser field, b) in the presence of a weak to moderately
strong external laser field, c) in presence of a strong IR field allowing
return of the electron and re-scattering.

AC streak camera technique to measure the GDD of the attosec-
ond pulses.

When the external laser field reaches intensities of
1012 Wcm−2, the laser field transfers a significant amount of
momentum to the electrons. This transferred momentum can
become sufficient to turn around an electron ejected along the
polarization direction of the laser and have its final momentum
point in the opposite direction. These are the conditions depicted
in Figures 4.1 b), c) and 4.2 c). To better describe these conditions,
a γ̃-parameter can be defined

γ̃ =
Wk
2Up

, (4.1)

with Wk the kinetic energy of the ejected electron without the ex-
ternal laser field and Up the ponderomotive energy. A γ̃ > 1
implies that the transferred momentum from the IR field does
not exceed the initial momentum gained in the ionization step
(p2

k/me = Wk = qh̄ω1 − Ip). γ̃ < 1 means that the electric field of
the external probe laser is strong enough to turn electrons of field
free ejection energy Wk around and have them pass the original
ion.

Figure 4.3 illustrates these possible scenarios. In Fig. 4.3 a), a
photoelectron is ejected with an excess kinetic energy of Wk in
one direction. In Fig. 4.3 b) and c), the electron is released in
presence of an external field at a given instant and then driven
by field for the rest of the probe pulse duration. Two probe fields
of different amplitude are shown, representing two different γ̃
parameters. For γ̃ > 1 (Figure 4.3 b)), the electron will wiggle in
the field, with a minimum kinetic energy of zero and a maximum
determined by its acceleration in the electric field. After the pulse
has passed, it will be found with a momentum determined by
the vector potential at the time of its release and its initial Wk,
as in Equation 3.15. For γ̃ < 1 (Figure 4.3 c)), while the electron
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Figure 4.4. Momentum maps from Paper VI. The first panel compares
theory and experiment, showing re-scattering and excellent agreement.
Panel 3 shows again re-scattering, but in the other direction as it repre-
sents a vector potential A shifted by half a laser cycle or π.

wiggles in the field following its release, it will not only return to
the parent ion but actually be able to pass it and re-scatter off the
atomic potential with a certain probability.

Paper VI reaches conditions of γ̃ ≈ 0.9 and records the re-
scattering of electrons. It makes use of the quantum strobo-
scope realized by preparing an APT from two-color HHG (Sec-
tion 2.1.5). Figure 4.4 shows the photoelectron momentum distri-
butions recorded from helium atoms as measured with a VMIS
(Section 2.2.1) in Paper VI. Here, a) and c) correspond to the max-
ima of the vector potential A in opposing directions, with a) being
split in half at the symmetry axis along the laser polarization for
comparison with a TDSE calculation (left side). In both cases, the
vector potential A is strong enough to turn around the lowest-
energy photoelectrons and allow re-scattering. Figure 4.4 b) and
d) are recorded at the zero-crossings of the vector potential. We
see re-scattering effects appear in a) and c) as minima in the elec-
tron signal in the innermost ring from destructive interference be-
tween the re-scattered and the unaffected portions of the EWP. It
is clearest at about 60◦ from the vertical axis (highlighted by cir-
cle). The calculation in a) shows the re-scattering in greater clarity
and confirms the interpretation of our observations.

The experiment in Paper VI imaged the re-scattering of re-
turning EWP fractions on the atomic potential for the first time.
This provided a proof-of-principle experiment to use of these co-
herent EWPs for diffraction studies on more complicated systems,
similar to other coherent diffraction techniques with either pho-
tons or electrons (e.g. [110]).

4.2 Metrology of Bound States

Experiments grow in complexity when bound states are involved.
Here, the observables are again free electrons, which now carry
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Figure 4.6. a) Harmonic phase
differences measured in He, b)
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corrected for linear chirp fit
indicated by dashed line in a).
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Figure 4.5. a) Photon picture of the R2PI phase measurement. b)
resonance-induced phase change in two-photon ionization from second-
order perturbation theory, dependent on detuning δ from a resonance
|r〉.

information on the intermediate excited states i. Papers VII and
VIII present two experiments aimed at such an intermediate state
characterization. Paper VII studies the phase effects of a resonant
two-photon ionization process and uses it to measure the reso-
nance behavior in the presence of a probe laser field of varying
strength. Paper VIII aims to fully characterize in amplitude and
phase a wave packet comprising several bound states by use of
an interferometric method.

4.2.1 Resonant Two-Photon Ionization

The release of an electron by absorption of two photons whose
combined photon energy is higher than the binding energy, is
called two-photon ionization. This process has a much greater
probability amplitude if at least one of the two photons matches a
resonant transition in the atom. This process may involve pho-
tons of different energies (resonant two-color two-photon ion-
ization) or more generally, more than two photons (resonantly-
enhanced multiphoton ionization - REMPI).

The atomic phase factor φat
q from Section 3.1.2 can be greatly

affected if the energy of an intermediate state is very close to the
photon energy of a harmonic q. The dominant term of the tran-
sition amplitude from the ground state to the final state by ab-
sorption of the harmonic photon energy and an IR photon en-
ergy (Figure 4.5 a)) is proportional to µ f rµrg/[ωrg − qω1], which
diverges for qω1 = ωrg, i.e. at resonance. When scanning the ex-
citation frequency through the resonance, this resonant term will
change sign, so that the associated atomic phase will undergo a π
phase shift. Figure 4.5 b) shows this phase shift as a function of
the detuning δ = ωrg− qω1 using a simple two-level perturbation
theory model with radiation fields of 30 fs (IR) and 10 fs (XUV)
duration, the latter corresponding to a bandwidth of 180 meV.

Paper VII studies the phase of resonant two-photon ionization
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(R2PI) of helium via the 1s3p 1P1 state. The 15th harmonic, which
at a fundamental wavelength of 800 nm has a photon energy of
23.25 eV, is close to the 1s3p resonance, which lies 23.087 eV from
the ground state. With an ionization potential of 24.58 eV, helium
excited in the 3p state can then be ionized by absorption of a sin-
gle IR photon of 1.54 eV photon energy. By changing the fun-
damental central frequency ω1 using the DAZZLER (see Section
2.2.1), the detuning δ with respect to the resonance can be varied.

The measurement of the R2PI phase is based upon the super-
position of two pathways whose resulting interference pattern
provides access to the pathway phase difference. The photon en-
ergy of harmonic 17 is high enough to ionize helium and with
the presence of the probe field, the absorption of 17th harmonic
photons and simultaneous emission of an IR photon is possible,
thus providing a transition pathway to the same final state as the
R2PI involving harmonic 15. Since the 15th harmonic is tuned by
changing the fundamental one, all of the involved photon ener-
gies will follow and the interference effect will still occur inde-
pendently of the photon energy. Tuning the relative phase of IR
and harmonics, the resulting delay-dependent interference pat-
tern in the electron signal will then have the R2PI phase encoded.

As seen in Section 3.1.1, the interference pattern provides ac-
cess to the phase difference of both pathways. This phase dif-
ference has three different contributions: the harmonic spectral
phase difference between the neighboring harmonics, ∆φq,q+2, the
atomic phase contribution from the two-photon process involv-
ing the absorption of an IR photon φat

a , and the two-photon atomic
phase contribution associated with the emission of an IR photon,
φat

e . With φat
a containing the contribution of the resonance, the

other two contributions need to be determined independently to
extract φat

a . The group delay of the attosecond pulses can be char-
acterized by a RABITT measurement, excluding the effects of the
resonant state. The additional higher harmonic orders in the ex-
periment allow us to perform an accurate measurement of the
harmonic chirp. A fit as in Figure 4.6 a) (dashed line) then allows
us to assess the group delay contribution in the final state and to
remove it from the phase measurement, as is shown in the tran-
sition from Figure 4.6 a) to b). The other contribution φat

e is not
dependent on the detuning. The remaining term is the contribu-
tion resulting from the resonant term, dependent on the detuning,
φat

a (δ). To reference the interference pattern between measure-
ments with different detunings δ, this approach requires knowl-
edge of the absolute delay of the involved laser fields, which we
do not have. We therefore perform a relative measurement where
a detuning-unaffected final state, namely the next higher side-
band2, will serve as a reference for the modulation.

2Sideband 18 was used in all experiments with He, and sideband 16 in Ne.
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This method allows us to determine the phase of R2PI via
the 3p state in helium. The results are presented in detail in Pa-
per VII. The detuning is varied by changing the laser spectrum,
thus tuning the central frequency, or alternatively, by varying the
probe intensity, thus shifting the atomic states.

Figure 4.7 presents a chirp-corrected measurement performed
in neon, with Ne 2s22p5(2P3/2)4p as the resonant state (gray).
The data in black in Figure 4.7 are the chirp-corrected harmonic
phase differences measured from argon, and the gray data is from
three different detunings δ. The problem, however, is that in con-
trast to helium, the tuning range of the laser was not sufficient to
reach the other side of the resonance and to observe a significant
change in the R2PI phase. Also, with a harmonic bandwidth of
≈ 150 meV, not only one but several states are populated by the
XUV radiation. This is seen clearly from a picosecond-scan of the
sideband signal (see Figure 4.8) which shows evidence of beating
between two states, so-called quantum beats [111, 112]. One can
see from the persistence of sideband 14 over several picoseconds
that long lived states are populated. In Figure 4.8, two different
detunings δ allow us to selectively populate one or two states,
the latter configuration leading to the observed quantum beats
which indicate a level splitting of about 14 meV. This suggests that
the two populated levels are in the 2s22p5(2P3/2)4p state which
shows a splitting of 14.07 meV between states of J = 1 and J = 2
[113] and lies 20.12 eV from the ground state3.

Both detunings from Figure 4.8 are displayed with their
phases in Figure 4.7. The measurement indicates that each time
most of the excitation bandwidth is on low-energy side of the
studied resonance. The observation of two simultaneously pop-
ulated levels underlines the necessity of a higher spectral resolu-
tion for such phase-dependent R2PI-studies with closely spaced
levels. Fortunately, these are requirements that can be met by us-
ing longer pulses for HHG [114]. In principle, this concept can be
extended to laser pulses of arbitrary length, thus promising to be
useful as a spectroscopic tool.

4.2.2 Multiple Excited States

The bandwidth of a single attosecond pulse ranges from several
electron volts up to tens of electron volts. Such an SAP can then
excite not only a single state but a broad and coherent superposi-
tion of states, a wave packet. Figure 4.9 illustrates the principle of
the experiment in Paper VIII which was performed in these con-
ditions. An optical wave packet centered at 28 eV with a band-
width of 11 eV is used to ionize helium atoms. The attosecond

3This corresponds to the 13th harmonic at 797 nm wavelength, which we could
not reach by our tuning method.
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pulse spectrum covers several excited states and exceeds the ion-
ization potential, leading to the simultaneous creation of a free
and a bound wave packet fraction. After a delay τ, an IR probe
pulse ionizes the bound fraction of the wave packet created at
t = 0 by the SAP, thus leading to interferences with the free por-
tion of the wave packet. Recording the photoelectron spectra over
a wide range of delays τ then allows us to fully reconstruct the
bound wave packet as will be described below. Figure 4.10 shows
an experimental SAP spectrum measured during the experimen-
tal campaign in Milan.

Here we explain the essence of the analysis performed in Pa-
per VIII both on experimental data and on several numerical
wave packets by a simple example. Let us consider a wave packet
prepared with the 2p and 3p state in He and a range of continuum
states ε, which can be written as

Ψ(t) = A2p(t)Ψ2pei(W2pt/h̄+ϕ3p) + A3p(t)Ψ3pei(W3pt/h̄+ϕ3p)

+
∫

dεAεpΨεpei(Wεpt/h̄+ϕε). (4.2)

The wave packet is characterized by the coefficients Ai(t)eiϕi of
a basis set expansion (wave function Ψi, energies Wi). An ideal
time-resolved measurement should allow us to recover the com-
ponents of the wave packet and follow their time-dependent evo-
lution.

Let us now consider a final continuum state with energy W f ,
reached by direct absorption of the attosecond pulse and by an
indirect path through a population of a bound state (of energy Wi)
and ionization after delay τ by the IR probe. The phase difference
∆ϕ accumulated between both pathways during τ is then given
by

∆ϕ = h̄−1 [W −Wi] τ. (4.3)

Maxima of the observed electron signal will occur at phase dif-
ferences ∆ϕ = 0, 2π and minima at ∆ϕ equal to odd multiples
of π. As a result, for any fixed W, the electron signal will be
periodically modulated with the delay τ with a frequency equal
to the energy difference between the final and the bound state.

For higher continuum state energies W, this frequency will be
higher, leading to hyperbolic fringes as in Figure 4.11. For elec-
trons originating from different bound states, this fringe pattern
will have different modulation frequencies in the same final state.
As an illustration, Figure 4.11 a) and b) show the patterns origi-
nating from our example of He 2p and 3p. When several bound
states are involved, the resulting interferogram consists of wavy
hyperbolic-like lines as shown in Figure 4.11 c) and d). The total
signal is modulated with a fixed frequency corresponding to the
splitting of both initial bound states. This periodic structure is
due to quantum beat interference [111, 112].
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c) their coherent superposition. d)
zoom of interference pattern from
c).
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To extract the participating states, Fourier transforms of the
signal S(τ, W) for a given final state energy W along the delay τ
are performed

S′(W ′, W) = F [S(τ, W)] =
∫

dτS(τ, W)e−iW ′τ . (4.4)

This allows us to identify the frequencies W = W ′ −W2p, W =
W ′ −W3p which are straight lines at 45◦ in the resulting (W ′, W)
diagram (Figure 4.12, W = W ′ −W2p in the gray outline) as well
as W = W2p −W3p, which are vertical lines and correspond to
quantum beats.

We now show on this simple example with the 2p and 3p state
how to recover the precise composition of the wave packet. The
extraction of the time-dependent amplitudes A2p(t) and A3p(t)
uses the following method: by selecting the direct-indirect inter-
ference of a particular state (as shown by the gray outline for the
2p state in Figure 4.12), the inverse Fourier transform F−1 allows
us to return to the interferogram S(τ, W) of the 2p state in Figure
4.11 a) (or to Figure 4.11 b), if the other 45◦ line is selected). If the
selected state has a lifetime shorter than the observation window,
the amplitude A2p(t) and thus the lifetime can be extracted from
the filtered interferogram by means of a shifting window function
G(τ) as shown in Figure 4.13. A Fourier transform FG(τ)S(τ, W)
as a function of delay τ will then yield a decaying Fourier am-
plitude < {F [G(τ)S(τ, W)]} originating from the 2p state for all
W f . In Figure 4.13, a lifetime of 5 fs was assumed, as is seen in the
amplitude plot.

The extraction of the state phases ϕi presents an additional
difficulty: the knowledge of the zero timing t = 0 is needed. Fig-
ure 4.14 illustrates the method to determine the zero timing and
therefore the phase ϕi for any given state with energy Wi. From
the spectrogram of Figure 4.14 a), the Fourier transform yields the
binding energies of specific states as seen above. A state with en-
ergy Wi is selected and provides the phase pattern of the spec-
trogram ϕdet(W, τ), which is illustrated in Figure 4.14 b), where it
oscillates between 0 and 2π. It can be written as

ϕdet(W, τ) = ϕi + (Wi −W)(t− t0)/h̄, (4.5)

with τ = (t− t0). Figure 4.14 c) is a phase-wrapped4 representa-
tion of b). With Wi determined precisely by the Fourier transform,
the t0 can then be determined by differentiating

∂ϕdet(W, τ)
∂W

= ϕ′det(t− t0), (4.6)

4Meaning that once the increasing phase reaches 2π, the further increase is
appended beyond 2π and so forth, leading to a phase steadily increasing with τ
for a given final state.
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Figure 4.14. Sketch illustrating the phase determination in Paper VIII.
From a) the phase ϕdet(W, τ) is extracted for a state i by Fourier filtering.
The Fourier transform also determines the bound state energy Wi. Dif-
ferentiating the phase ∂ϕdet/∂W for several τ = t − t0 allows access to
t0. Thus all unknowns from Equation 4.5 have been determined.

which yields t0 as illustrated in Figure 4.14 c). Thus, the two un-
knowns in Equation 4.5, Wi and t0, have been determined and
allow us to access ϕi. By selecting a different state in the Fourier
plane, this method provides access to all phases of all contribut-
ing states and works for a time-dependent phase ϕi(t) as well.

The experiments and simulations in Paper VIII demonstrate
the full reconstruction of arbitrary bound wave packets with
short-lived states by this method. An additional focus is on the
extraction of the quantum beat signal from the experiment by
separating various angular components of the photoelectron mo-
mentum distributions [115, 116].

4.3 Molecular Wave Packets

Another type of wave packets evolving on short time scales are
molecular wave packets. Particularly in hydrogen molecules the
nuclei show dynamics on the scale of a few femtoseconds. Fol-
lowing the absorption of attosecond pulses, the molecular elec-
tronic ensemble evolves even faster than the molecular nuclear
wave packets. Paper IX presents a study of nuclear wave packets
in hydrogen molecules undergoing dissociative ionization after
ionization by attosecond pulses (APTs and SAPs). In Paper X, the
localization of the molecular electron cloud following photoion-
ization of hydrogen and deuterium molecules by single attosec-
ond pulses is studied. Both experiments study the distribution of
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the ejected ions, but in different energy regions and therefore orig-
inating from different processes. Dissociation in Paper IX occurs
with low energy ion ejection by the bond-softening process [27],
while the higher ion energies studied in Paper X indicate different
mechanisms.

4.3.1 Dissociation of H2 by Bond-Softening

The protons in an H2 molecule are held together by their elec-
trons. The removal of all or a single electron may lead to the
dissociation of the molecule and the ejection of two protons or
one proton and a neutral hydrogen atom, respectively. There are
numerous dissociation processes that can occur in the interaction
of a hydrogen molecule with intense laser fields of longer wave-
length or weak short-wavelength pulses [117, 118], such as e.g.
the double excitation into an auto-ionizing state.

In Paper IX, a short XUV burst suddenly removes an electron
from H2 molecules as shown in Figure 4.15, leaving the molecule
in an electronic excited state. The H+

2 ion is created in a coherent
superposition of vibrational states. This vibrational wave packet
has a ”revival” of its amplitude each time all vibrational compo-
nents are in phase. After a certain delay τ, an infrared probe pulse
interacts with the system, allowing transfer between the 1sσ+

g and
2pσ+

u state. The 2pσ+
u state is dissociative and will relax to a H(1s)

atom and a proton, as shown in Figure 4.15.
In principle, a high probe intensity or high photon energy of

the second pulse could strip the system of its remaining electron.
The two fragment protons would then have higher kinetic en-
ergy (highest potential curve in Figure 4.15). The main dissoci-
ation channel under investigation in Paper IX, however, is the
process of bond-softening [27] by the IR field, which leads to
H+ + H(1s), and requires lower intensities while yielding low
energy fragments. For some internuclear distances, resonant sin-
gle photon or multiphoton transitions from populated vibrational
states to the 2pσ+

u state are possible, leading to fragments with
different kinetic energies, but with the possibility to even show
energies below the energy of a single IR photon. For IR pulses
shorter than the vibrational period of the molecule, the ejected
proton signal will then give information on the vibrational dy-
namics of the molecule and the revivals of the wave packet. In
addition, the presence of the infrared field modifies the potential
curves to allow transitions for different internuclear separations
than the ones shown in Figure 4.15. The imprint of the vibrational
wave packet on the ion signal is lost however when using infrared
pulses longer or comparably long to the vibrational period of the
hydrogen molecule. In Paper IX, two experiments with different
pulse lengths are performed. In one case, an APT generated in
Lund and probed with IR pulses of 35 fs duration is used to excite
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and dissociate the hydrogen molecules. It is found that the en-
ergy of the ejected ions is dependent on the delay between APT
and IR, but no vibrational dynamics can be resolved. These re-
sults are compared with an experiment performed using an SAP
and a 7 fs probe in Milan. There, the vibrational dynamics of the
molecule can be resolved and the populated vibrational states un-
covered by a Fourier transform. Paper IX shows the influence of
the pulse duration (in particular of the probe pulse) for unrav-
eling the molecular dissociative dynamics in a two-color pump-
probe experiment.

4.3.2 Asymmetry and Localization

Paper X studies the dissociation of hydrogen (and its heavier iso-
tope deuterium for experimental reasons) by recording the ionic
fragments released from the interaction with a single attosecond
pulse and a few-cycle infrared pulse. The difference from Paper
IX is the considered energy range of the ejected ions and the par-
ticular focus on the role played by the electron wave packet on
the molecular ion before dissociation. The experiments were per-
formed in Milan with SAPs and a 7 fs IR probe field.

In principle, for an ensemble of randomly oriented molecules,
the electron can remain with each individual nucleus after dis-
sociation. Since the interaction is dependent on the laser polar-
ization, molecules with a favorably aligned molecular axis con-
tribute the most. The resulting distribution of ejected H+ ions
should then be symmetric with respect to the laser polarization.
An asymmetry in the H+ ion distribution hints toward a mech-
anism of localizing the electron on a specific nucleus. There are
several mechanisms that allow this symmetry breaking in disso-
ciation to occur.

In Paper X, localization of the remaining electron on either of
the H-atoms is observed over a large range of delays and frag-
ment energies. It is interpreted by two different mechanisms
which are illustrated in Figure 4.16. The first mechanism occurs
when the exciting attosecond pulse and the infrared probe pulse
overlap. Without the IR, the dissociation of H2 is the result of
populating the 2pσ+

u by absorption of an XUV photon, accompa-
nied by the emission of an s-electron. With the addition of the
IR, the absorption and emission of several photons allows access
to a number of higher `-states. It is then possible that a dissocia-
tive wave packet forms in the 1sσg state through the involvement
of an autoionizing state Q1

1Σ+
u (1), which is accompanied by the

emission of a p-electron. This pathway will then interfere with the
pathway of s-electron emission. The dissociation by either path-
way will then become indistinguishable in the final state, lead-
ing to interference and localization, that depends on the relative
phase/delay of the SAP and IR. Because this modification of the
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continuum wave function is only possible when both pulses over-
lap, this mechanism does not explain the observed asymmetries
at large delays.

The second mechanism does not require the overlap of both
pulses. Instead, viewing the delayed IR probe pulse as a static
field, it induces quasi-states in the two-level-system of 1sσg/2pσu.
These quasi-states resemble localized states between which the
electron wave function oscillates during the presence of the IR.
Toward the end of the dissociation the molecule is stretched to a
degree prohibiting further jumps of the electron and the system
remains in one of these states. How many oscillations between
both states are possible is therefore dependent on the delay of the
IR with respect to the attosecond pulse that initiates the dissocia-
tion dynamics. In a way, this is similar to [120], where the tempo-
rally localized start of the dissociation process is determined by
the electric field maximum and not an attosecond pulse.

Both mechanisms are described in greater detail and with sup-
porting calculations in Paper X, demonstrating that attosecond
pulses are useful in the study of molecular processes in a pump-
probe scheme.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This thesis presented detailed characterization methods for both
attosecond pulses and attosecond wave packets. A study of the
properties of the generation medium in high-order harmonic gen-
eration and its influence on the shape of the produced attosecond
pulses was performed in Paper I. Tunability in the generation of
attosecond pulses was demonstrated in Paper II by using the sec-
ond harmonic of the fundamental field as a control field. Paper
III dealt with the generation of attosecond pulses at higher pho-
ton energies, greater bandwidths and how these pulses could still
be shaped by appropriate filtering techniques. A novel in-situ
scheme for the characterization of attosecond pulses was intro-
duced in Paper IV and Paper V studied the probe intensity de-
pendence of the established RABITT method.

A large fraction of the work in this thesis was also devoted to
the application of attosecond pulses in various systems. In Paper
VI, the scattering of free electron wave packets on their original
ion was imaged by a novel technique that uses attosecond pulse
trains with one pulse per probe field cycle. The work of Paper
VII allowed us to measure the phase of a resonant two-photon
ionization process and to assess the behavior of an excited state
dressed by an external laser field. The technique presented in Pa-
per VIII aims at a complete characterization of bound wave pack-
ets in Helium. The final two Papers, IX and X, demonstrate how
attosecond pulses provide a useful tool in the study of molecular
systems. Paper IX tested the influence of different infrared pulse
shapes on the dissociation dynamics of hydrogen molecules by
a mechanism called bond-softening and found few-cycle pulses
necessary to resolve the vibrational dynamics in this molecule. Fi-
nally, Paper X is one of the first time-resolved studies of electron
localization and dynamics on attosecond timescales in a molecu-
lar system.

The field of attosecond science has undergone a rapid expan-
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sion since the year 2006 in which this thesis work began. Signifi-
cant progress has been seen in the generation of the shortest light
pulses, their detection and their use in interactions with matter.
These pulses have been applied to novel systems of increasing
degrees of complexity. Attosecond sources have seen the break-
through of the generation of single attosecond pulses in several
labs around the world. Currently, single attosecond pulses can be
generated by various methods with durations down to 80 as [93].
The use of multicycle generation pulses [46] demonstrated that
few-cycle pulses are no longer an absolute requirement. The con-
ditions in which single attosecond pulse emission can occur have
also been relaxed by the use of two-color fields [121] or pulses
with controlled polarization state [59, 92, 122]. In this thesis, sin-
gle attosecond pulses were used in the experiments of Papers
VIII-X. The use of several light fields of different wavelength al-
lows to steer harmonic generation [21, 48, 50], a technique that has
found wide application and was also employed in Papers II,IV
and VI.

At the same time, attosecond pulses need not be generated
from gases alone. Alternative sources with unique properties
have appeared which also hold the potential to extend the ca-
pabilities of attosecond experiments. Free electron lasers, both
in the VUV to XUV regime at FLASH in Hamburg and the hard
X-ray regime at the LCLS in Stanford have become available for
experiments [110, 123, 124]. These sources overlap with the field
of attosecond science providing pulses many times more intense
and at shorter wavelengths. Yet a drawback remains in the huge
technological and experimental efforts required for the construc-
tion and maintenance of such machines. High-order harmonic
generation from gases was shown to be a viable way to improve
the performance of free electron lasers [125]. If used as a seeding
pulse to modulate the electron energy distribution inside an un-
dulator, harmonics can be used to improve both the coherence
and the temporal properties of the radiation produced by free
electron lasers. In addition to sources based on classical accel-
erator technology, the generation of harmonics from plasmas has
also seen great progress [126, 127]. It is now possible to charac-
terize their temporal structure [128], a requirement for the use in
time-resolved experiments. This allows the use of some of the
advantages of this harmonic generation scheme in experimental
arrangements that do not necessarily need high repetition rates
or that require higher photon energies. Despite their potential as
a future attosecond source, the advantages of attosecond pulse
generation in gases, such as high repetition rate, good coherence
properties and the requirement of smaller laser systems will en-
sure the continued usefulness of gas harmonics in the future.

Experiments with attosecond pulses have improved in several
ways: the two classic ultrafast methods of autocorrelation [129]
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Summary and Outlook

and FROG [92, 93, 100] have been successfully and routinely ap-
plied in the attosecond domain and were also used for the char-
acterization of attosecond pulses in Paper VIII. Novel methods
to directly study the harmonic generation process have been de-
veloped [26] and used in Paper IV. The gold-standard of attosec-
ond pulse train characterization, the RABITT method, has been
studied in further detail in Paper V, which tested its behavior in
stronger probe fields.

Attosecond experiments in general have also benefited greatly
from upgrades in the electron detection equipment. The use of
momentum imaging techniques [68] provides additional infor-
mation, a fact which was extensively used in Paper VIII, where
it was used to resolve different angular momentum channels in
the photoelectron distributions. In addition, almost all other ap-
plications of attosecond pulses in this thesis made use of a VMIS,
as seen in Papers II, VI, IX, and X. As a parallel development, us-
ing these techniques in combination with coincidence detection
allows a full reconstruction of the participating particle distribu-
tion in both time and space [130, 131].

The applications of attosecond pulses are beginning to leave
the domain of proof-of-principle experiments as many experi-
mental arrangements have now been demonstrated. This in-
cludes the first experiment with a solid-state sample [132] or the
direct probing of atomic wave functions [133] during the HHG
process. Beyond the characterization of free electrons, bound
wave packets attract increasing interest [75, 134]. This is also re-
flected in the experiments of Papers VII and VIII, both of which
aim at bound states. In the first case, the behavior of a single state
is studied, whereas the second experiment allows the full charac-
terization of a nontrivial superposition of states.

Finally, experiments with molecules have attracted a lot of in-
terest. Many of these techniques are based on using the physics
of harmonic generation itself [135, 136]. The demonstration
of coherent control techniques in the attosecond emission from
molecules [83] and the successful demonstration of molecular or-
bital tomography [137] from aligned molecules indicate that the
field is evolving toward attosecond molecular science. In this do-
main, the control of electron localization in molecular dissociation
[120] preceded the molecular attosecond pump-probe experiment
shown in Paper X.

These studies promise a window to a better understanding of
the behavior of electrons inside molecules. Especially the appli-
cation to electron dynamics inside biomolecules is both promis-
ing and not yet realized. In a similar manner, the understanding
of electron dynamics within solids and nanostructures generates
great interest as smaller structure sizes tend to exhibit greater in-
fluence of the wave properties of electrons. At the same time, an
inquiry into the origins of the atomic phase is required to better
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understand the ionization processes that are at the heart of many
attosecond techniques. Additional progress in attosecond science
promises to come from improved attosecond sources, such as ar-
bitrarily shaped pulse trains and attosecond wave forms. Also,
the synthesis of arbitrary generation fields from several colors
should allow full control of electrons during the harmonic gen-
eration process. A final challenge to the improvement of attosec-
ond sources is the production of intense attosecond pulses. These
would allow the study of nonlinear effects, from which experi-
ments can greatly benefit by improved temporal resolution and
better signal-to-noise ratios.
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COMMENTS ON THE PAPERS

I Macroscopic effects in attosecond pulse generation
This paper studies the influence of phase matching on the
attosecond pulse shape. It is found both from an analytical
model and experiments that macroscopic effects can con-
tribute to the compression of attosecond pulses. I took part
in the experiments and contributed to the manuscript.

II Spectral shaping of attosecond pulses using two-color
laser fields
Tunable attosecond pulse trains are generated from a two-
color laser field, consisting of a fundamental field and its
second harmonic. Dependent on the relative phase of both
fields, the central photon energy from the short trajectory
can be adjusted. I contributed to the experiments and to the
preparation of the manuscript.

III Broadband attosecond pulse shaping
This paper extends the thin-foil-filtering technique devel-
oped in Lund to harmonics generated in Ne, demonstrating
an APT with an average pulse duration of 130 as by filtering
with Zr. A comparison of several filter materials is also per-
formed. This was the first campaign I contributed to after
my arrival. I participated in the experiments and helped in
the preparation of the manuscript, particularly the assess-
ment of pulse-to-pulse variations.
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IV Atomic and macroscopic measurements of attosecond
pulse trains
Using HHG with a weak second harmonic field, the validity
of the novel in-situ method is assessed and verified by RA-
BITT measurements. The paper also demonstrates that this
method can be used to measure the single atom response in
HHG. I contributed to the experiments and the preparation
of the manuscript.

V Intensity Dependence of Laser-Assisted Attosecond
Photoionization Spectra
In this paper, we study the limitations of the RABITT
method at high probe field strengths. An extension to the
method is proposed, based on higher-order perturbation
theory. I was responsible for the experiments, the data anal-
ysis and the writing of the manuscript.

VI Coherent electron scattering captured by an attosecond
quantum stroboscope
We create EWPs by ionization with an APT and then use
a strong IR field to drive them back to the atomic potential,
where we observe rescattering in the measured electron mo-
mentum distributions. I contributed to the experiments, the
data analysis and to the manuscript preparation with focus
on the figures.

VII Phase Measurement of Resonant Two-Photon Ionization
in Helium
We use an APT to study phase-resolved resonantly-
enhanced two-photon ionization of He. In addition, we
study the behavior of an excited state in a dressing laser
field. I played a major role in the experimental work, did
most of the data analysis and wrote the manuscript.

VIII Attosecond pump-probe electron interferometry
In this paper, we use a single attosecond pulse to study a
wave packet comprising several bound states. We demon-
strate that it is possible to fully characterize unknown wave
packets in both amplitude and phase by an interferometric
method. I took part in the experiments in Milan and the
preparation of the manuscript.
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IX Ionization and Wave-Packet Dynamics Studied Using
Two-Color XUV and IR Pump-Probe Spectroscopy
We study the ultrafast wave packet dynamics leading to the
dissociation of hydrogen molecules after their excitation by
attosecond pulses and probing with an IR pulse. We also
present a comparison of excitation with an APT versus an
SAP. I took part in the experiment in Milan and contributed
to the manuscript by giving feedback.

X Electron Localization following Attosecond Molecular
Photoionization
This paper presents the first example of a molecular attosec-
ond pump-probe experiment. An electron localization on
an attosecond timescale is measured by an asymmetry in
momentum distribution of ions ejected from hydrogen dis-
sociation. I contributed to the experiment in Milan and gave
feedback on the manuscript.
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Abstract. We examine how the generation and propagation of high-
order harmonics in a partly ionized gas medium affect their strength and
synchronization. The temporal properties of the resulting attosecond pulses
generated in long gas targets can be significantly influenced by macroscopic
effects, in particular by the intensity in the medium and the degree of ionization
which control the dispersion. Under some conditions, the use of gas targets
longer than the absorption length can lead to the generation of compressed
attosecond pulses. We show these macroscopic effects experimentally, using a
6 mm-long argon-filled gas cell as the generating medium.
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Macroscopic effects in attosecond pulse generation

2

1. Introduction

The generation of attosecond pulses from high-order harmonics conversion in gases requires
that the harmonics selected in a given bandwidth are synchronized [1]. In general, this condition
is only met naturally in the cut-off region [2, 3]. In the plateau region, the variation of the
harmonic spectral phase tends to ruin the attosecond structure. Indeed, interferences between
contributions from different quantum paths responsible for the harmonic emission [4, 5] lead
to multiple pulses every half laser cycle while the variation of the accumulated phase along a
given quantum path from one harmonic to the next results in a significant temporal chirp [6]. To
compensate for the multiple pulse structure, the short quantum path is usually selected by phase
matching or spatial filtering [7, 8]. To eliminate the phase variation accumulated for the short
quantum path, post-compression techniques have been proposed, based on broadband multilayer
mirrors [9], metallic filters [8, 10, 11] or plasma media [6]. These techniques, however, reduce
the number of photons available, and must be designed specifically for each spectral region.

For the generation of attosecond pulses in nonlinear media, both the individual single-
atom response and phase-matching effects for the set of selected harmonics must be taken into
account. These effects are naturally included in complete calculations solving the Schrödinger
and Maxwell equations [5, 12, 13]. For the optimization of the strength of individual harmonics
careful studies of phase-matching conditions have been carried out [14]–[18]. However, the
influence of these macroscopic effects on the relative spectral phase of several consecutive
harmonics, and consequently on the temporal shape of attosecond pulses has not so far been
scrutinized. In fact, the remarkable agreement between measurements of spectral phases and the
predictions coming from the single-atom dipole phase [6] seems to indicate that the macroscopic
response should not influence the temporal properties of attosecond pulses, at least under the
experimental conditions hitherto investigated.

In this paper, we theoretically examine the influence of the macroscopic response on the
dispersion and the temporal properties of the attosecond pulses. For targets with lengths longer
than the coherence and absorption lengths of the generation process, we show how dispersion
in neutral and ionized media indeed influences the spectral phase of attosecond pulses through
phase-matching effects. We demonstrate this effect experimentally, by measuring the harmonic
group delay for different pressures in a 6 mm-long argon-filled gas cell.

2. Theory

We consider a coherent sum of consecutive odd harmonics (fromqi to q f ) generated when a
strong laser field interacts with a gas. The electric field resulting from the superposition of these
harmonics can be written asE (t, z′) ∝

∑q f
q=qi
Eq(t, z′), whereEq is the electric field of theqth

harmonic,t is time andz′ is the abscissa of the observation point, supposed to be far away
from the generating medium (see figure1). Using an integral formalism,Eq(t, z′) can be simply
calculated by integrating the nonlinear polarization,Pq, induced in the medium at positionz
and at timet − `q(z, z′)/c, where`q(z, z′) is the optical path of harmonicq from z to z′. In a
one-dimensional approximation, valid for loose focusing geometries,

Eq

(
t, z′

)
=A

∫
Pq

(
t −

`q (z, z′)

c
, z

)
dz, (1)
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Figure 1. Notation used for the theory.

whereA is a constant and where the integration is taken over the medium. Writing the
electric field of the fundamentalE1 (t, z) = exp(iω(t − `1(−∞, z)/c)), we get Pq(t, z) ∝

Ndq exp(iqω(t − `1(−∞, z)/c)) wheredq is the single atom dipole moment,N the atomic
density,ω the laser frequency and̀1 (−∞, z) is the optical path of the fundamental from−∞

up toz. Equation (1) can then be written

Eq

(
t, z′

)
=Aeiqωt

∫
Ndqe−iqω(`1(−∞,z)+`q(z,z′))/cdz. (2)

To gain some physical insight into this equation, we consider for simplicity a homogeneous
medium of lengthL and a collimated geometry. The absorption of the fundamental is considered
to be extremely small and not taken into account, while absorption at the frequency of theqth
harmonic is denotedκq. The imaginary part of the wavevector of harmonicq (resp. of the
fundamental) is denotedkq (resp.k1). In the following, we introduce the phase mismatch1kq

equal tokq − qk1. Equation (2) becomes

Eq(t, z′) =Aeiqωt−i〈φq〉 e−κq L/2Ndq
e(i1kq+κq)L/2

− e−(i1kq+κq)L/2

i1kq +κq
, (3)

where 〈φq〉 = qk0z
′
− qk0L + qk1L/2 +kqL/2 (with k0 = ω/c), is an average phase for the

qth harmonic. The amplitude of the electric field at frequencyqω depends on two complex
quantities:dq = |dq|exp iφmic

q describes the single atom response, while

Fq = e−i〈φq〉 e−κq L/2 e(i1kq+κq)L/2
− e(−i1kq−κq)L/2

i1kq +κq
= |Fq|e

iφmac
q (4)

includes macroscopic effects such as phase matching, absorption of the neutral medium and
effects due to ionization.

φmac
q simplifies in some limiting cases. First, if there is no absorptionφmac

q = 〈φq〉 which
has a simple physical explanation: in this case, on average, the emitters are situated in the
center of the cell, atz = L/2. The phase inz′ is then expected to be the sum of the phase if
no medium was present (qk0z

′), plus the extra phase due to the medium. This latter phase is the
difference between the average phase of a photon emitted through upconversion atz = L/2
(qk1L/2 +kqL/2) minus the propagation in vacuum over the lengthL (qk0L). Now when
absorption is taken into account, the average emitter is shifted towards the end of the medium.
This appears as a correction given by the last term in equation (4). The phase of the harmonics
can be written:

φq = φmic
q − 〈φq〉 + arctan

tanL/2Lcoh
q

tanhL/2Labs
q

− arctan
Labs

q

Lcoh
q

, (5)
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whereLabs
q = κ−1

q are the absorption lengths andLcoh
q = 1k−1

q are the coherence lengths. The
two last terms are corrective terms that, as expected from the above analysis, vanish when no
absorption is present, and cancel out when the length of the medium is short compared to both
the absorption and coherence lengths.

The opposite limit also has a quite simple physical explanation: when the medium
is long compared to the absorption length, only the emitters situated in the last portion
of the cell will contribute. In this case, the harmonic phase (equation (5)) simplifies into

φq = φmic
q − 〈φq〉 +1kqL/2− arctan

Labs
q

Lcoh
q

. −〈φq〉 −1kqL/2 = qk0z
′
− qk0L + qk1L would be

the accumulated phase if the emitters were all situated at the exit of the medium. A correction

to this extreme case comes as− arctan
Labs

q

Lcoh
q

. It does not include any term proportional to the

length of the medium. We then come to the somewhat surprising conclusion that it is not only
the real part of the index that governs the dispersion, but the absorption plays a role as well.
This conclusion follows from the fact that only the photons emitted over a distanceLabs

q exit the
medium and therefore contribute to the electric field of harmonicq. On average, the photons at
frequencyqω0 are emitted at a fraction of the absorption length inside the medium. Their phase
thus depends on the absorption properties of the gas, which vary with the harmonic order.

3. Numerical results

In figure2(a), we show the variation of1kq due to neutral atom dispersion [19] in a 20 mbar Ar
target (blue circles) and due to free electron dispersion (green squares), as given by the plasma
dispersion formula, assuming 7% ionization of the medium, over a (continuous) frequency
range spanning from the 11th to the 30th harmonic of 800 nm radiation. This degree of
ionization in argon corresponds to optimized phase-matching conditions where the dispersion
of neutral atoms cancels that of free electrons for most of the bandwidth considered (see below).
Figure2(b) shows the two relevant lengths of the problem, namely the absorption and coherence
lengths. Both are of the order of some millimeters for this ionization rate. Figure2(c) shows their
ratio together with the last term of equation (5). It becomes apparent that the overall shape rather
follows the absorption length. In addition, the curvature due to this term, which gives the GDD
(group delay dispersion)4, is negative. This is plotted in figure2(d), together with the second
derivative ofφmic

q [20], and that of the second to last term of equation (5). In the case of a long
cell, this last term does not contribute to the global GDD as discussed above. Interestingly, the
macroscopic and microscopic GDD are then opposite in sign, and therefore (partly) compensate
one another, leading possibly to shorter attosecond pulses.

This suggests that pure macroscopic effects, such as the length of the cell or the pressure,
play a role in the structure of attosecond pulse trains. We first investigate, for a given pressure,
how the length of the cell influences the dispersion in realistic cases. In figures3(a) and (b), we
plot the phase-matching factor|Fq| (a) and the GDD= ∂2φq/∂q2 (b) versus the length of the
cell and the ‘harmonic order’,q, for the same conditions as in figure2, i.e. 20 mbar Ar, with 7%
ionization. We here included the microscopic response by using the dipole moment intensities

4 All through the paper, we call GDD the second derivative of the phase versus the harmonic order. It is a
dimensionless quantity that should be multiplied by the square of the fundamental angular speed to get the usual
GDD in fs2.
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Figure 2. (a) Phase mismatch versus harmonic order due to the electrons (green
squares), the neutral atoms (blue circles) and their sum (red diamonds). (b)
Coherence (dashed, violet) and absorption (red, solid) lengths versus harmonic
order, in millimeter. (c) Ratio of the coherence length over the absorption
length (red, solid) and its arc tangent (violet, dashed). (d) GDD induced by

the dipole phase (red, solid), arctan
tanL/2Lcoh

q

tanhL/2Labs
q

(green, dashed) and− arctan
Labs

q

Lcoh
q

(blue, dashed dot).

calculated by integrating the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in argon [21] and dipole
phasesφmic

q characteristic of the shortest quantum path [22]. The resulting microscopic GDD
for the short quantum path is constant and equals 0.1. This is the GDD obtained for very short
cell lengths in figure3. Now, when the cell length increases, the GDD for the first harmonics
decreases (figure3(b)), resulting in better synchronization. At the same time, for the higher
harmonics (approximately above the 23rd), macroscopic effects induce an irregular GDD. In
the case where phase matching is not optimized, for example, for higher ionization rates (14%),
both |Fq| (figure3(c)) and the GDD (figure3(d)) exhibit pronounced oscillations as a function
of medium length. The amplitude oscillations, well known in nonlinear optics under the name
of Maker fringes, result from the fact that interferences between harmonic fields generated in
different parts of the medium strongly depend on the length of the medium. As expected, the
GDD exhibits similar oscillations. We here envision possibilities to control the attosecond pulse
duration in conditions where individual harmonics are not perfectly phase matched.

Figure 4(a) presents the temporal properties of attosecond pulses obtained by
superimposing harmonics 11–31 for cell lengths varying from 0 to 20 mm and ionization rates
from 0 to 14%. In this calculation, the Rayleigh range was chosen to be extremely long in order
to unravel the specific effects of dispersion, thus discarding possible geometrical effects. The
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Figure 3. Amplitude of the phase-matching factor|Fq| versus the length of the
cell and the harmonic order for (a) 7% and (c) 14% ionization. (b) Macroscopic
group delay dispersion, i.e.∂2φmac

q /∂q2 versusL andq for (b) 7% and (d) 14%
ionization. It was calculated using an Ar pressure of 20 mbar.

laser intensity and pulse duration are those leading to a given ionization rate which is specified
on the vertical axis. To give a better description of the temporal profile than the full width at
half maximum (FWHM), we use the second-order moment defined as

τ̄ =

[
1

W

∫
∞

−∞

t2I (t)dt −
1

W2

(∫
∞

−∞

t I (t)dt

)2
]1/2

, (6)

where W is the integral of the intensity profileI (t), i.e. the energy fluence. Second-order
moments are equal to 42% of the FWHM for Gaussian pulses and increase rapidly as the contrast
of the pulses decreases. If no macroscopic effects were considered one would get the pulse
duration given by theL = 0 limit. The main effect shown in figure4(a) is that there is a region
of medium lengths and ionization rates where the temporal profiles of the generated attosecond
pulses are optimized. This happens for lengths larger than the average absorption length (Labs

23 is
indicated by the red dashed line) and for ionization rates in the range of 5–7%. The white-dashed
lines show the coherence length (abscissa) for the 23rd harmonic as a function of ionization
rate (ordinate). The shortest pulses are here obtained for optimized phase-matching conditions
where the coherence length is going to infinity and for medium lengths typically longer than
twice the absorption length. Figure4(b) shows the intensity in the attosecond pulse for the
same generation conditions. The optimum efficiency corresponds to the shortest duration, i.e. to
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the best phase-matching conditions. We also verified that more refined calculations taking into
account the (weak)z-dependence of the dipole moment and phase as well as the Gouy phase
did not significantly change our results.

Finally, we have studied the influence of the pressure on the temporal structure of the
attosecond pulses. The cell was assumed to be 6 mm long. In figure5, the GDD is plotted versus
the harmonic order for 7 and 14% ionization rate, and versus the pressure. The conclusions
follow those made exploring the effect of the length of the cell: (i) macroscopic effects tend to
reduce the GDD for the lower-order harmonics and (ii) they lead to an irregular structure for the
highest ones.

4. Experimental results

To show experimentally the influence of macroscopic effects on the spectral phase of attosecond
pulses, we generated harmonics in a 6 mm long, 500µm wide cylindrical cell, using a loose
focusing geometry and varied the pressure in the generating cell. From figure3, this cell length
is likely to give the most striking effects. The 1 kHz titanium sapphire laser of the Lund High-
Power Laser Facility, with 2.3 mJ pulse energy, 8 mm beam diameter and 35 fs pulse duration
was focused by af = 75 cm curved mirror to an intensity of 1.6× 1014 W cm−2. The gas cell
was pulsed at 1 kHz with a piezo-electric valve, letting the gas in through a 1 mm hole drilled in
the middle of the cell. Since no direct measurement of the pressure in the cell could be done, we
indicate in the following the background pressure in the chamber. The beam waist was estimated
to ≈ 100µm, i.e. roughly eight times smaller than the tube diameter, thus avoiding any guiding
by the tube. Finally, a hard aperture allowed us to filter the short quantum path contribution to the
high harmonic emission [8] and a 200 nm-thick Al filter was used to eliminate the fundamental
laser field.
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Our attosecond pulses were characterized using the RABITT method (reconstruction of
attosecond beating by interferences of two-photon transitions) [1]. The laser beam was split
into two arms to perform an XUV+IR pump–probe cross correlation. The main fraction of the
pulse energy went into the pump arm where attosecond pulses were generated, as described
above. The small part of the laser beam, sent into the delayed probe arm, was recombined with
the XUV pump immediately after the spatial filter, using the coated surface of the aperture to
reflect the probe beam. The recombined beams were then focused into a magnetic bottle electron
spectrometer, filled with argon at a detection pressure of 1–10× 10−5 mbar. We have taken
data for eight different pressures, adjusted through the voltage on the piezo-electric valve. Each
experiment lasted about 15 min and no significant variations of the laser parameters have been
noticed in the 3 h needed for the collection of the data. In addition, we have checked, by varying
the pressure in the detection chamber and by varying the intensity in the probe beam, that neither
nonlinear effects nor higher-order processes were present during the detection, allowing a robust
RABITT reconstruction.

In figure6(a), we show the phase differences between two subsequent harmonics (modulo
2π for each point and with an arbitrary offset for the whole set, which is not measurable in
our set-up). We observe the main features predicted by the theoretical analysis: (i) increasing
the pressure first decreases the group delay (see figure6(b)) and (ii) irregularities mainly affect
the highest part of the spectrum. This latter effect can be quantified making a linear fit of sets
of four consecutive harmonics across the range covered and plotting the standard deviation (σ )
value of these fits versus the mean harmonic order of this set (see figure6(c)). The variation
of pressure also led to a change in spectral bandwidth, which partly compensated the flattening
of the group delay. Consequently, the pulse width was found to vary nonmonotonically with
pressure between typically 270–360 as. The shortest pulse duration (270 as, corresponding to a
195 as second moment) was obtained for a pressure of 5 mbar, which gives the highest harmonic
intensity.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that phase matching plays a significant role in the GDD of high-
order harmonics and in the temporal shaping of attosecond pulses. A theoretical description has
been provided which points out the importance of absorption and ionization effects. We find
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Figure 6. (a) Group delays measured for three different pressures in the
generation cell, increasing from the bottom curve to the top one. (b) Slopes
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generation chamber). (c) Sigmas of linear fits taken over sets of four consecutive
harmonics. The abscissa give the central harmonic for one set, each color for the
scatter points give the sigmas for one pressure in the generation cell. The solid
line shows their average.

that, in general, i.e. in conditions where phase matching is optimized for most of the spectral
bandwidth of the attosecond pulses, propagation and phasematching effects lead to a small
compression of attosecond pulses compared to the predictions of the single atom response.
This is due to the spectral variation of the absorption length, leading, in the absorption limit,
to a signification variation of the accumulated phase and henceforth to a negative GDD. The
amount of chirp is approximately a factor of ten less than that due to the single response
and of opposite sign. Experiments, performed in normal pressure conditions in argon, using
a simple few millimeter long gas cell, confirm these predictions. The use of more advanced gas
targets should lead to self-compressed attosecond pulses by adjusting the ionization rate and the
pressure profile along the propagation axis [18, 23].
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Abstract. We use a strong two-colour laser field composed of the fundamental
(800 nm) and the second harmonic (400 nm) of an infrared (IR) laser field to
generate attosecond pulses with controlled spectral and temporal properties.
With a second-harmonic intensity equal to 15% of the IR intensity the second-
harmonic field is strong enough to significantly alter and control the electron
trajectories in the generation process. This enables us to tune the central photon
energy of the attosecond pulses by changing the phase difference between the IR
and the second-harmonic fields. In the time domain the radiation is emitted as a
sequence of pulses separated by a full IR cycle. We also perform calculations
showing that the effect of even stronger second-harmonic fields leads to an
extended tunable range under conditions that are experimentally feasible.
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1. Introduction

Attosecond pulses represent the sharpest instruments available to study ultrafast dynamics [1].
These pulses are formed when a strong laser field interacts with a gaseous medium and the
underlying physics is well described by the three step model. In this model the electron tunnels
through the atomic potential, which is distorted by the strong laser field (I); gets accelerated
by the field in the continuum (II); and may recombine with its parent ion (III) emitting the
accumulated excess energy as a burst of extreme ultra-violet (XUV) light [2, 3]. For multi-
cycle pulses, the repetition of the process, combined with the inversion symmetry of the atomic
potential, leads in the time domain to a train of attosecond pulses separated by half a laser
cycle and in the spectral domain to odd harmonics of the laser frequency. Spectral and temporal
control of the attosecond pulse generation requires shaping of the generating laser field on
a sub-cycle level. One example of such sub-cycle control is the use of phase stabilized few-
cycle laser pulses [4], where the short pulse duration leads to a change in the field amplitude
between consecutive half-cycles. Another, more elaborate, method is to use pulses with a time-
varying polarization [5]–[7]. These methods allow control to be exerted by changing the carrier
envelope phase of the laser pulse, in particular leading to the generation of single attosecond
pulses [7, 8]. The technique with time-varying polarization also gives control of the photon
energy of the pulses [9].

An alternative approach to control the sub-cycle field structure and thereby the electron
dynamics is to mix the fundamental infrared (IR) field with its second harmonic [10]–[12]. The
combined field can be written as: E(t) = Eω[sin(ωt) +

√
Rsin(2ωt + ϕ)], where

√
R= E2ω/Eω

is the ratio between the two field amplitudes E2ω and Eω, ω is the IR frequency, and ϕ a
controllable phase difference between the fields, see figure 1(a). The shape and strength of the
combined field in consecutive IR half-cycles differ beyond the simple sign change that occurs
in a one colour field. The electron trajectories are also altered and instead of the normal two
trajectories with excursion times (τ ) shorter than one IR period (T ), we now get four [12], as
illustrated in figure 1(b). Two of these trajectories (a short and a long) come from ionization
during the half-cycle when the electric field is strong and recombination during the weaker
half-cycle, we will refer to these as high → low trajectories. The other two trajectories start
when the field is weak and return during the stronger half-cycle (low → high) with the result
that the harmonic emission from these trajectories reaches high photon energies but the yield
can be orders of magnitude weaker than the emission from the high → low trajectories due
to the difference in ionization probability. Schemes to use the low → high trajectories for
isolated attosecond pulse generation have been proposed [13, 14]. We instead use the high
→ low trajectories which give much higher conversion efficiencies. In previous work, we
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Figure 1. (a) IR field (dashed black) (I = 7.5 × 1013 W cm−2) and second-
harmonic fields with R= 15%. The phase differences for the three second-
harmonic fields are ϕ = 0 rad (ice-blue), ϕ = 0.6 rad (green) and ϕ = 1.2 rad
(red). The resulting E field is the sum of the IR and one of the 2ω fields. The
timescale units are IR periods (T ). (b) Return energy for the high → low and
low → high trajectories calculated using classical mechanics for ϕ = 0.6 in
solid and dotted green, respectively. Long trajectories are in the shaded regions,
τ > 0.65T . (c) High → low return for the three phases shown in (a). The dashed
black curves in (b) and (c) show the return energy for a one-colour IR field. The
kinetic energy of the electrons is given in units of the ponderomotive energy Up

for the IR field. τ is the time the electron spends in the continuum from ionization
to recombination and 1E is the tunable energy range.

have demonstrated that adding a second harmonic with a relative intensity of R= 10% will
induce a sufficiently strong variation between consecutive IR-half-cycles to efficiently cancel
the generation every second half-cycle, which results in the generation of an attosecond pulse
train (APT) with only one pulse per IR cycle [12]. In combination with the polarization gating
technique mentioned above this can lead to the generation of isolated attosecond pulses [15].

In this paper we show that the field structure within each half-cycle can be controlled by
using an even stronger blue field. The generated APT still consists of one pulse per IR cycle
and the signature of the additional control is that central energy of the attosecond pulses can
be tuned by changing ϕ. We demonstrate that already R= 15% is sufficient to tune the peak
of the harmonic spectrum between 23 and 29 eV. We also perform calculations to investigate
the influence of higher field strengths. We find that the tunable range can be extended to 2.5Up,
Up being the ponderomotive energy of the IR, for R= 50% and by carefully choosing the
conditions a narrow frequency range can be selected and further enhanced.

In figure 1(c), we plot the return energy as a function of return time for the high → low
trajectories for three different values of ϕ together with the return energy for a one colour
driving field. For a one colour driving field the highest return energy (cut-off) corresponds to
an excursion time (τ ) of 0.65T where T is the period of the IR field [16]. Trajectories with
longer excursion times result in more divergent harmonic emission and can hence be strongly
reduced after the generation using an aperture [17]. For the two-colour field we will continue
to use τ = 0.65T to distinguish between short and long trajectories since the divergence of
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Figure 2. Experimental setup for two-colour generation and characterization
of APTs.

the emission mainly depends on the time spent in the continuum. The highest energy reached
during the short (high → low) trajectory depends strongly on the relative delay between the two
fields, ϕ, figure 1(c). We find both experimentally and theoretically that we get most of the
emission where the slope of the return energy curve decreases. In some cases the curve goes
through a maximum at this point (figure 1(c) blue curve). By selecting only the emission from
the short, high → low trajectories we thus get a pulse train with only one pulse per cycle
and a central energy that can be tuned by changing the delay between the two fields. The
central energies of spectra calculated within the strong field approximation (SFA) for the same
parameters are marked with + in figure 1(c) and the energy difference between the two markers
i.e. the tunable range is denoted 1E .

2. Experimental method

The setup used to generate the attosecond pulses and characterize their spectral and temporal
properties is schematized in figure 2. Incoming 35 fs, 800 nm, 2 mJ laser pulses are sent
through a 0.6 mm KDP (potassium dihydrogen phosphate), type I crystal for second-harmonic
generation. The IR and the generated second-harmonic radiation (blue) are separated in a
dichroic interferometer where the phase difference between the two colours, ϕ, can be adjusted.
Before the IR and the blue are combined at the exit of the interferometer, the polarization of
the blue is made parallel with the IR and a fraction of the IR is split off as a probe. After
the interferometer the two-colour field is focused into a 1 kHz pulsed Ar gas-target to generate
harmonics, which are filtered spectrally and spatially. The spectral filtering is done using a
200 nm thick aluminium (Al) transmission filter that blocks the two-colour driving field and the
low-order harmonics and improves the synchronization of the transmitted harmonics [18]. The
filter does not significantly affect the shape of the high harmonic spectrum as the transmission
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of Al is rather constant in the studied spectral region (20–40 eV)4. The emission is spatially
filtered using a 1.5 mm aperture, located 400 mm from the laser focus, which efficiently blocks
the more divergent contributions from the long trajectories [19]. The spatial filter serves the dual
purpose of being a recombination mirror. The back side is a convex mirror off which the probe
is reflected and made collinear with the XUV light.

The harmonic emission and the co-propagating probe are focused into an atomic Ar beam
inside a velocity map imaging spectrometer (VMIS) [20]. The VMIS projects the 3D momentum
distribution of the ejected photoelectrons onto a micro-channel plate detector coupled to a
phosphor screen, which is read out by a CCD camera. From the measured 2D projection, the
full 3D momentum distribution of the photoelectrons can be unambigously retrieved using an
iterative inversion algorithm [21], and from this the photoelectron and corresponding photon
spectra shown below can be easily extracted. With the probe present at the time of ionization the
energy distribution of the electrons can be shifted as a function of XUV–probe delay [22]–[24].
The shift in momentum is proportional to the vector potential of the probe field, A(t), at the
time of ionization, 1p = −eA(ti). The streaking of the photoelectrons allows us to recover
the duration of the attosecond pulses [25] since the pulse periodicity is matched exactly to a
full IR cycle and consecutive ionization events are identical for a multi-cycle laser [26]. The
strength of the probe field has to be chosen below that necessary to turn the photoelectrons
around and thereby induce coherent electron scattering [26] in order not to perturb the temporal
characterization. Coherent electron scattering occurs when the dimensionless parameter

γ̃ =

√
h̄ωc−Ip

2Up
is less than 1, where h̄ωc is the central energy of the XUV light and Ip is the

ionization potential of the target atom. In the experiment γ̃ = 3.7 and no electron–ion interaction
is expected.

3. Results

Experimental results showing spectral shaping are presented in figures 3(a) and (c). In (a)
harmonic spectra are plotted as a function of ϕ, for an IR intensity estimated to be 7.5 ×

1013 W cm−2 and R= 15%. The odd and even harmonics have comparable strengths and
oscillate with ϕ with a period of π . The positions of the oscillation maxima depend strongly and
almost linearly on the harmonic order. As a consequence, the central frequency can easily be
varied simply by changing ϕ. The measured tunability extends over 6 eV, limited mainly by the
target gas (Ar) and the intensities used. The tunable range, 1E , can be increased by increasing
the IR intensity while keeping R fixed. Higher intensity might demand a target gas with higher
ionization potential. For a fixed R, 1E is proportional to Up and thus the intensity. For the
intensity we use in the calculations and experiment presented in figures 1 and 3, 1E ≈ Up.

We also perform a temporal measurement at a phase ϕ marked with green in figure 3(a).
The phase was chosen to be within the range where the APT consists of one pulse per IR
cycle, i.e. between the ice-blue and red lines. In figure 4, the presence of the probe shifts the
photoelectron distribution. The on-axis photoelectron spectra are plotted as a function of the
XUV–probe delay in (a) together with an angular distribution in (b), taken at the XUV–probe
delay indicated by the white line in (a), where streaking is maximized. The fact that the energy
transfer in (a) is either upward or downward proves that we only have one attosecond pulse
per IR cycle. The phase of the attosecond pulses can be retrieved either by considering the

4 Center for X-Ray Optics, Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory.
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Figure 3. (a) and (b) photon energies as a function of ϕ, (a) an experimental scan
and (b) a calculated scan where only short trajectories are included. (c) and (d)
spectra for minimum and maximum energy taken at the relative phases marked
with ice-blue and red lines in the scans, (c) experimental and (d) calculated. The
green line in (a) indicates the relative phase for which the pulse duration was
measured.

Figure 4. (a) Electron energy distribution along the polarization axis as a
function of XUV–probe delay. (b) Electron momentum distribution at the
XUV–probe delay when streaking is maximized. The probe-field is polarized
along the y-axis. (c) Momentum asymmetry as a function of GDD, red curve
and left y-axis, and pulse duration as a function of GDD, green curve and right
y-axis. The ice-blue arrows point out the path starting from the measured
1p1/1p2 to the retrieved GDD where it meets the red curve and the pulse
duration where it meets the green curve.
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full scan [27] (figure 4(a)) or the up/down asymmetry, 1p1/1p2, of the angular distribution
at XUV–probe delays corresponding to maximum streaking i.e. when A(t) = 0 at the time
of ionization (figure 4(b)). We choose the latter technique which in principle can be used to
measure the pulse-duration of the attosecond pulses with a single shot. Electrons leaving the
atom upward and downward to the probe polarization direction are affected differently by
the probe field [22]. In figure 4(b) the upward electrons get a more narrow distribution than
the downward electrons (1p1 < 1p2). For each combination of harmonic spectrum and probe
intensity the ratio 1p1/1p2 depends on the group delay dispersion (GDD) of the attosecond
pulses in a unique way. The probe intensity can be extracted from the maximum momentum
shift in the scan. For our measured harmonic spectrum and probe intensity we calculate, using
the SFA, how the electron distributions change with GDD. This allows us to deduce 1p1/1p2

as a function of GDD (figure 4(c) red line). The variation of the pulse duration with GDD
is indicated by the green line. From our experimentally measured ratio, 1p1/1p2 = 0.85, we
obtain a GDD of 0.015 fs2 and a pulse duration of 300 as. The negative GDD of the Al-filter
compresses the pulse from 450 as towards the transform limit of 250 as.

Our theoretical calculations consist of solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
within the SFA [28]. The atomic dipole 〈x(ω)〉 from the calculations is converted to an
intensity spectrum by taking the product ω4

|〈x(ω)〉|2. Experimentally, contributions from the
short trajectories can be selected through phase matching and spatial filtering [29]. To mimic
this effect in the single atom calculations we restrict the SFA integration to include only the
excursion times with: 0 < τ < 0.65T . Comparing calculations and experiment, in figure 3, we
find a good agreement between the experimental (a) and the calculated (b) spectra. Note that
the calculations, based on a continuous driving field, give information about the intensity but
not the shape of individual harmonics. The experimental results together with the calculations
confirm the idea of sub-cycle control induced by the second-harmonic field. The probability
for ionization and return of the electron wave packet is increased over a certain energy range
close to the highest detected energy. This energy range can be tuned by changing the phase
difference ϕ.

We investigate theoretically how the sub-cycle control can be improved by increasing
R even further. The situation whereR= 25% and ϕ = 0.6 (see figure 5) stands out in particular
since the electron is pulled back with an almost constant energy over an extended period of
time, ∼ T/4, i.e. there are many sub-cycle tunnelling times that lead to the same final energy
(figure 5(b)). This results in a significant enhancement of the harmonic emission at that
particular energy. The intensity within the enhanced energy region is well above the already
strong harmonics for ϕ = 0 and 1.2 rad in figure 5(c).

ForR> 25%, the electron is pulled back to the atom in a more complex way and the return
energies are now highly dependent on ϕ. In figure 6(b), the calculated return energy is plotted as
a function of τ for three phase differences. We note that the energy curve can peak twice; once
for 0 < τ < 0.65T and another time for 0.65T < τ < T . The highest obtainable energy within
the short and long trajectory integration windows vary in opposite ways with ϕ. This results in a
central photon energy that decreases with ϕ for the short trajectories and increases for the long
trajectories, see figures 6(a) and (c). Under these conditions, 2 × 1014 W cm−2, R= 50%, the
tunable range is increased and we find that it is feasible to tune the energy over 2.5Up.
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Figure 5. (a) A calculated scan of ϕ including the phases presented in (b)
and (c). The calculations are done for an IR intensity of 2 × 1014 W cm−2 and
R= 25%. (b) Kinetic energy of the returning electrons for the three ϕ-values
shown in figure 1, ϕ = 0 rad (ice-blue), ϕ = 0.6 rad (green) and ϕ = 1.2 rad (red).
(c) Harmonic spectra showing the enhanced emission at 42 eV corresponding to
the flat region in the return energy curve (b).

Figure 6. Calculations for an IR intensity of 2 × 1014 and R= 50%. (a) SFA
calculations including short trajectories, 0 < τ < 0.65T . (b) Electron return
energies for ϕ = −0.4 rad (ice-blue), ϕ = 0.6 rad (green) and ϕ = 1.6 rad (red).
(c) SFA calculations for long trajectories, 0.65T < τ < T . The ϕ-values used to
calculate the return energies are indicated in the scans by the vertical dashed
lines. The horizontal dashed lines mark the peak of the spectra and connect the
peak to the return energy curves.

4. Conclusion

We have shown that by altering the driving laser field on a sub-cycle level using a two-colour
laser field, we can control the spectral properties of the generated APT by varying the phase
difference ϕ between the IR and its second harmonic. With this method we have extended the
spectral control beyond that of transmission filters. For applications this will be very useful
as the photon energy of the emitted attosecond pulses can be tuned close to or just below the
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ionization potential of a target gas to study below threshold ionization [30]. For almost all
values of ϕ one pulse per IR cycle is generated. For a sequence of pulses the central frequency
can be tuned by varying ϕ except for a narrow transition ϕ-region where two pulses per cycle
are generated. In the same manner, isolated attosecond pulses generated by a two-colour field
can be tuned in frequency by varying ϕ within the range where only one pulse is generated. By
increasing the second-harmonic intensity compared to the experiment presented here, we predict
that the tunable frequency range can be extended further and provide a flexible attosecond source
to meet future needs.
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We use semiconductor (Si) and metallic (Al, Zr) transmission filters to shape, in amplitude and phase, high-
order harmonics generated from the interaction of an intense titanium sapphire laser field with a pulsed
neon gas target. Depending on the properties of the filter, the emitted attosecond pulses can be optimized in
bandwidth and/or pulse length. We demonstrate the generation of attosecond pulses centered at energies
from 50 to 80 eV, with bandwidths as large as 45 eV and with pulse durations compressed to 130 as.
© 2007 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 120.5050, 320.7160.

The characteristic plateau region of high-order har-
monic spectra, produced when an atom is exposed to
an intense laser field, spans a large spectral width
ranging from the ultraviolet to the soft x-ray. In gen-
eral, the different frequency components in the har-
monic spectrum are not perfectly synchronized. The
harmonic emission corresponding to the shortest
quantum path, selected for the production of attosec-
ond pulses, exhibits a significant positive chirp [1,2].
The production of attosecond pulses of durations be-
low 200 as requires the filtering of a given bandwidth
in the plateau region and synchronization of the se-
lected spectral components.

Transmission filters, which exhibit negative group
delay dispersion (GDD) in the low-energy part of
their spectral window, can compensate for the posi-
tive chirp of attosecond pulses [3]. Previously, we
have obtained pulses of 170 as duration, using argon
as the generating medium and thin aluminum films
to filter out and spectrally rephase high-order har-
monics [2]. These pulses, resulting from the synchro-
nization of about 10 consecutive harmonics, were
centered around 30 eV and were about 1.2 cycles
long. The same technique was recently used to shape
harmonic emission generated in Ar with ellipticity-
gated few-cycle laser pulses [4], leading to the gen-
eration of isolated 130 as pulses [5]. Multilayer mir-
rors can also be employed to shape the harmonic
emission. The amplitude and phase properties of the
mirror reflection can be tailored by the layer struc-
ture [6–8].

In the present work, semiconductor (Si) and metal-
lic (Al, Zr) transmission filters enabled us to shape
the harmonic emission from neon over a broad band-
width up to photon energies of 100 eV. We were able
to generate attosecond pulses with the largest band-
width �45 eV� using an Al filter, the shortest Fourier-
transform-limited duration �75 as� using a Si filter,
and the shortest duration �130 as� using a Zr filter.

Our setup for broadband attosecond pulse genera-
tion and characterization is described elsewhere [9].
We use a 1 kHz titanium sapphire laser, with 2 mJ
pulse energy and a pulse duration of 35 fs. The laser
beam is split into two arms to perform an XUV+IR

pump–probe cross correlation. The main fraction of
the pulse energy �1.5 mJ� goes into the pump arm
where attosecond pulses are generated (see Fig. 1).
The laser is focused with �f /50 optics into a Ne gas
cell, leading to the generation of much higher har-
monic orders than in Ar [2]. An iris immediately be-
fore the focusing mirror provides an easy way to vary
the energy and the divergence of the beam in the fo-
cus, enabling us to adjust the cutoff energy. The in-
tensity at the focus was estimated to be about 3
�1014 W cm−2 when Si was used, 4.5�1014 W cm−2

using Al, and 8�1014 W cm−2 with Zr. To maximize
the XUV harmonic flux, we use a 1 kHz pulsed valve
[10], providing high pressure in the 6 mm long gas
target while keeping low background pressure in the
vacuum chamber. A pair of silica plates, antireflection
coated for 800 nm, separates the IR field from the
harmonic emission, thus protecting the filters from
exposure to a high laser flux. The top layer of the an-
tireflection coating is fused silica �SiO2�, which has a
high reflectance for grazing incidence XUV radiation
[11]. The reflectance curve and the group delay (GD)
added by the silica plates are shown in Fig. 2 (dashed
curves) [12]. The GD stays constant except around
100 eV, where Si starts absorbing. Finally, the emis-
sion is shaped by the transmission filters and a hard

Fig. 1. (Color online) Setup for high-order harmonic gen-
eration and pulse shaping. The high-order harmonics are
generated in a 6 mm long Ne gas target filled by a 1 kHz
pulsed valve. A pair of silica plates reflects XUV radiation
and transmits IR. The XUV light is shaped by 200 nm thick
transmission filters mounted on a motorized filter wheel
and spatially filtered through a hard aperture.
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aperture, which filters the short quantum path con-
tribution to the high-harmonic emission [2]. The
small part of the laser beam sent into the probe arm
is recombined with the XUV pump immediately after
the spatial filter (see Fig. 1), using the back of the ap-
erture to reflect the probe beam. The recombined
beams are then focused into a magnetic bottle elec-
tron spectrometer where a target gas (Ne) is photo-
ionized.

Our attosecond pulses are characterized using the
RABITT method (Reconstruction of Attosecond Beat-
ing by Interferences of Two-photon Transitions),
based on XUV+IR cross correlation [13]. The cross-
correlation signal is provided by sidebands in the
electron spectra arising from absorption of XUV ra-
diation plus additional absorption or emission of one
IR photon. The sideband intensities oscillate with
pump–probe delay. A Fourier analysis of the sideband
modulation allows us to determine the GD of the cre-
ated electron wave packets and, after taking into ac-
count the influence of ionization, the GD of the at-
tosecond pulses [9]. The electric field of the average
pulse in the train can be reconstructed from the GD
and the harmonic spectrum.

The filters, made of Si, Al, or Zr, with 200 nm thick-
ness, act as bandpass filters in different photon en-
ergy regions. Their properties, calculated from tabu-
lated refractive index data [11,14], are presented in
Fig. 2. Surface oxidation alters the value of their
transmittance, especially on the red side [9]. How-
ever, neither the spectral window nor the GDD are
significantly affected. The GDD varies from negative
at the onset of filter transmission to positive on the
high-energy side of the bandpass region, close to the
next absorption band. To achieve pulse compression,
the generated harmonic emission and the filter prop-
erties must be matched. In particular, it is important
to avoid having harmonic emission in the high-

energy part of the bandpass region where the GDD is
positive: this is achieved either by locating the har-
monic cutoff before the GDD becomes positive or by
cutting off the harmonic emission with another filter
(e.g., silica plates). Suitable energy ranges are
20 to 60 eV (Al), 25 to 90 eV (Si), and 70 to 160 eV
(Zr).

The results of our experiments are presented in
Fig. 3. The plots on the left side show the measured
spectrum (light gray), the measured GD (curve with
circles), and the GD calculated by subtracting the ef-
fect of the filter (curve with triangles), while those on
the right side show reconstructed pulses using the
measured GD (darker curve) and in the Fourier limit
(lighter curve). The variation in the slopes of the
three curves with triangles is mainly due to the dif-
ferent laser intensities in the three cases.

Si filtering leads to attosecond pulses centered at
75 eV, with a large bandwidth �30 eV�. The similari-
ties between the measured and calculated GD curves
in Fig. 3(a) indicate that Si mainly acts as a spectral
filter, blocking the remaining IR and lower-order har-
monics without adding much GDD. A reconstruction
of the average pulse intensity profile in the train is
plotted by the darker curve in Fig. 3(b). The temporal
profile is asymmetric, the width at half-maximum is
365 as, while the Fourier-transform limit is 75 as
(lighter curve).

The spectrum transmitted through the Al filter is
very uniform, covering a 45 eV spectral range cen-
tered around 50 eV [Fig. 3(c)]. For low energies the

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Transmittance through the
200 nm thick filters and reflectance off the silica �SiO2�
plates. (b) GD added by the filters and the reflection off the
pair of silica plates. The GD curves are displaced along the
GD axis to fit in the plot window.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Broadband attosecond pulse shaping
with Si, Al, and Zr filters. (a), (c), (e) Harmonic spectrum
(light curves); group delay before (curves with triangles)
and after transmission through different filters (curves
with circles). (b), (d), (f). Reconstructed pulses (darker
curves) and bandwidth-limited pulses (lighter curves).
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filter barely affects the GD of the measured pulses,
but close to the absorption edge the filter adds a
rapid phase variation, causing a relatively long pulse
duration, thereby underscoring the need to signifi-
cantly turn off the emission before the absorption
band. The Fourier limit pulse width was in this case
80 as, while the retrieved pulse length was 270 as
[Fig. 3(d)].

Finally, short pulses centered at high energy were
obtained by using high laser intensity combined with
Zr filtering. The spectral bandwidth was limited by
Zr on one side and by the silica plates on the other,
leading to a nice bell-shaped spectrum [Fig. 3(e)]
around 80 eV. The negative GDD of Zr in this spec-
tral region provided compression down to 130 as [Fig.
3(f)]. We also analyzed the structure of the corre-
sponding attosecond pulse train and, in particular,
the pulse-to-pulse variation using the method de-
scribed in [15]. The pulse duration varies from 120 as
at the center of the train intensity envelope down to
130 as at half-maximum and 200 as at one tenth of
the maximum. The bandwidth limit of the Zr shaped
pulses was 95 as, and it should be possible to get
close to the Fourier limit using thicker Zr filters. Cal-
culations done for our experimental conditions show
that we should obtain pulse lengths down to 100 as
by shaping with a 500 nm Zr filter.

In conclusion, we demonstrate broadband pulse
shaping of high-order harmonic radiation over a wide
range of energies, using metallic and semiconductor
filters. We are able to produce pulses with large
bandwidths (up to 45 eV), centered around 50, 70,
and 80 eV, depending on the filter used and with du-
rations from 365 as down to 130 as. We believe that
these filters will become an essential part of future
attosecond XUV beamlines.
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We characterize attosecond pulses in a train using both the well established “reconstruction of attosecond
beating by interference of two-photon transitions” �RABITT� technique and the recently demonstrated in situ
method, which is based on a weak perturbation of the harmonic generation process by the second harmonic of
the laser field. The latter technique determines the characteristics of the single atom emission, while RABITT
allows one to measure attosecond pulses “on target.” By comparing the results of the two methods, the
influence of propagation and filtering on the attosecond pulses can be extracted.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.80.033836 PACS number�s�: 42.65.Ky, 32.80.Qk, 32.80.Rm

I. INTRODUCTION

Attosecond pulse trains �APTs� are created when intense
infrared �ir� laser pulses interact with a gas of atoms or mol-
ecules �1�. The characteristics of the attosecond pulses de-
pend both on the quantum-mechanical single atom dynamics
as well as on macroscopic effects due to propagation in the
nonlinear medium �2�. Under normal experimental condi-
tions, the pulse train contains two pulses per cycle of the
laser field �3–5�. The properties of these pulses can be modi-
fied by transmission through filters �6� or reflection by grat-
ings and/or multilayer mirrors �7�. Several techniques to
characterize attosecond pulse trains have been proposed,
each with specific advantages and limitations. In this paper
we concentrate on analyzing and comparing two of these
techniques: the reconstruction of attosecond beating by inter-
ference of two-photon transitions �RABITT� �1� and a two-
color in situ method �8�, which uses a weak perturbation of
the high-order harmonic generation �HHG� by the second
harmonic of the fundamental laser field. Both techniques aim
to characterize the average attosecond pulse structure in an
APT.

Figure 1 illustrates schematically the difference between
these two techniques. RABITT allows us to determine the
final structure of the attosecond pulses after propagation in
the gas cell and filtering. The attosecond pulses are charac-
terized “on target,” i.e., in the chamber where they can be
used for applications. The RABITT scheme is implemented
by ionizing an atomic gas with the APT in presence of a
synchronized weak ir field. The perturbation due to the ir
field results in sidebands in the photoelectron spectra as
shown in Fig. 2�a�. Information about the structure of the
attosecond pulses can then be obtained by studying the in-
tensity oscillations of these sidebands with respect to the
subcycle delay between the probe field and the APT.

The in situ method measures the single atom emission
from the individual atoms. In contrast to RABITT, the initial
shape of the attosecond pulses, before propagation and filter-
ing, is now measured �Fig. 1�. This is important for applica-
tions that are conducted in the generation process itself, e.g.,
the tomography of electronic orbitals �9�. The presence of a

weak second harmonic �blue� field in the generation chamber
leads to the generation of even harmonics as shown in Fig.
2�b� �10�. The harmonic generation process is nonlinear be-
yond the perturbative regime, which results in comparable
probabilities for the processes shown in Fig. 2�b� even
though the number of ir photons absorbed differs by 4. In-
formation about the initial properties of the attosecond pulse
is obtained by studying the intensity oscillations of the even
harmonics with respect to the phase between the ir and the
blue field.

In this paper we present a detailed theoretical and experi-
mental comparison between the two characterization meth-
ods. Implementing both schemes allows us to measure both
the initial and final shapes of the attosecond pulses. From
these measurements the influence of propagation as well as

FIG. 1. �Color online� Cartoon illustrating the differences be-
tween the two characterization methods. The in situ method mea-
sures the single atom emission, while the RABITT scheme deter-
mines the corresponding attosecond pulses “on target.” The
influence of phase matching and filtering on the attosecond pulses
can be deduced through the implementation of both methods on the
same HHG setup.
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filtering can be determined. The paper is composed as fol-
lows: Sec. II reviews the theory of the two characterization
methods, Sec. III gives an overview of the experimental
setup, Sec. IV presents results from both methods at low gas
generation pressure, Sec. V discusses the reasons for the dif-
ference observed at higher gas pressures, and Sec. VI sum-
marizes the paper with an outlook.

II. THEORY

The electric field of an attosecond pulse can be written as

Ẽ�t�= �̃�t�exp�i�̃�t��, where �̃�t� and �̃�t� represent the tem-
poral envelope and phase, respectively. It can also be de-
scribed through its Fourier transform

E��� = ����exp�i����� �1�

=� dt�̃�t�exp�i�̃�t� − i�t� , �2�

where ���� and ���� are the spectral envelope and phase.
The Fourier integral in Eq. �2� can be approximated using the
saddle point method when the linear part in the temporal
phase cancels the Fourier component,

� d�̃

dt
�

t=t����
− � = 0, �3�

and the quadratic part of the temporal phase is large,

�� d2�̃

dt2 ��
t=t����

� 0. �4�

Note that the temporal phase must be expanded at different
times for different Fourier components, i.e., the saddle point
time is a function of frequency, t����. The saddle point ap-
proximation yields

E��� � �	 2�

� d2�̃

dt2 �
�̃�t�exp
i�̃�t� − i�t �

i�

4
��

t=t����

,

�5�

where the positive �negative� phase factor corresponds to a
positive �negative� chirp which is the case for attosecond
pulses from the short �long� branch. The spectral phase is
approximately equal to

���� = �̃„t����… − �t���� �
�

4
�6�

and its first derivative is

d�

d�
= − t���� , �7�

which is obtained using the chain rule and Eq. �3�. We can,
therefore, interpret the group delay �GD=−d� /d�� as the
time when the temporal phase oscillates as �. A deeper
analysis is needed if Eqs. �3� and �4� are not satisfied, which
is the case of frequencies above the harmonic cutoff.

We define the relative timing of spectral components �or
relative group delay� as

t�rel���,�0� = t���� − t���0� = −
d�

d�
+ �d�

d�
�

�0

, �8�

where t�rel��� ,�0� is the time it takes for the attosecond pulse
to go from oscillating at �0 to oscillating at �. The reference
frequency, �0, is arbitrarily chosen to be the lowest fre-
quency of the pulse.

In the present work performed with relatively long �mul-
ticycle� driving pulses, the emission spectrum contains peaks
at harmonic frequencies. In what follows, we use the follow-
ing notation for the spectral phase �n=��n�R�, where n is
the harmonic number and �R is the angular frequency of the
ir laser field.

A. RABITT

The sidebands that appear in the RABITT method can be
understood through the use of second-order perturbation
theory �1�: absorption of a high-order harmonic photon fol-
lowed by absorption or emission of an ir photon. Interfer-
ences occur between the different quantum paths that lead to
the same sideband �Fig. 2�a��. If we assume that the compet-
ing quantum paths have the same amplitude, then the inten-
sity of the sideband varies as

I2n��� 	 1 + cos�2� − 
�2n − 
�2n
at � , �9�

where � is the phase of the probe field oscillations relative to
the attosecond pulses, 
�2n=�2n+1−�2n−1 is the difference
between the phases of the corresponding harmonics, and

�2n

at is the difference in atomic phase for the corresponding
energies �11�. The atomic phase is neglected in the following
because it only has a small effect on the final result in the
spectral region that we consider. The first derivative of the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Energy diagrams associated with the two
characterization methods. �a� Sidebands are created through the ab-
sorption and emission of an ir photon ��R� in the RABITT method.
�b� Even harmonics are produced in the in situ method due to the
presence of a weak blue field �2�R�. Attosecond pulses are charac-
terized by studying the interferences arising from the degenerate
ways of reaching the sidebands or even harmonics.
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spectral phase can then be determined using the approximate
relation

�d�

d�
�

2n�R

�

�2n

2�R
. �10�

The final shape of an average attosecond pulse in the APT
can be reconstructed using Eq. �10� combined with a mea-
surement of the spectrum �12�. The aim of this paper is,
however, not to reconstruct attosecond pulses but rather to
study how the corresponding relative timing is affected by
macroscopic dispersion in the generation cell. Using Eqs.
�8�–�10�, the relative timing can be written as a function of
experimental observables as

tfinal
�rel� ��,�0� � −

1

�R
��min��� − �min��0�� , �11�

where �min��� is the relative phase between the probe and
the APT that minimizes the sideband intensity, I2n��min����
=0, for �=2n�R. The subscript final is used to indicate that
this is the final state of the pulse as it is detected on target.

B. In situ

We will now derive an analog to Eq. �11� for the in situ
method, where the relative timing of the initial attosecond
pulses is determined from the oscillation of the induced even
harmonics. Using the strong field approximation �SFA�, the
Fourier components of the HHG dipole can be approximated
as �13�

x�n 	� dtd�d3p� exp
 iS�p� ,t,��
�

− in�Rt� , �12�

where p� is the canonical �drift� momentum, � is the time
between tunneling and recombination, S is the quasiclassical
action, and n is the harmonic order. Finding the stationary
points of the quasiclassical action and then applying the
saddle point approximation five times reduce the integrals in
Eq. �12� to a sum of discrete contributions, each correspond-
ing to a quasiclassical trajectory �5,14�. In the limit of a
vanishing ionization potential, the quasiclassical trajectories
become classical and the quasiclassical action becomes the
classical action,

S�x�t,t��� = �
t−��t�

t

dt��mv�t,t��2

2
+ qx�t,t��E�t�� , �13�

where x, v, m, and q are the position, velocity, mass, and
charge of the electron, respectively. We label the electron
trajectories as x=x�t , t��, where t is the return time and t� is
the integration variable for the action. The electron is re-
leased from the atom at time t−� and accelerated by the laser
field, E, until it returns and recombines with the atom at time
t. In the one-color HHG, where E=ER=ER0 sin��Rt�, the
process is repeated with an alternating sign every half period,
xR�t , t��=−xR�t+TR /2, t�+TR /2�, since ER�t��=−ER�t�
+TR /2�. The action is, however, the same, SR�t�=SR�t
+TR /2�.

Adding a weak blue field, E=ER+EB, EB=EB0 sin�2�Rt
+��, induces a small change in the trajectories and the accu-

mulated action. We treat the blue field as a perturbation and
expand the trajectory,

m
d2

dt2 �
n=0



�nx�n� = qER + �qEB, �14�

where � is the usual perturbation parameter. The zeroth-order
solution is the same as in the one-color case, x�0�=xR, and the
first-order solution is purely given by the blue field, x�1�

=xB. Higher orders, n�1, are equal to zero. We expand the
action as S=S�0�+�S�1�+�2S�2�. The zeroth-order action is the
same as in the one-color case, S�0�=SR. The first-order action,
S�1�=�, is composed of three cross terms that can be rewrit-
ten using a few partial integrations,

� = �
t−�

t

dt��mvRvB + qxREB + qxBER� �15�

=q�
t−�

t

dt�xREB, �16�

where the following boundary conditions are used: xR�t , t�
=xR�t , t−��=vR�t , t−��=xB�t , t�=0. It is interesting to note
that � can be written as an integral over the unperturbed
trajectory, xR, and the blue field �or as an integral over the
trajectory perturbation, xB, and the red field�. Unlike SR, the
first-order action changes sign between opposite half cycles
of the ir field, ��t�=−��t+TR /2�, which reflects the fact that
the electron is now moving differently in the two half cycles,
x�t , t���−x�t+TR /2, t�+TR /2�. The second order action is
given purely by the blue field, S�2�=SB, and it has, therefore,
the same sign in opposite half cycles of the ir. The sum of the
contributions from the zeroth and the second order is labeled
as �=S�0�+S�2�.

The integrals of Eq. �12� are evaluated for the two-color
case using the saddle point solutions for the ir field only, i.e.,
we assume that � and SB are slowly varying compared to SR.
Only the two stationary points corresponding to the short
branch of trajectories in two neighboring half cycles of the
fundamental are used, in accordance with the experiment
where the long branch has been removed using spatial filter-
ing in a narrow aperture. The contributions from the first-
order action can be combined using Euler’s formula. The
HHG dipole takes the following form for the odd harmonics:

x�n=2N+1 	 cos
�n

�
�exp
 i�n

�
− in�Rtn� , �17�

where the first-order change in action, �n, leads to a change
in dipole amplitude. In the limit of a vanishing blue field, we
recover the one-color case: cos��n /��→1 and �n→SRn. The
HHG dipole for the even harmonics takes the following
form:

x�n=2N 	 sin
�n

�
�exp
 i�n

�
− in�Rtn� , �18�

where the amplitude again is dependent on the change in
action. The even harmonics vanish if there is no blue field
since sin��n /��→0. The intensities of the odd and even har-
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monics vary out of phase: the odd harmonics decrease when
the even harmonics increase. A weak blue field implies that
sin��n /����n /�. In this regime the even harmonic ampli-
tudes grow linearly with the applied blue field and oscillate
with the relative phase, �. It is in this regime that an in situ
measurement can be carried out.

Using Eq. �16�, we seek the relative phase, �min�t�, that
induces no even harmonic amplitude,

�„t,�min�t�… = q�
t−��t�

t

dt�xR�t,t��EB„t�,�min�t�… = 0,

�19�

where the return time, t= t���, is a saddle point solution to
Eq. �12� and, therefore, a function of frequency �in close
analogy with Eqs. �3� and �4��. We find excellent agreement
with the pioneering work of Dudovich et al. �8� using unper-
turbed classical trajectories in Eq. �19�. The solution, �min�t�,
is expanded to first order around the central return time, tc
=0.35TR,

�min�t� − �min�tc� � − �1 + ���R�t − tc� , �20�

where ��−0.06 is the “systematic scaling difference” be-
tween �min and �Rt. Our numerical linearization of �min�t� in
Eq. �20� depends on the choice of tc: � varies from 0.1 �in the
shortest return� to 0 �in the cutoff regime�. It is, however, the
scaling around the central return time �central frequency� that
is most appropriate for calculating the initial properties of the
entire attosecond pulse. Using Eqs. �8� and �20�, we find the
following simple relation between the oscillations in the
even harmonics and the relative emission time from the
atom:

tinitial
�rel� ��,�c� � −

�

�R
��min„t���… − �min„t��c�…� , �21�

where �=1 / �1+���1.06 is a correction factor. Equation
�21� resembles Eq. �11� from the RABITT section in both
form and interpretation. The even harmonic oscillations are
mapping out the relative emission times from the atom much
like the sidebands in a RABITT scan map out the relative
arrival times on target. In contrast to RABITT, the in situ
method needs a correction factor, �, which is slightly larger
than one for the short branch of trajectories. The validity of
Eq. �21� is limited to the high-order harmonic plateau where
the constant amplitude approximation �Eq. �12�� and the lin-
earization of �min�t� �Eq. �20�� are sound. The in situ method
can also be applied to the second �long� branch of trajecto-
ries. The correction factor for the long branch is ��0.88 for
tc=0.55TR.

We want to stress that the in situ method is not a direct
measure of the emission time �or the group delay� because
�min�t� is not related to the return time in a trivial way �Eq.
�19��. In fact, one could also interpret the in situ method as a
measurement of the continuum time which is an equally
good parameter of the process.

All technical details aside, we have found that the in situ
method produces traces of oscillating even harmonics which,
to reasonable agreement, can be treated as RABITT scans. In
the following, we will present data which are uncorrected,

�=1, verifying numerically and experimentally the validity
of ��1 for harmonics in the plateau. Unlike RABITT, the in
situ method is not limited to sampling the relative timing at
only even harmonic energies. The oscillations in the odd har-
monic energies �Eq. �17�� can be treated in a similar way,
thus doubling the number of sampling points for the relative
timing compared to RABITT.

C. Numerical SFA calculation

We perform a numerical experiment using SFA to verify
the analytical work presented in Sec. II B for an ir intensity
of IR=2�1014 W /cm2. Our numerical calculations are
based on Eq. �13� in �5� where the saddle point approxima-
tion is done only over p� space. The integration over con-
tinuum time, �, and actual time, t, is done numerically. This
allows us, in a simple way, to access either branch of trajec-
tories by numerically restricting the integral over the con-
tinuum time, �. We calculate the single atom response for the
short branch of trajectories by restricting the continuum time
integral to 0���0.65TR. Then we calculate the response
from the long branch of trajectories by restricting the con-
tinuum time integral to 0.65TR���TR. The corresponding
group delays are calculated numerically from the first deriva-
tive of the spectral phase of the short branch dipole �Fig.
3�a�, �� and the long branch dipole �Fig. 3�a�, ��. The time-
energy curves are compared to a simple classical model �Fig.
3�a�, gray line�, consisting in finding the classical kinetic
return energy for a classical electron in a sinusoidal electric
field, E�t�=E0 sin �t, which starts and returns to the origin,
and then adding the ionization energy.

Next, we perform the numerical in situ measurement by
calculating the single atom response from the same ir field
plus a weak blue field with a relative intensity of IB / IR
=0.1%. The phase of the blue field, �, is then shifted relative
to the ir and the atomic response is calculated again. As
expected, we obtain weak oscillations in the even harmonics
which vary with respect to �. The relative phases, �min, that
minimize the even harmonic signal are extracted from the
short branch �Fig. 3�b�, �� and the long branch �Fig. 3�b�,
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� The single atom response of the short
��� and the long ��� branches are calculated using SFA for a typi-
cal ir intensity, IR=2�1014 W /cm2. The group delays, −d� /d�, of
both branches are in good agreement with the simple classical
model �gray line�. The group delay branches merge beyond the
cutoff �dotted line�. �b� The numerical in situ scans generated using
SFA with a weak blue field, IB / IR=0.1%, show qualitative agree-
ment for both the short ��� and the long ��� branches with the
simple classical model �gray line�.
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��. We find that the in situ method produces time-energy
slopes �lines in Fig. 3�b�� that are in qualitative agreement
with the simple classical model �Fig. 3�b�, gray line� for
harmonics below the cutoff �Fig. 3�b�, dotted line�. There is,
however, an absolute time difference between −�min /�R, and
the �unshifted� simple classical model �Fig. 3�b�, gray line�.
A careful study of the numerical experiment indicates that
the in situ measurement suffers from a small systematic de-
viations from the group delay which can be attributed to the
correction factor, �. We stress that all data presented in Fig.
3�b� are uncorrected, i.e., �=1.

A larger and possibly more interesting systematic devia-
tion between the group delay and the in situ method arises
for harmonics close to and beyond the cutoff �Figs. 3�a� and
3�b�, dotted line�. This deviation occurs in a spectral region
where Eqs. �3� and �4� are questionable and it is, therefore,
more difficult to interpret the deviation. It is clear, however,
that the in situ measurement is not a direct measurement of
the group delay �or the relative timing� of the attosecond
pulses and that a deeper analysis is needed for understanding
the behavior beyond the cutoff.

The numerical experiment is repeated at progressively
higher relative intensities to investigate the robustness of the
in situ method. We observe the depletion of the odd harmon-
ics, as expected from Eq. �17�. The information retrieved
from the even harmonics is intact as long as IB / IR�1% for
IR=2�1014 W /cm2. Increasing the relative intensity further
results in an invalid in situ measurement.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental work is carried out at the Lund Laser
Center �LLC� using a kHz Ti-sapphire chirped pulse ampli-
fied laser operating at a wavelength of 800 nm �ir�. The
pulseenergy is 2 mJ and the pulse length is 35 fs. The APTs
are generated by focusing the ir laser pulses into a synchro-
nized pulsed argon gas cell �15�. Having a pulsed gas cell
allows us to maintain a low average background pressure in
the generation chamber while the effective gas pressure in
the gas cell is high. We do not measure the instantaneous
generation pressure in the gas cell but it is reasonable to
assume that it scales with the average background pressure in
the generation chamber.

We use aluminum filters after the HHG to
�i� remove the remaining ir and the low-order harmonics

in the pump line and
�ii� compress the pulses in the APT.
Eliminating the intense ir beam after the generation cell is

important since neither of the characterization schemes work
if there is a strong ir field present in the detection process.
The individual filters are 200 nm thick and the number of
filters used can be changed using a motorized filter holder
�6�. Being able to change the number of filters is important in
order to access the effect of filters on the attosecond pulses
�3�. The attosecond pulses are finally detected using a mag-
netic bottle electron spectrometer �MBES�. The detection gas
is argon which allows us to study the high-order harmonics
from the plateau and cutoff regions.

In the RABITT method the ionization step in the MBES is
perturbed by a synchronized weak ir probe field, which is

coupled into the MBES using a Mach-Zehnder interferom-
eter �Fig. 4�a��. The relative phase, �, between the APT and
the ir is controlled using a piezoelectric translation stage in
the interferometer. A typical RABITT scan is shown in Fig.
4�b�.

In the in situ method the ir pulse is used to generate a
second harmonic field �blue� with a 1.3-mm-thick potassium
dideuterium phosphate �KDP� type-I crystal. The ir and the
blue field are synchronized before the generation chamber
using a three-dimensional dichroic interferometer �Fig. 4�c��.
A glass plate in the interferometer enables control of the
relative phase, �, between the ir and the blue fields. The
interferometer is engineered so that the polarizations of the
recombined red and blue fields are parallel �16�. A typical in
situ scan is shown in Fig. 4�d�. Using Eqs. �11� and �21�, we
know that the information about the attosecond pulses is de-
rived in the same way from both methods, while the physical
interpretation of the two measurements differs.

IV. PROOF OF PRINCIPLE FOR IN SITU
MEASUREMENTS

In this section, we study the properties of an APT using
both the RABITT and the in situ method. A direct compari-
son of the two measurements is not meaningful since attosec-
ond pulses are probed at different times. Two main effects
influence the properties of the attosecond pulses:

�i� dispersion from the Al filters;
�ii� phase matching in the generation cell.
To avoid effects due to phase matching as much as pos-

sible �2,17�, we perform the measurement at the lowest pos-
sible pressure, corresponding to a background pressure of
PG�1.5 �bar. At this pressure, the high-order harmonic
signal is weak but still stable enough for both characteriza-
tion methods to work. The results from the RABITT method
are shown in Fig. 5�a� and the results from the in situ method
are shown in Fig. 5�b�.

The change in relative timing induced to an attosecond
pulse propagating through one aluminum filter, 
tAl

�rel��� ,�0�,
can be determined using two RABITT measurements,


tAl
�rel���� = tfinal2

�rel� ��� − tfinal1
�rel� ��� , �22�

where tfinal1
�rel� is the relative timing of the attosecond pulse

having passed one filter and tfinal2
�rel� is the relative timing after

passing two filters. Note that we now drop the notation for
the reference frequency since it is �0=14�R for all experi-
mental data. We have verified that 
tAl

�rel���� agrees with the
GD deduced from the refractive index of aluminum �18�.
Assuming that the two filters are identical we can calculate
the relative timing of the attosecond pulse before passing the
filter�s�,

tfinal0
�rel� ��� = tfinal1

�rel� ��� − 
tAl
�rel���� . �23�

The “unfiltered” relative timing of attosecond pulses �Fig.
5�a�, �� is in good agreement with the simple classical
model �gray line� for an effective intensity of IR�1
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�1014 W /cm2. This intensity corresponds to a cutoff at har-
monic �23�, which agrees well with spectral measurements
taken without the probe field present.

Having estimated the initial state of the attosecond pulses
using the RABITT method, we now proceed with the in situ
scheme. One important advantage of the in situ scheme is
that all information is imprinted spectrally, which makes it
possible to analyze attosecond processes with great accuracy
using a photon spectrometer rather than an electron spec-
trometer. In this paper, however, we use the same MBES as
for the RABITT so that a straightforward comparison of the
two schemes is made.

The in situ measurements are taken immediately after
their respective RABITT measurements for one and two alu-
minum filters �Fig. 5�b��. The HHG conditions, therefore,
have little time to evolve when changing schemes �a few
seconds�. The filters should not influence the in situ measure-

ment because the information is imprinted spectrally already
in the HHG process. Using the in situ scheme, we should
ideally obtain identical information regardless of the number
of filters. The measurements again nicely follow the classical
model for I=1�1014 W /cm2 �gray curve�. We determine
the initial relative timing, tinitial

�rel� ���, and compare it to the
relative timing obtained with the RABITT method, tfinal0

�rel� ���,
in Fig. 5�c�. The corresponding group delay dispersion
�GDD� is calculated by fitting a line to the relative timing
using sidebands and even harmonics �14�–�22�,

− �d2�

d�2�
18�R

� � 2.31 � 104 as2/rad �RABITT�
� � 2.24 � 104 as2/rad �in situ� ,


�24�

with a root mean square deviation of approximately 23 as for

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� In RABITT mode the blue field �from KPD� is split off �BS1� and blocked. A weak ir probe field is created
�BS2� and delayed on the subcycle scale using a translation stage. The APT is generated from the intense ir pulses �HHG �ir�� in a
synchronized pulsed gas cell. The intense ir field is eliminated using aluminum filter�s�. The APT and the probe are recombined �APT
+probe� using a mirror with a narrow aperture. The APT passes through the aperture while the probe is reflected on the mirror. The
temporally overlapping APT and probe field are then focused using a toroidal mirror and detected using an electron spectrometer �not
shown�. �b� The RABITT scan is recorded using an electron spectrometer with subcycle synchronization of the APT and the probe in the
detection chamber. �c� In in situ mode the ir and the blue field �from KDP� are separated �BS1� into a dichroic interferometer. The ir field
is delayed on the subcycle scale using a glass plate �which can be tilted� before it is recombined with the blue field �BS3�. The probe is
blocked �after BS2�. The APT is generated from intense ir pulses in the presence of a weak blue field �HHG �ir+blue�� in a synchronized
pulsed gas cell. The ir and blue fields are eliminated using aluminum filter�s�. The APT is detected using an electron spectrometer �not
shown� after passing a narrow aperture. �d� The in situ scan is recorded using an electron spectrometer with subcycle synchronization of the
ir and the blue fields in the generation cell �HHG �ir+blue��. The color scale in �b� and �d� is saturated so that the interferometric beating is
more clearly seen.
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the corresponding difference in relative timing. We treat the
in situ data as a RABITT scan, and the numerical value of
the GDD must, therefore, be multiplied by the correction
factor, �. The experiment shows that the correction factor is
close to unity for the short branch, as expected from the
theory section. The good agreement between these measure-
ments shows that either the RABITT or the in situ method
can be used to characterize the APTs at low generation pres-
sures for energies in the central and upper regions of the
harmonic plateau.

It is tempting to increase the intensity of the blue field so
that the even harmonics become stronger and more visible.
We use an adjustable aperture in the blue arm of the three-
dimensional dichroic interferometer so that the intensity of
the blue field can be increased while all other experimental
parameters are constant. It has been demonstrated that an
increased blue intensity will alter the quasiclassical trajecto-
ries in the HHG process �19,20�, but a systematic study of
how the in situ method breaks down has not yet been re-
ported. Even harmonic oscillations appear beyond the cutoff
for a slight increase in the blue intensity. The information
extracted from these oscillations show strong deviations with
the expected group delays, while the information from the
plateau region remains rather accurate �Fig. 5�d�, *�. Even
harmonic oscillation beyond the cutoff regime should, there-
fore, not be included in our simple interpretation �Eq. �21��
of the in situ method. The experimental results at high pho-
ton energy are in qualitative agreement with the numerical

calculations of the long branch shown in Fig. 3�b� shifted by
half their period. At moderately higher blue intensities we
observe a shift of the modulations in the plateau �Fig. 5�d�,
��. This shows that the in situ method now predicts the
wrong relative timing for the initial attosecond pulses also in
the plateau region and that the relative intensity must be
reduced.

V. COMPARISON OF RABITT AND IN SITU
MEASUREMENTS AT HIGHER PRESSURE

We now study how the phase of the attosecond pulses is
modified due to a higher gas pressure in the generation
chamber. It has recently been shown that in some conditions
an increasing gas pressure can lead to a compression of the
attosecond pulses �17�. The effect predicted theoretically
was, however, small and difficult to demonstrate experimen-
tally. Here, combined measurements using the RABITT and
the in situ method allow us to unambiguously extract the
contribution of phase matching to the temporal structure of
attosecond pulses.

RABITT results obtained at different pressures are shown
in Fig. 6�a�. The data are collected with one aluminum filter,
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FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Relative timing measurements from
RABITT for a variety of high background pressures in the genera-
tion chamber: 5�10−3 ���, 6�10−3 ���, and 7�10−3 ��� mbar
�the exact instantaneous pressure in the gas cell is unknown�. The
effect of the Al filter has been subtracted. At high pressures there is
an increased deviation from the simple classical model �IR=0.9
�1014 W /cm2� �gray curve�. �b� The corresponding in situ mea-
surements are mostly unaffected by the increased pressure. The data
are not corrected, �=1. �c� The difference in relative timing,

tmacro

�rel� �� , PG� �pink �, �, and ��, is interpreted as the macro-
scopic delay due to phase matching in the gas cell. The symbols
correspond to the same pressures as in the figures above. The delay
from phase matching has approximately the same magnitude as an
aluminum filter �gray dashed curve�. �d� The relative timing due to
phase matching �false color in units of TR� is calculated using a
one-dimensional model �17� for pressures ranging from 0 to 100
mbar. The intensity used in the model is 1.25�1014 W /cm2 and
the duration of the pulse is 35 fs. The length of the cell is modeled
as 5 mm.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� RABITT measurements with one �+�
and two ��� aluminum filters are used to determine the relative
timing of the unfiltered attosecond pulses ���. All temporal mea-
surements are presented as relative timings with reference to har-
monic �14�. �b� In situ measurements with one �+� and two ���
aluminum filters. The data are uncorrected, �=1. The simple clas-
sical model �IR=1�1014 W /cm2� ��a� and �b� gray curve� is plot-
ted for reference. �c� Unfiltered RABITT measurement �red, ��
compared to the average in situ measurement �blue, *�. �d� A slight
increase in the blue intensity �blue, *� has a small effect on the
measurement in the harmonic plateau �harmonics �14�–�24�. In-
creasing the blue intensity further �pink, �� results in an invalid
measurement. The simple classical model �IR=0.9�1014 W /cm2�
�gray line� is plotted for reference.
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but the effect of this filter is removed using Eq. �23�. The
corresponding in situ measurements are shown in Fig. 6�b�.
The in situ measurements are mostly insensitive to the in-
creased gas pressure, while the RABITT measurements are
deformed in a nontrivial way. Deviations in relative timing
for attosecond pulses due to the macroscopic propagation
through the gas cell can be extracted by subtracting the final
and initial relative timings,


tmacro
�rel� ��,PG� = tfinal0

�rel� ��,PG� − tinitial
�rel� ��,PG� , �25�

where we have explicitly written PG to indicate that the mac-
roscopic effects depend on the gas pressure. In tinitial

�rel� �� , PG�,
the PG dependence refers to a possible change in the funda-
mental field in the nonlinear medium that could affect the
single atom response. The results are shown in Fig. 6�c�,
together with the effect of a 200 nm Al filter �gray�. Macro-
scopic effects introduce a �nontrivial� negative relative tim-
ing, first decreasing then increasing with frequency. The cor-
responding induced GDD might help to compensate for the
single atom GDD for low orders, but for higher orders the
GDD is increased. These results agree well with those pre-
sented in �17�.

To understand the origin of the macroscopic group delay,
we perform a simple model calculation �17,21�. We consider
for simplicity a one-dimensional approximation along the
propagation axis z, a homogeneous medium of length L, and
a collimated geometry. In this simple case, the contribution
of the single atom response and of propagation can be sepa-
rated and the effect of propagation both on the phase �or
more exactly phase variation� and amplitude of the nth har-
monic can be described by

Fn =
1 − exp��− i
kn − �n�L�

i
kn + �n
= �Fn�exp�i�n

mac� . �26�

The phase mismatch 
kn is equal to kn−nk1, where kn and k1
denote the wave vector of harmonic n and the fundamental,
respectively. Absorption at the nth harmonic frequency is
described by �n. The macroscopic phase can be written as

�n
mac = − arctan
 sin�
knL�

cos�
knL� − exp��nL�� − arctan

kn

�n
� .

�27�

Figure 6�d� presents in color its derivative as a function of
harmonic order and pressure. These results show a variation
in the phase derivative that qualitatively agrees with the mea-
sured one. For a given pressure �20 mbar, the induced GD
is negative, showing a decrease at low orders, a minimum
around the 23rd harmonic, followed by an increase. We
stress that this satisfactory agreement is obtained with a
simple model, not including the geometric phase due to fo-
cusing or two-dimensional effects. Combined RABITT and
in situ measurements provide a way to really unravel the
effect of propagation in the generation of attosecond pulses.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a proof of principle experiment for
the in situ scheme by comparing it to the well established
RABITT method. We have found excellent agreement be-
tween the methods at low generation gas pressures when the
macroscopic phase matching plays a negligible role.

We have found that it is not possible to use the in situ
scheme to predict the final relative timing of the average
attosecond pulses if the generation pressure is high or if it
passes through some unknown dispersive material. It is
equally important to realize that accurate single atom mea-
surements cannot be conducted at high generation gas pres-
sures with the RABITT scheme. In a RABITT measurement
there will always be a trade off between the number of har-
monic photons generated and their phase perturbation from
propagation through the generation cell.

The advantages and disadvantages of the two schemes
become quite clear when the generation pressure is high and
one could argue that both schemes are needed for a more
complete understanding of the attosecond pulse production
and propagation.
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1 I. INTRODUCTION

Laser�assisted ionization processes provide an ele�
gant tool to study dynamics and details of atomic and
molecular systems [1–3]. For time�dependent mea�
surements, the assisting laser needs to be synchronous
to the ionization event on a time scale shorter than that
of the process to be resolved. A number of experiments
in the past years have shown that the attosecond (as)
time scale is routinely accessible and laser�assisted
ionization processes have become the chief tool for
experiments in the field of attosecond science [1–6].

The emission of a comb of high�order harmonics
when an atomic medium is exposed to a driving
intense laser field is well understood. The resulting
attosecond pulse trains (APT) [7, 8] provide a premier
tool to controllably ionize atomic media [5, 9] and it is
important to determine their characteristics, both
amplitude and phase. This can be done by cross�cor�
relation with an IR probing field under stable interfer�
ometric conditions. Using weak infrared (IR) fields,
this is often done with the Reconstruction of Attosec�
ond Beating by Interference of Two�Photon Transi�
tion (RABITT) method [7], while the AC�Streak
camera method [10, 11], using stronger IR fields, has
mainly been applied to the characterization of isolated
attosecond pulses. A special case is the full character�
ization method FROG�CRAB (Frequency�Resolved
Optical Gating�Complete Reconstruction of Attosec�
ond Bursts), which is based on an iterative deconvolu�

1 The article is published in the original.

tion of a time�frequency spectrogram [12, 13]. In this
paper, we study the transition from the weak to the
strong field regime, and the effect of the probe field
strength on the validity of the characterization.

In Section 2, the experimental setup and per�
formed experiments will be presented. We perform in
Section 3 a conventional analysis of the data in the
RABITT regime, studying specifically the probe
intensity dependence of the phase measurement. A
Fourier�series approach (Section 4) allows us to see
the fingerprints of processes with more than one con�
tributing IR photons and provides a more general
description of our delay�dependent laser�assisted pho�
toionization spectra.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1. Setup

The experiments were performed at the High
Power Laser Facility of the Lund Laser Centre. We use
a 1 kHz chirped�pulse�amplification (CPA) titanium�
sapphire based laser system, providing 2 mJ 30 fs
pulses centered around 800 nm. The pulses are
focused into an Ar gas cell, pulsed at 1 kHz, to gener�
ate high�order harmonics, which then propagate
through silica plates and a thin Al�foil to filter the har�
monics to form a well�defined APT (cf. Fig. 1). The
APT is then recombined with an IR probe beam in a
Mach−Zehnder�type interferometer. In the last step of
the interferometer, the APT is passed through a drilled
mirror while the IR is reflected on the back side of the
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mirror. Both beams are focused into the detection gas
of a magnetic�bottle electron spectrometer (MBES)
with the help of a toroidal mirror. Using a combination
of half�wave plate and polarizer in the probe beam, the
pulse energy of the IR can be varied continuously
between 5 and 100 µJ. As all focusing parameters are
kept constant, any change in the probe pulse energy
will directly result in a proportional change of the IR
intensity in the detection region of the MBES. The
MBES has a 2π acceptance angle and a maximum
energy resolution of about 100 meV.

The relative delay of IR probe and APT can be
adjusted on two time scales. Using a motorized trans�
lation stage in the probe arm we can vary the delay in
the range of one femtosecond to several picoseconds.
To accurately resolve attosecond processes, a delay
stage with a piezoelectric crystal is used to change the
relative phase of the two beams with a precision of a
few tens of as. This stability allows us to perform inter�
ferometry of two�photon pathways as in the RABITT
characterization scheme, as shown below. It is also
crucial for the use of the AC streak camera method,
where the relative phase of the two beams has to be sta�
ble with similar precision.

2.2. Delay�Dependent Two�Color Photoionization 
Spectra

In the experiments presented here, the resulting
photoelectron spectra from an IR probe and XUV field
were recorded. A shift in the relative delay of the two
fields induces a change in the observed spectrum, and
recording the spectra at different subcycle delays

allows us, in some conditions, to determine the tem�
poral structure of the XUV emission.

Figure 2 shows the seven scans that constitute our
experimental results. From left to right, the probe
pulse energy changes by a factor of 20, ranging from 5
to 100 µJ. At the lowest intensity, the presence of a
weak IR field leads to weak sidebands between the odd
harmonic orders. These sidebands originate from ωn +
ωR and ωn – ωR two�photon transitions [14], where ωR

is the IR photon frequency and ωn = nωR, with n being
an odd integer, see Fig. 3a. The two possible pathways
to each final state lead to the observed interference
pattern. This pattern is repeated every IR half�cycle,
TR/2, reproducing the frequency of the attosecond
pulse periodicity. This probe intensity regime is com�
monly referred to as the RABITT regime.

With increasing IR intensity, the amplitude of the
sidebands becomes comparable to direct photoioniza�
tion by the harmonics (see, e.g. sideband 22 in
Figs. 2d–2g). These two�photon processes induce a
depletion of the peaks at odd harmonic energies, at the
delays where the sidebands are maximum. The cutoff
region is first affected by depletion since the strength
of continuum�continuum transitions rapidly increases
with the energy of the initial state (Figs. 2b and 2c at
harmonic 25 and above). For a probe pulse energy of
40 µJ (Fig. 2d), depletion effects become visible even
in the low energy region (see harmonic 19 to 23 in
Figs. 2d–2g).

At the higher probe intensities (Figs. 2d–2g), pro�
cesses involving more than one IR photon become sig�
nificant. This is the so�called streaking regime, where
the AC�streak camera becomes the preferred charac�
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HHGf/50
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Fig. 1. Setup for the experiment: a 2 mJ, 30 fs laser pulse is split into a probe and a pump arm. The larger part is used in high�order
harmonic generation while a fraction travels through a delay stage to serve as probe pulse. The generated harmonics are filtered
spectrally and spatially by silica plates, a thin�film metallic filter and an aperture, before recombining with the probe using a
drilled mirror and being focused into the detection gas of a magnetic bottle electron spectrometer.
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terization method [10, 11, 13]. The streaking regime is
clearly entered in the last two of the scans in Fig. 2, the
cutoff being increased by as much as seven IR photons
(from harmonic 27 and above). Note that the electron
signal is still showing discrete IR photon energy spac�
ing because of the periodicity of photoionization from
the sequence of attosecond pulses.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENT

3.1. Reconstruction of Attosecond Beating
by Interference in Two�Photon Transitions (RABITT)

We now analyze the results in Fig. 4 (same as
Fig. 2a) within a perturbation theory framework.
Here, we will consider the photoionization of the
detection gas by the APT as a first�order perturbation
and the onset of the sidebands and the RABITT mod�
ulation as a perturbation of the second order. This is a
good description of two�color photoionization at low
IR intensities.

Contributions to the final state probability ampli�
tudes of order N can be obtained from those of order
(N – 1) through the following equation [15, 16]:

(1)

where l is the index of the respective contributing
states, ωf are the frequencies acting on the atom and m
denotes the final state. The effect of the IR on the
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ground state is negligible. The population of contin�
uum states after perturbing the system with a har�
monic frequency can be approximated by

(2)

where µn, g is the transition dipole matrix element from
the ground to the continuum state, and t the interac�
tion time, approximately a measure of the pulse dura�
tion. The population of the sideband state (n – 1) can
be expressed as

(3)

where the factor M represents a combination of the
various transition dipole moments, which we approxi�
mate as equal for both quantum paths, and ER0, EX0 are
the amplitudes of the IR and XUV fields. The sideband
intensity will finally oscillate

(4)

with φR = ωRτ, τ being the delay between the XUV and
the IR fields. ∆φn – 2, n is the phase difference between
the harmonic spectral phases φn – 2 and φn. This allows
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Fig. 2. XUV photoionization spectra, recorded for varying sub�cycle delay between IR and XUV field. The corresponding probe
pulse energies are written in the upper part of the figures. A change of this energy translates proportionally to a change of the probe
intensity. The zero delay indicates the delay at which the maxima of the IR pulse and the APT coincide.
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us to obtain the phase difference ∆φn – 2, n from a Fou�
rier transform of the spectrum over delay.

Using the obtained phase, we can reconstruct a
pulse shape as in Fig. 5. The Fourier limit for our spec�

trum is 160 as. Due to the chirp rate of 18400 as2 we
obtain an average pulse duration of 440 as FWHM.
This method of measuring APTs has been successfully
employed in a number of experiments [7, 8, 17]. The

0

E

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(2) (3) (4) (4) (4)

|n + 2〉

|n + 1〉

|n〉

|n − 1〉

|n − 2〉

|n − 3〉

|n − 4〉

|g〉

Fig. 3. Sketch over possible transitions involving single harmonic� and multiple IR photons. (a) Shows the RABITT transition,
which couples two harmonic photons with an energy difference of 2ωR to a final state with energy (n – 1)ωR. (b) Shows that the
absorption/emission of two IR photons leads to a similar coupling with odd final energy nωR. (c) Illustrates that yet another IR
photon can be used to couple harmonic photons that are 6ωR apart in an even final energy (n – 1)ωR. (d, e) Shows that three IR
photons will also couple new harmonics that are 2ωR apart in even final energy (n – 1)ωR, which will distort the information from
the RABITT signal in (a).
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Fig. 4. Delay�dependent photoionization spectrum in the RABITT regime, measured at 5 µJ probe pulse energy. The dashed line
indicates the sideband maxima.
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high chirp rate and asymmetric pulses come as no sur�
prise as only one thin aluminum filter was employed to
counter the intrinsic chirp of the HHG process. The
addition of more filters would help to approach the
Fourier limit and further compress the pulses [17, 18].
The RABITT method provides access to the relative
phase difference of presumably monochromatic har�
monics [7, 14]. The measured phase difference is
equal to the group delay (GD) over the spectrum of the
APT, and an integration allows us to reconstruct an
average attosecond pulse in the train. Such a retrieved
pulse represents a good approximation for pulses
within the FWHM of the APT, accounting for about
90% of the signal from experiments with such trains.
There are extensions and implementations of the
method that yield more information on the full struc�
ture of the APT [19, 20].

3.2. Intensity Dependence of RABITT Signal

The influence of an intense probe field on the mea�
sured spectral phase was studied by progressively
increasing the IR intensity and recording the delay�
dependent photoionization spectra. Figure 6 shows
the phase differences ∆φn – 2, n evaluated according to
the method outlined above, for varying probe intensi�
ties. It is clear that the slope is decreasing with increas�
ing intensity, as if the chirp rate was lower, even though
the actual APT remained the same.

As a consequence of the phase variation with inten�
sity shown in Fig. 6, the reconstructed pulses will
appear more compressed at higher probe intensities,
which is a pure artifact of the increased IR intensity.
The RABITT analysis relies heavily on the presence of
a single IR photon contributing to the final state as to
allow only the phase difference of the neighboring har�
monics to be measured. Higher�order processes per�
turb the RABITT signal, as will be discussed in more
detail in Section 4.

3.3. Streaking

We now consider briefly the regime of high probing
intensities (Fig. 7, same as Fig. 2g) where the interac�
tion between photoelectrons and probing laser field
can be understood by simple classical arguments. In
this regime, an electron is released into the continuum
at a given ionization time ti due to photoionization by
an attosecond pulse. It will gain an additional momen�
tum proportional to the IR vector potential A(ti) at the
time of ionization. This momentum shift imparted by
the IR probe is therefore dependent on the relative
delay between the two fields. With APTs generated by
two�color fields, or with single attosecond pulses, the
pulse properties (duration and chirp) can be extracted
from analyzing the streaking trace and the pulse(s) can
be reconstructed [10, 11, 13]. In the case of an APT
with two pulses per cycle, the situation is more com�
plex and a reconstruction of the attosecond pulses

from the experimental data is more difficult, since the
sign of the probe field reverses for consecutive pulses.
Without going further with the analysis of our experi�
mental data, we note that the chirp of our attosecond
pulses, however, is clearly visible in the high energy
region of the spectrum (see dashed line in Fig. 7). The
onset of the streaking regime also explains the
observed phase shift of the sideband orders close to the
cutoff in Fig. 6. In the perturbative regime and, for
simplicity, in absence of attosecond chirp, the maxima
of the sidebands occur at the maxima of the probe laser
electric field. At moderate probe intensity, depletion of
the harmonic states will lead to maxima of the har�
monics shifted by π/2 with respect to the sidebands,
thus corresponding to the zeros of the electric field. At
high energy, electron peaks, coming from direct elec�
trons being streaked by the probe field, will therefore
be maxima at the zeros of the electric field, thus shifted
by a factor π/2 from the sidebands.

4. FOURIER DECOMPOSITION 
OF THE PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRA

4.1. Perturbation Theory Analyzis

To better understand the influence of a high IR
intensity on a RABITT measurement, we extend the
analyzis performed in the previous section, based on
perturbation theory to the next orders. The third order
of perturbation includes components coupling the
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Fig. 5. Reconstruction of average pulse in the pulse train,
measured by the RABITT method. The upper panel shows
the harmonic intensities (solid line) and integrated spec�
tral phase (dashed line). Using these intensities and phase,
one can reconstruct the pulse shape as in the lower panel.
The Fourier limited pulse shape is shown as dashed.
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Fig. 7. Delay�dependent photoionization spectrum in the streaking regime, measured at 100 µJ probe pulse energy.
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states (n + 2) and (n – 2) to the harmonic (n) state by
two IR photon absorption or emission (Fig. 3b):

(5)

This term gives rise to oscillations at frequencies 4ωR,
2ωR, and to a constant term. The intensity of the 4ωR

modulation at the harmonic energy nωR is

(6)

which is similar to Eq. (4). The next order of perturba�
tion leads to a 6ωR component in the sideband states
and the next to an 8ωR component in the harmonic
states. Higher IR intensities lead to new couplings of
states lying further apart and thus higher modulation
frequencies.

Figure 3 illustrates how the number of pathways
that lead to a given modulation frequency is unique
only under certain restrictions. Even numbers of con�
tributing IR photons couple to harmonic states while
odd numbers couple to sideband states. The 4ωR fre�
quency is meaningful only in the harmonic final states,
as shown in Eq. (5) and the phase difference that can
be determined is that between harmonic states (n – 2)
and (n + 2). A Fourier transform that isolates this
component will allow us to access to the spectral phase
in the same way as with the conventional RABITT,
looking at the 2ωR modulation in the sideband states.
Experimentally, due to the resolution of our scans, the
6ωR component is the highest resolvable. It is already
close to the Nyqvist limit, with only three to four data
points per period.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the group delay
obtained over the spectrum for three different modu�
lation frequencies. The usual RABITT is based on the
5 µJ�scan, the phases of the 4ωR�modulation were
obtained at 20 µJ, and the 6ωR�modulation was
present for the central harmonics in the 80 µJ�scan.
Excellent agreement was found between the chirp
rates obtained with the different methods. Our results
are also consistent with previous experiments [8, 17].
From the 2ωR�measurement we obtain a chirp rate of
18400 as2 or—in terms of a group delay—an emission
time difference ∆te = ∆φ/(2ωR) = 87 as. This is very
similar to 16800 as2 (∆te = 79 as) obtained from the
4ωR�component in the harmonics. The slope of the
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phase difference in the 6ωR�component is also in good
agreement with 16900 as2 chirp rate or a ∆te of 80 as.

4.2. Generalization

Because of the analogy between the conventional
RABITT and the possibility to extract the same infor�
mation from higher components we will now intro�
duce a more general expression for the delay depen�
dence of our photoelectron spectrum. This expression
will hold beyond the breakdown of the perturbation
picture. The amplitude of any photoelectron peak in
the spectrum is periodic with delay φR between the IR
and XUV fields. It can therefore be expressed as a dis�
crete Fourier series:

(7)

with  = . Considering only the k = ±1 contribu�
tions we have

(8)

which is the common RABITT case, for low IR inten�

sity, with arg( (IR)) = ∆φn – 1. For higher IR intensi�
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Fig. 8. Comparaison of the obtained phase differences for
three different frequency components present in the
experimental electron signal. The conventional RABITT
includes contribution from sidebands 14 to 26. The 4ωR�
component has been extracted from harmonics 15 to 23
and the 6ωR�modulation was obtained from sidebands 18
to 24. The curves have been shifted for better comparison.
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ties, higher order terms contribute, the argument will

change and higher order terms of the sum (IR) will
grow revealing higher contributing frequencies. In the
case of k = 2,

(9)

which can readily be identified as the 4ωR component
with an argument of ∆φn – 2, n + 2 for a suitable probe
intensity. Figures 3d–3e show the effect of the partici�
pation of three IR photons, and how two non�sur�
rounding harmonics contribute their phase difference
to sideband n – 1, destroying the unique source of the

2ωR modulation. Thus arg( (IR)) changes and the
phase observed in the RABITT analysis varies with IR
intensity.

At the same order of perturbation, a 6ωR modula�
tion can be constructed with three IR photons cou�
pling harmonic n – 4 and n + 2 to sideband n – 1 (cf.
Fig. 3d). For sufficiently high intensity, the number of
contributing IR photons is �1, resulting in a great
number of frequencies added to form the delay�
dependent signal in the sideband. More and more har�
monics contribute to the phase, which becomes flat.
The oscillation does not uniquely depend on the adja�
cent orders anymore—the requirement for RABITT.
This is the streaking regime, where the classical limit is
reached.

As we previously studied the effect of the IR inten�
sity on the phase measurement in the conventional
RABITT method, we perform a similar analysis for

S̃k

S2 φR IR,( ) 2 S̃2 IR( ) 4φR S̃2 IR( )( )arg+( ),cos=

S̃1

our measurements with the 4ωR component. Figure 9
shows the intensity dependence of the harmonic phase
measured in this component. We find that at 20 to
60 µJ the phase is meaningful compared with the con�
ventional measurement. The measurement at 80 µJ is
showing a similar characteristic flattening of the phase
as the conventional RABITT. The 4ωR breakdown
occurs for much higher probe intensities. In this case
the number of contributing photons becomes so high

that arg( (IR)) is affected by ambiguous coupling of
states. The analyzis of this 4ωR component provides an
additional check on the measured phase from conven�
tional RABITT method. This allows us to assess
whether the probe intensities in any experiment have
been too high by comparing the 2ωR with the 4ωR

components and possibly even higher orders.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the influence of IR probe intensity
in two�color XUV photoionization experiments. In
the laser�assisted ionization process that is at the heart
of the RABITT method for characterizing APTs, the
probe intensity needs to be maintained at levels which
only perturb the process very slightly. A high probe
intensity will greatly alter the measured phase relation
of the individual high�order harmonics, making it
appear flat over the spectrum, as if the pulses were
compressed. RABITT is only valid in the limit of weak
IR intensity.

In a next step, the increasing number of contribut�
ing IR photons was tracked down by Fourier�analysis
of sideband and harmonic states. As an increasing
number of photons allows to couple states further and
further away, higher modulation frequencies occur.
The 4ωR component of the harmonic states allows us
to obtain their mutual phase relation. Also in this case
an increasing IR intensity started to affect the phase
measurement making the pulses appear artificially
compressed. We believe these experiments will allow
the scientific community to gain a better understand�
ing of the IR intensity dependence of laser�assisted
ionization of a gas using high�order harmonics.
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We demonstrate a quantum stroboscope based on a sequence of identical attosecond pulses that are used
to release electrons into a strong infrared (IR) laser field exactly once per laser cycle. The resulting
electron momentum distributions are recorded as a function of time delay between the IR laser and the
attosecond pulse train using a velocity map imaging spectrometer. Because our train of attosecond pulses
creates a train of identical electron wave packets, a single ionization event can be studied stroboscopically.
This technique has enabled us to image the coherent electron scattering that takes place when the IR field
is sufficiently strong to reverse the initial direction of the electron motion causing it to rescatter from its
parent ion.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.073003 PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm

The basic properties of atoms, molecules, and solids are
governed by electron dynamics which take place on ex-
tremely short time scales. To measure and control these
dynamics therefore requires ultrafast sources of radiation
combined with efficient detection techniques. The realiza-
tion of extreme ultraviolet (XUV) attosecond (1 as �
10�18 s) pulses [1,2] has, for the first time, made direct
measurements of electron dynamics possible [3–5].
Pioneering experiments utilizing the fast varying electric
fields of femtosecond infrared (IR) laser pulses have dem-
onstrated that temporally localized electron wave packets
(EWPs) can be used to study molecular structures and
dynamics [6–8]. In these experiments, subfemtosecond
EWPs are generated through tunnel ionization twice per
optical cycle near the maxima in the laser’s oscillating
electric field. They are subsequently accelerated by the
same laser field and may be driven back to their parent
ion for further interaction. This basic sequence of events,
which is the essence of strong field physics, is very versa-
tile and leads to many different phenomena [9,10]. The
only control knob in these experiments, however, is typi-
cally the laser intensity, which must be quite high in order
to ensure a reasonable probability of tunneling through the
Coulomb barrier.

Further control of the electron dynamics requires that
the creation and acceleration of the EWPs are decoupled;
this is not possible using tunneling ionization since the
same laser field governs both events. Decoupling can be
achieved by using XUV attosecond pulses to create tem-
porally localized EWPs through single photon ionization at
a well defined phase of a synchronized IR field which
drives the dynamics from that point forward. These atto-
second EWPs are distinctly different from their tunnel
ionization counterparts. They are born at the center of the
potential well with properties that are directly inherited
from the XUV pulses, which can be tailored in time and
frequency [11–15]. They can also have a nonzero velocity,
and their subsequent dynamics can be controlled by choos-

ing the phase and amplitude of a synchronized IR field
appropriately. In particular, the laser field needed to drive
these EWPs back to the potential is usually weaker than the
laser field needed to form tunnel EWPs, leading to much
less distortion of the properties to be studied.

Here, we demonstrate an attosecond quantum strobo-
scope capable of capturing electron motion on a subfemto-
second time scale. This technique is based on a sequence of
identical attosecond pulses [11] which are synchronized
with an IR laser field. The pulse to pulse separation in the
train is tailored to exactly match an optical cycle of the
laser field, and the electron momentum distributions are
detected with a velocity map imaging spectrometer
(VMIS) [16,17]. This technique has enabled us to image
the coherent scattering of electrons that are driven back to
the ion by the laser field following their ionization. We
envision that coherent electron scattering from atoms,
molecules, and surfaces captured by the attosecond quan-
tum stroboscope will complement more traditional scatter-
ing techniques [18,19] since it provides high temporal as
well as spatial resolution [20].

To understand the principle of the quantum stroboscope
and its application to coherent electron scattering, we use a
simple classical model, where the atomic potential is omit-
ted, to describe the motion of an electron that is released in
a laser field [21]. If the electron is created at rest at time t0
in a linearly polarized laser field with E�t� � ŷE0 sin�!t�,
it will at a later time t have a momentum

 p �t; t0� �
eE0ŷ
!
�cos�!t0� � cos�!t��; (1)

where e is the electron charge. Equation (1) is useful to
describe tunneling wave packets, which are born at rest,
but not sufficient to describe EWPs that are created via
photoabsorption from attosecond pulses since they will
have an initial momentum p0 �

������������
2mW
p

û, where W �
EXUV � Ip is the kinetic energy,m the mass of the electron,
Ip the ionization energy, and û is the initial direction of the
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outgoing electron. Introducing the dimensionless parame-

ter ~� �
����������������
W=2Up

q
[22], where the quiver energy Up �

e2E0
2=4m!2, Eq. (1) is generalized to

 p �t; t0� �
eE0

!
f�cos�!t0� � cos�!t��ŷ � ~� ûg: (2)

Equation (2) describes the wiggling motion of the electron
while it is in the laser field. We detect the final (drift)
momentum:

 pf�t0� �
eE0

!
�cos�!t0�ŷ � ~� û�: (3)

In order to observe coherent scattering, the electron, once
released, must pass the ion core at least once. From Eq. (3),
the final momentum will be zero or opposite to the initial
momentum, for certain time delays, if û k ŷ and ~� is
smaller than or equal to 1. When ~� � 1, the momentum
transferred by the field to the electrons is such that only
electrons that are born exactly at times when E�t� � 0 will
return to the ion since the net transfer of momentum from
the laser field (proportional to the vector potential of the
field) is maximized for these times. For smaller ~�-values,
the momentum transfer is larger, which means that the
initial direction of the electron can be reversed for a range
of initial times. ~� � 1 therefore marks the boundary, in this
simple model, between ‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ field con-
tinuum dynamics for the electron. For a 800 nm laser
wavelength, ~� � 1 can be obtained with I � 1�
1013 W=cm2 and W�1:2 eV. This intensity is an order of
magnitude smaller than that needed for tunnel ionization.

The principle of the quantum stroboscope technique
used to capture the electron motion is illustrated in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). A sequence of identical attosecond
pulses are used to release electrons into an IR laser field
exactly once per laser cycle. The EWPs disperse as they fly
towards the detector where their momentum distribution is
recorded. Consecutive EWPs will therefore overlap and
interfere. Since the impulse imparted to the electron by the
IR field depends on when the ionization occurs [23–25],
each phase of the oscillating laser field yields a unique final
momentum distribution. When the attosecond pulse peri-
odicity matches the IR optical cycle, the created EWPs are
affected identically by the IR field, with the result that the
dynamics of individual events can be studied stroboscopi-
cally. In contrast, if ionization occurs over the whole IR
cycle, or even at as few as 2 times during the cycle, the
resulting momentum distribution will be smeared out and
show interference fringes that depend on the different
ionization times [26]. The quantum stroboscope shares
two important features with a conventional stroboscope:
First, we can freeze the periodically varying momentum
distribution at a single phase of the IR field, and capture the
entire time-dependent distribution by varying the XUV-IR
delay. Second, by repeating the process periodically, the
measured signal is stronger than what we would measure

with a single pulse. In the quantum stroboscope, the signal
is further enhanced due to the coherence of the process, in
that a train of N pulses yields fringes that are N2 times
brighter than the signal from an isolated pulse. The quan-
tum stroboscope technique thus provides a complementary
approach to the use of isolated attosecond pulses, in par-
ticular, suitable for experiments where a high signal to
noise ratio is required.

In a first experimental demonstration of this technique,
we use pulses with a 300 as duration and a central energy of
24 eV to ionize argon in the presence of an IR laser field
with an intensity of 5� 1012 W=cm2. The attosecond
pulse train (APT) was generated from a two-color laser
field consisting of the IR field and its second harmonic to
ensure that the XUV pulses were separated by one full
optical cycle [11]. Four stroboscopic images taken at dif-
ferent XUV-IR delays (t0) are presented in Fig. 1(c) (a
complete movie spanning one full optical cycle is available
in Ref. [27]). The clear up or down asymmetry in the
momentum distributions confirms that each image corre-
sponds to ionization at one particular phase of the IR field
so that the momentum distribution is shifted up or down in
the direction of polarization of the IR field. These results
illustrate that the two essential aspects of stroboscopic
imaging mentioned above are fulfilled: the electron mo-
mentum distribution is ‘‘frozen’’ at a given phase of the IR
field, and the signal strength is enhanced by the repetition
of the process. The interference fringes, which are evenly

FIG. 1 (color online). (a), (b) An APT is used to ionize the
target atoms once per cycle of an IR laser field. When the EWPs
are created at the maxima of the IR electric field (a), the net
transfer of momentum is zero, and the resulting momentum
distribution is symmetric relative to the plane perpendicular to
the laser polarization. When the EWPs instead are created at the
zero-crossings of the IR electric field (b), the momentum distri-
bution is shifted by the field along the direction of the laser
polarization. (c) Experimental results obtained in Ar at four
different XUV-IR delays are shown. From left to right, the
images correspond to the XUV-IR delays t0 � 0, �=2!, �=!,
3�=2! for an IR intensity of 5� 1012 W=cm2.
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spaced one IR photon apart in energy, show a decreasing
spacing when plotted as a function of momentum as in
Fig. 1. The position of these fringes does not shift as a
function of XUV-IR delay, which shows that we are imag-
ing a train of identical EWPs spaced one IR cycle apart. In
addition, the fringe positions depend only on the IR inten-
sity. The quantum stroboscope is therefore self-calibrating
since the only unknown parameter, the IR intensity, can be
read directly from the interference pattern. In this experi-
ment ~� � 3:7; i.e., the field strength was not sufficient with
respect to the initial energy of the electrons to reverse their
initial velocity and coherent electron scattering is therefore
not expected to be observed.

To understand what we can expect from experiments
that guide ionized electrons to rescatter off the ion core, we
have performed a series of calculations in helium by nu-
merically integrating the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation (TDSE) [28,29]. In Fig. 2, we show the influence
of ~� on momentum distributions obtained at the XUV-IR
delay leading to the maximum momentum transfer. The
white circles in each panel indicate the range of momenta
predicted by Eq. (3) if there is no rescattering from the ion
[23]. When the intensity is increased, the downward mo-
mentum region extends outside the white circle, which
indicates that electrons whose initial direction has been
reversed have scattered off the atomic potential and that
they have gained extra momentum in the same direction as
their initial direction [30,31]. Another interference pattern
is readily seen, with maximum along the polarization axis
and minima at approximately 30	 from the polarization
axis (region II). This interference occurs between the ‘‘di-
rect’’ outgoing EWP and the ‘‘rescattered’’ one. This in-
terference is similar to the holographic imaging proposed
by Spanner and co-workers using above threshold ioniza-
tion [32]. When ~� � 0:86, a larger portion of the EWP
scatters of the potential, and the scattered electrons can be
seen as jets along the polarization direction. A more de-

tailed analysis of these effects is outside the scope of this
Letter and will be discussed in a forthcoming theoretical
paper.

To experimentally image coherent electron scattering
with the quantum stroboscope, we ionize helium atoms
with EXUV � 25:8 eV (W � 1:2 eV) and an IR intensity
I � 1:2� 1013 W=cm2. In this case, ~� 
 0:9; i.e., the
laser field is sufficiently strong to drive the electrons
back to the ion core for some XUV-IR delays. Compared
to argon, the helium momentum distributions are expected
to be more peaked along the laser polarization direction,
since the excited EWP is entirely in an m � 0 state,
whereas for argon, there is a mixture of m � 0 and m �
1 states, and the latter has no amplitude along the polar-
ization axis. This makes helium a better candidate to ob-
serve electron scattering since the electrons along the
polarization direction have the highest probability to scat-
ter off the potential. Four experimental momentum distri-
butions recorded at different XUV-IR delays are presented
in Fig. 3. When the XUV-IR timing is set to maximize the
momentum transfer from the IR field in the upwards
(panel 1) or downwards (panel 3) directions, we see a clear
signature of rescattering, manifested by a significant in-
crease of low-energy electrons in the direction opposite to
the momentum transfer from the IR field [33]. The experi-
mental results are compared with theoretical calculations
in the first panel of Fig. 3, and the agreement is excellent
with all the substructures well reproduced. We believe that
this is the first evidence for coherent electron scattering of
attosecond EWPs created by single photon ionization.

In this Letter, we have demonstrated an attosecond
quantum stroboscope capable of imaging the electron mo-
mentum distribution resulting from a single ionization
event. We have also used it to guide ionized electrons
back to their parent ions and to image the coherent electron
scattering. The basic technique we have demonstrated is
very versatile and may be altered in a number of potentially

FIG. 2 (color online). Theoretical results obtained by integrating the TDSE are shown (from left to right) for IR intensities equal to
zero, 1� 1012 W=cm2, 1� 1013 W=cm2, and 2� 1013 W=cm2 for the XUV-IR delay which corresponds to the maximum momentum
transfer. The white circles are positioned at the highest energy electrons in the field free case (panel 1) and shifted by the amount of
momentum added by the IR field in the other panels. If no post-ionization interaction between the electron and the atom occurs, the
momentum distributions would remain within the circles. Two features are highlighted in panel three, which is calculated at an
intermediate intensity where ~� � 1:2, by white arrows: (I) electrons that have scattered off the core appearing outside the white circle
in the downward direction and (II) interference minima in the momentum distribution. The interference minima occur in the region
where the rescattered and direct electrons overlap.
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useful ways. For example, the guiding field could be a
replica of the two-color driving field we used to make the
attosecond pulses. This would provide additional control
over the return time and energy of the electrons. Using a
longer wavelength driving laser [34] would lengthen the
time between attosecond pulses, allowing more time for
internal dynamics initiated by the launch of the EWP to
develop before being probed by the returning electron. We
envision that controlled, coherent scattering such as we
have demonstrated will enable time resolved measure-
ments with very high spatial resolution in atoms and mole-
cules or at surfaces.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Experimental results obtained in helium at an intensity of 1:2� 1013 W=cm2 are shown. The results are
distinctively different from those taken in argon (Fig. 1). With this higher intensity, more momentum is transferred to the electrons, and
in combination with the lower initial energy, some electrons return to the atomic potential for further interaction. In the first panel, we
compare the experimental results (right) with theoretical calculations (left) obtained for the same conditions. The excellent agreement
is the strongest evidence for coherent scattering effects in the experiment. All the substructures are well reproduced except for the
highly saturated innermost peak in the experiment, which most likely is due to above threshold ionization of residual water in the
experimental chamber.
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We study resonant two-color two-photon ionization of Helium via the 1s3p 1P1 state. The first
color is the 15th harmonic of a tunable titanium sapphire laser, while the second color is the funda-
mental laser radiation. Our method uses phase-locked high-order harmonics to determine the phase
of the two-photon process by interferometry. The measurement of the two-photon ionization phase
variation as a function of detuning from the resonance and intensity of the dressing field allows us
to determine the intensity dependence of the transition energy.

Multicolor resonant ionization is at the heart of nu-
merous and diverse applications in fundamental and ap-
plied sciences. Examples are studies of very high Ry-
dberg states [1], investigations of biomolecules [2] and
specific selection of radioactive species [3]. In the sim-
plest scheme, resonantly-enhanced two-photon ionization
(R2PI) occurs via the absorption of two photons, gener-
ally of different colors, one tunable (ω1) used to scan
across a resonant state (r), and the second (ω) ioniz-
ing from the excited state. In traditional R2PI, the
yield of the produced ion species is recorded as a func-
tion of laser wavelength, and the position and shape of
the observed resonance provides information on the un-
derlying electronic and rovibrational structures. These
studies rely on spectroscopic information using narrow-
bandwidth lasers, which do not allow any temporal res-
olution. Here, we present an ultrafast time-resolved-
technique to retrieve also the phase of R2PI when sweep-
ing through the resonance. We demonstrate it by study-
ing R2PI of He via the 1s3p 1P1 state which lies 23.087 eV
above the ground state.

The basic principle of our experiment is illustrated in
Fig. 1. We study the interference between two pathways
to the same ionized final state (f1), one through the reso-
nance with absorption of two photons with frequency ω1

and ω, and the second through a continuum path, using
a third color (ω2), involving absorption of a photon with
frequency ω2 and emission of a photon with frequency ω.
The phase of the R2PI is encoded in the modulation of
the photoelectron signal Sf1 as a function of the delay τ
between the (ω1,ω2) fields and the ω field [Fig. 1 (b)].
When the energy of the exciting radiation ω1, and thus
the detuning from the resonance is changed, the phase
variation of the resonant transition leads to a measur-
able shift of the Sf1 oscillation. This phase shift needs to
be referenced against another modulation Sf2 that is in-
dependent of the resonance and thus providing a clock to
our measurement. A process providing an independent
modulation requires a fourth color (ω3) and involves an-
other final state (f2) (see Fig. 1).

FIG. 1: (color online) a) Schematic diagram illustrating the
phase measurement of R2PI. The dashed and solid ω1 lines
represent two excitation energies on either side of the reso-
nance. The photoelectron peaks used in the measurement are
Sf1 and Sf2 . b) Illustration of modulated sideband signals Sf1

and Sf2 . Two Sf1 modulations are indicated, corresponding
to the two excitation energies in a). c) Experimental harmonic
spectrum used in the measurements.

An essential requirement for our measurement is the
use of phase-locked radiation fields with commensurate
frequencies, and a temporal precision better than the pe-
riodicity of the interference signal, in our case 1.3 fs. An-
other requirement, is a high spectral resolution for the ex-
citation of a narrow resonance. These requirements can
be simultaneously fulfilled [4] by using the high-order har-
monic frequency combs produced when an intense laser
field interacts with a gas of atoms or molecules [5]. As is
now well understood [6, 7], harmonics arise due to inter-
ferences between attosecond pulses produced by tunnel
ionization, acceleration of the created wave packet in the
field and recombination back to the ground state at each
half cycle of the laser field. The spectral width of the
individual harmonics is thus related to the number of
attosecond pulses, and decreases as the laser pulse dura-
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tion increases [8]. In this process, a comb of phase-locked
harmonics of odd order is generated.

In the present work, we use high-order harmonics gen-
erated in Ar to study R2PI of He via the 1s3p 1P1 state
[9]. In contrast to the similar “reconstruction of at-
tosecond bursts by interference of two-photon transition”
(RABITT) technique, which is used for the determina-
tion of the pulse duration of attosecond pulses [10, 11],
the influence of the attosecond pulse characteristics on
the measurements is here removed [12]. Emphasis is
put on the determination of the R2PI phase [13] as a
function of detuning from the resonance. The detun-
ing is varied by changing the fundamental wavelength
(around 805 nm) or alternatively by increasing the fun-
damental intensity. We apply these measurements to de-
termine the intensity dependence of the energy of the
1s2 → 1s3p transition, and interpret the results using
theoretical calculations consisting of solving the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) in conditions
close to the experimental ones [14].

Our experiments were performed with a 1-kHz 35-
fs 4-mJ Titanium-Sapphire laser system. An acousto-
optic programmable dispersive filter (DAZZLER) was
used to change the central wavelength between 802.5 and
809.3 nm, while maintaining the spectral width of the
amplified pulses approximately equal to 25 nm. High-
order harmonics were generated in a pulsed Ar gas cell,
filtered using a spatial aperture and a 200-nm thick Al
thin film [15], and focused by a toroidal mirror into a vac-
uum chamber containing an effusive He gas jet. A mag-
netic bottle electron spectrometer (MBES) allowed us to
record and analyze in energy the ejected electrons. Part
of the laser field was extracted before the generation of
harmonics, and recombined downstream collinearly with
the harmonics, after a variable time delay that could be
adjusted with sub-100-as precision [12].

A comb of about seven phase-locked harmonic fields
[Fig. 1 c)], corresponding in the time domain to a train
of attosecond pulses of 260 as duration, was thus sent
into the interaction chamber together with the dressing
field at frequency ω with an adjustable phase ϕ (or time
τ = ϕ/ω) delay. In addition, a halfwave plate and polar-
izer in the dressing IR field arm allowed precise control of
the pulse energy and therefore the intensity in the inter-
action region of the MBES. The detuning was determined
from δ = 15hc/λ0−E3p, where E3p is 23.087 eV and λ0 is
the barycenter of the fundamental frequency spectrum,
shifted to the blue by δλ ≃ 3.5 nm to account for the
blueshift from free electrons in the generation gas [16, 17].
The dressing laser intensity was determined by measuring
the energy shifts of the photoelectron peaks of harmon-
ics 17 to 23 in the presence of the laser field, which is
simply equal to the ponderomotive energy Up ≈ 6.0I eV
where the intensity I is in units of 1014Wcm−2 for a laser
wavelength of 800 nm [18, 19].

Figure 2 (a,b) presents electron spectra as a function

FIG. 2: (color online) Electron spectra as a function of delay
for detunings δ =10 meV(a) and δ =190 meV(b). The oscilla-
tion of the 16th sideband depends on the detuning while the
others do not (see dashed line) (c) Phase of the oscillations
of the sideband peaks in light orange for (a) and dark red for
(b). The two results have been superposed at sideband 18.

of delay between the harmonics and the dressing field,
obtained for two different detunings. Electrons are ob-
served at energies corresponding to one-photon absorp-
tion of the harmonics (from the 17th) and at “sideband”
energies due to two-photon ionization processes, which
we label by the corresponding net number of infrared
photons (16, 18 etc.). These sideband peaks strongly os-
cillate with the delay at a frequency equal to 2ω. The
oscillations of sidebands 18, 20, 22 and 24 do not depend
on the detuning, while sideband 16 is strongly affected
by it. A Fourier transform of the sideband signal over
about 10 fs (four cycles) allows us to determine the rel-
ative phases of the sideband oscillations with a precision
of 0.1 rad. The phases are plotted in Fig. 2 (c) for the
two cases shown in (a,b).

The relationship between the R2PI phase and the ex-
perimental results in Fig. 2 can be understood within
second-order perturbation theory [10, 12]. Using the no-
tation from Fig. 1, the photoelectron signal Sf1 can be
expressed as

Sf1 = |aa
1 + ae

2|2 (1)

where aa
1 and ae

2 are the two-photon probability ampli-
tudes with the superscript a or e referring to an absorp-
tion or emission of an ω photon and with the subscript
1 or 2 referring to absorption of an ω1 or ω2 photon. In-
troducing ϕ1 and ϕ2 as the phases of the radiation fields,
as well as ϕa

1 and ϕe
2 as the phase terms involved in the

two-photon transitions, Eq. (1) becomes

Sf1 =
∣∣∣|aa

1 |eiϕa
1+iϕ1+iϕ + |ae

2|eiϕa
2+iϕ2−iϕ

∣∣∣
2

(2)

= |aa
1 |2+|ae

2|2+2 |aa
1ae

2| cos (ϕa
1−ϕe

2+2ϕ+ϕ1−ϕ2) .
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FIG. 3: (color online) a) Measured sideband phases corrected
for the attosecond group delay and normalized at zero for
sideband 18. Different detunings are indicated by the color
code (going from 11 meV below the resonance (dark red) to
190 meV above the resonance (light orange)) b) Measurements
(circles) of the R2PI phase as a function of detuning. The
dark red line indicates results of a simple perturbative model
while the light orange line shows results of simulations based
on solving the TDSE.

The cosine term leads to the modulation of the signal
observed in the experiment. In general, the phase terms
involved do not depend much on the photon energies.
In two-photon ionization via a resonant state, however,
the phase (ϕa

1) changes by π across the resonance. The
study of the variation of ϕa

1 as a function of detuning δ
provides interesting information on the two-photon ion-
ization process, e.g. on the relative importance of res-
onant and nonresonant contributions, AC Stark shift of
the resonant state, depending on the spectral character-
istics of the XUV and laser fields.

The variation of ϕa
1 with the detuning can be experi-

mentally obtained from Sf1(ϕ) provided the other phase
terms ϕe

2, ϕ1, ϕ2 do not depend on δ and provided the
phase delay ϕ is known in absolute value, which is gener-
ally not the case. Sf1(ϕ, δ) is therefore referenced against
Sf2(ϕ), assuming that the phase terms involved, ϕa

2 and
ϕe

3, are independent of the detuning and thus removing
the need of knowledge of the absolute ϕ. When chang-
ing δ, the laser intensity used to generate the harmonics
varies slightly, leading to a (small) variation of the group
delay of the attosecond pulses and thus of ϕ1 − ϕ2. We
correct for this effect and the harmonic spectral phase by
removing a linear attosecond group delay function [20]
and we set to zero the phase of sideband 18 (Sf2) for all
detunings. The results are presented in Fig. 3(a). As ex-
pected, the phases corresponding to all sidebands except
the 16th are almost superposed to each other and show
no influence of detuning.

Figure 3(b) shows the variation of the R2PI phase as
a function of detuning. We can tune only over half the

FIG. 4: (color online) Intensity dependence of the R2PI phase.
(a) Harmonic phase differences at dressing intensities from 0.1
(dark red) to 2.2× 1012 Wcm−2 (light orange), with attosec-
ond chirp correction and normalization at sideband 18. (b)
R2PI phase (circles) as a function of intensity, with a 6-point
moving average (dark red line) and TDSE (light orange).

resonance since for lower (negative detunings) sideband
16 moves progressively below the ionization threshold,
thus making our phase measurement inaccurate. We also
compare our measurements with the results of two dif-
ferent models (solid lines): The dark red line is obtained
by time-dependent perturbation theory [21], only consid-
ering the resonant state. Gaussian envelopes were used
for the IR and XUV pulses with FWHMs of 30 fs and
10 fs, respectively. The light orange curve shows the re-
sult of calculations performed by numerically integrating
the TDSE in the single active electron approximation
[14]. Our calculation uses a He pseudo-potential with the
energy of the 1s3p state equal to 23.039 eV. The result
is therefore shifted by 40 meV for comparison with the
experiment. The result shown in Fig. 3(b) agrees very
well with the experiment, thus confirming our detuning
calibration.

In order to investigate how the 1s3p resonance behaves
in a laser field, we measured the dependence of the R2PI
phase on the dressing laser intensity. Figure 4(a) shows
the R2PI phase determined similarly to Figure 3(a) but
keeping the wavelength constant at 805.5 nm and grad-
ually increasing the dressing intensity. We verified that
even at the highest intensity, higher-order multi-photon
transitions were still negligible [22], thus not affecting our
phase determination. Increasing the intensity from 0.1 to
1.8×1012 W/cm2, the R2PI phase varies from -0.7 to 0.9
radians. Figure 4(b) presents the intensity dependence
of all of the measured phases (circles). We find an almost
linear increase of the phase with intensity, as indicated by
the dark red curve obtained by averaging, with a satura-
tion at around 1.3× 1012 W/cm2, due to the suppression
of R2PI when part of the two-photon excitation band-
width moves partly below the ionization threshold. The
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FIG. 5: (color online) (a) Measured transition energy of the
1s3p state. Experimental results (solid dark red), compared
with ∆E1s2 + Up (dashed) and TDSE calculation (solid light
orange). (b) TDSE calculation of XUV absorption for three
different intensities with 50 meV resolution. The position of
the 1s3p state is indicated by the dashed line.

light orange line obtained by TDSE calculations agrees
well with our measurements.

Combining our previous phase measurements as a func-
tion of detuning for a fixed (low) intensity and as a func-
tion of intensity (for a fixed detuning) allows us to deter-
mine the intensity-dependence of the 1s2 → 1s3p tran-
sition energy. Both experimental (dark red solid) and
TDSE (light orange solid) results are shown in Fig. 5(a).
The dashed line is equal to ∆E1s2 +Up, representing the
variation of the transition energy if the 1s3p state was
moving as a high-lying Rydberg state, following Up [19].
The AC Stark shift of the fundamental state ∆E1s2 is
very small, equal to −0.3IeV where the intensity I is in
units of 1014Wcm−2 [23, 24] so that ∆E1s2 + Up ≈ Up.
We find that the measured transition energy increases
about 40% more rapidly with the laser intensity than
Up, up to the saturation at 1.3× 1012 Wcm−2.

To better understand this faster than ponderomotive
shift, we have calculated the XUV absorption cross-
section for helium in the presence of an 800 nm field by
numerically solving the TDSE as a function of both XUV
wavelength and laser intensity [Figure 5(b)]. Using an
XUV bandwidth of 50 meV or smaller we find that be-
yond 1× 1011 Wcm−2, the 3p resonance has at least two
components the higher of which shifts significantly faster
than the ponderomotive energy. With the experimental
XUV bandwidth (150 meV), however, the different com-
ponents cannot be resolved. As a result, we observe shifts
exceeding E1s2+Up. Experimentally, the predicted struc-
ture in the 3p resonance could be observed using longer
fundamental laser pulses, leading to spectrally narrower
harmonic peaks.

In conclusion, we have shown how well-characterized
phase-locked high-order harmonics can be used to mea-
sure the phase of R2PI and we have applied it to the de-
termination of the AC Stark shift of the 1s3p 1P1 state.

Although our resolution was unsufficient to detect the
splitting of the excited state, we observed a non-trivial,
faster than ponderomotive, AC Stark shift. Our method,
here demonstrated in He, could be applied to the study of
numerous resonant or quasi-resonant processes in atoms
and molecules.
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Attosecond pump-probe electron interferometry 

J. Mauritsson,1* T. Remetter,1 M. Swoboda,1 K. Klünder,1 A. L'Huillier,1 K. J. Schafer,2 

O. Ghafur, 3  F. Kelkensberg,3 W. Siu,3 P. Johnsson,3 M. J. J. Vrakking,3 I. 

Znakovskaya,4 T. Uphues,4 S. Zherebtsov,4 M.F. Kling,4 F. Lépine,5 E. Benedetti,6

Attosecond science has as its goal the measurement and ultimately the control of 

electron dynamics on its natural time scale, the atomic unit of time, which is 24 

attoseconds. The short pulses required to reach this time scale imply large 

bandwidths, leading to the excitation not of a single state but of a broad and 

coherent superposition of states, i.e., a wave packet. In this paper we present a 

novel interferometric method that uses a free wave packet as a reference to 

measure a bound wave packet. The resulting interferogram contains both 

quantum beats as well as multi-path interference and provides precise and state-

specific time-resolved amplitude and phase information about the bound electron 

wave packet. We demonstrate our method experimentally by measuring an 

attosecond wave packet in helium, prepared using an isolated 350 attosecond pulse 

with a central energy in the vicinity of the ionization threshold, but we also show 

that our approach can be applied to bound wave packets irrespective of the way 

they are created. 
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Background 

The frequency of the periodic motion of a harmonic oscillator is inversely 

proportional to the mass of the oscillator. As a result, atomic motions at the heart of 

chemical processes typically occur on the femtosecond timescale, while the motion of 

electrons tends to occur on attosecond timescales. This motivates the current interest in 

the development of attosecond techniques for the time-resolved investigation of electron 

dynamics. Attosecond pulses were first produced in 20011,2, as the outcome of the 

process of high harmonic generation3 (HHG). In HHG, an intense femtosecond infrared 

(IR) laser coherently drives atomic or molecular ionization, as well as subsequent 

electron acceleration and recombination4,5. This leads to the production of radiation in 

the extreme ultra-violet (XUV) or soft x-ray part of the spectrum with durations down to 

100 as (refs 6, 7) or even below8. A unique aspect of attosecond pulses generated via 

HHG is that the XUV radiation is precisely synchronized to the electric field of the 

driving IR laser. Since 2001 intensive efforts have led to the first applications of 

attosecond pulses, and synchronization between the XUV pulses and the IR field has 

played a key role in each of them9-12.  

When attosecond pulses are used to excite atoms or molecules they create broad 

electron wave packets which are difficult to probe directly using a second attosecond 

pulse, as traditional pump-probe spectroscopy would have it. This limitation, which is 

due to the low intensity of the attosecond XUV pulses, can be circumvented by 

exploiting the XUV-IR synchronization inherent in the HHG process. Several 

methodologies that use this capability to extract information on sub-femtosecond 

electron dynamics have been demonstrated. The attosecond streaking technique exploits 

the momentum shift that a synchronized IR laser field imparts to electrons that have 
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been ejected from an atom into the field13,14. When applied to electrons that are directly 

ionized by an attosecond pulse, streaking enables the measurement of XUV and IR light 

fields, and was recently used in an investigation of atomic photo-ionization that directly 

imaged the interaction of low energy ionized electrons with the atomic core15. It has 

also been used to measure the time scale for Auger decay9, where the “streaked 

electron” was the secondary electron emitted as a result of the attosecond photo-

ionization event. A second method called attosecond chronoscopy exploits the sub-cycle 

nature of (multi-) photon ionization rates in a strong IR laser field16,17 to study the 

ionization of individual bound states populated by means of a shake-up process 

accompanying the removal of an inner shell electron by an attosecond pulse. In the 

present study we use the XUV-IR synchronization to directly measure an attosecond 

electron wave packet composed of several bound states for the first time.  

Principle of the measurement 

When attosecond pulses are applied to atoms or molecules they excite broad 

coherent superpositions of bound states spread over several electron volts. This coherent 

superposition (and hence the electron dynamics that takes place) is completely 

characterized by a specification of the states (Ψi with energies Ei) that are part of the 

superposition, accompanied by their time-dependent amplitudes,  and phases, 

 

 

Here we present a method to determine the energies, amplitudes and phases of a bound 

electron wave packet excited by an attosecond pulse, and to subsequently follow the 

associated electron dynamics with attosecond time resolution. 
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The key idea is that coincident with the creation of the bound wave packet, a 

continuum wave packet that is coherent with it is also created. As we discuss below, 

there are several scenarios for doing this. In the current experiment we create one very 

broad wave packet that spans over the ionization threshold of the atom using one photon 

excitation with an attosecond pulse. The portion of the initial wave packet that is above 

the ionization threshold quickly disperses and moves away from the atom as a free wave 

packet leaving behind a bound wave packet. After a variable delay the bound wave 

packet is ionized by a short IR pulse that is locked in phase with the original attosecond 

pulse envelope (see Fig. 1). The free wave packet is unable to absorb energy or 

momentum from the IR field and so serves as a reference, and we observe interference 

fringes when measuring the photoelectron spectrum as a function of delay. These 

interference fringes result from the fact that we do not know, when observing an 

electron, whether it entered the continuum via the original attosecond pulse (“direct 

path”) or after absorbing an additional IR photon (“indirect path”). As we will show, the 

interference fringes allow us to access the energies, amplitudes and phases of the states 

in the bound electron wave packet. As in Ramsey spectroscopy, the spectral precision is 

set not by the bandwidth of the excitation pulse, but by the delay between the pump and 

probe pulses18-20 and by the experimental energy resolution of the photoelectron 

spectrometer used. In addition there is also a temporal resolution that is set by the 

duration of the excitation pulse as in traditional pump-probe spectroscopy.  

Determining the amplitudes and phases of a wave-like object by 

interference with a reference wave is a well-known approach. It is the essence of 

holography, and has been used to great advantage in the characterization of optical 

fields21.  The method has also been applied to vibrational and electronic wave 
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packets22,23, but so far two bound wave packets have been used, one an object to be 

measured and the other a known reference wave packet that spectrally overlaps the 

unknown one. The challenge in attosecond science is to develop a similar technique 

without the reference wave packet needing to undergo the potentially very complicated 

dynamics that the electron wave packet under investigation experiences (which may 

include processes such as Auger decay and shake-up). In our method we solve this 

problem by having the reference be a free wave packet which does not interfere with the 

unknown wave packet during the evolution of the electron dynamics of interest, but 

only in the course of the detection step, when the bound wave packet is ionized by a 

coherent probe pulse and the resulting angle- and energy-resolved photoelectron 

spectrum is measured.  

Figure 1 illustrates the principle of our measurement technique for the 

experimental scheme investigated in the present work (see Methods for more details). A 

linearly-polarized, few-cycle, phase-stabilized IR pulse is split into pump and probe 

pulses. The pump is used to generate an isolated attosecond pulse in xenon gas using the 

polarization gating technique6,24. At time t0, the resulting XUV pulse, with 350 as 

duration and a central frequency of 24 eV, excites helium from its ground state to a 

coherent superposition of bound and continuum p-states. At a later time t, which is 

typically from zero up to a few tens of femtoseconds later, the bound wave packet is 

ionized by an IR probe pulse that has the same linear polarization as the XUV pulse. 

The ionized electrons are detected using a velocity map imaging spectrometer25 (VMIS) 

which records angular-resolved momentum distributions. 

Three experimental images, recorded at different delays between the XUV and 

IR fields are presented in Fig. 1c-e. The images are inverted26 and a scan of the 
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photoelectrons emitted along the polarization axis of the fields (both up and down) is 

shown in Fig. 1b. When the two pulses overlap temporally, we get a normal streaking 

scan typical for photoionization by an isolated attosecond pulse in presence of a laser 

field6,11, with a momentum shift either upward (Fig. 1c) or downward (Fig. 1d) 

depending on the relative timing between the pulses. In the region where the attosecond 

pulse precedes the IR probe (right side of the scan in Fig. 1b) interference fringes are 

observed both in the recorded images (Fig. 1c-e) and in the on-axis spectrogram (Fig. 

1b). This interference pattern is due to the multiple pathways leading to the same final 

continuum energy. During the delay , a continuum state with energy, E, and a 

bound stationary state (  and  constant) with energy, , accumulate a phase 

difference . The interference fringes, defined as the curves of constant 

phase difference, are hyperboles, which become more closely spaced as the delay 

increases. In Fig. 1, owing to the resolution and short delays, these curves appear not as 

hyperboles but as tilted lines, appearing more horizontal with increasing delay. (See Fig. 

2 and 4 for clearer hyperbolic variations).  

To appreciate the role played by the reference wave packet, let us consider the 

case where the initial wave packet created by the attosecond pulse consists of a 

superposition of only bound states (i.e. if no reference wave packet is formed). In the 

delay between its creation by the attosecond pulse and its ionization by the IR probe 

pulse this purely bound wave packet would accumulate phase differences equal to 

 where  and  stand for all of the possible combinations of states in the 

superposition. This would give rise to periodic structures known as quantum beats in 

the ionization probability as a function of delay, but no energy dependent interference 

fringes. In our experiment these quantum beats will of course be present, but as we will 
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show in the next section, the reference wave packet allows us to go beyond quantum 

beat spectroscopy. 

Calculations and analysis 

In Fig. 2, we present quantum calculations based on the single active electron 

approximation28 under conditions that are close to those of the experiment. We have 

extended the maximum delay between the XUV and IR pulses beyond that shown in 

Fig. 1. The photoelectron spectrum emitted close to the polarization axis of the IR field 

in the upward direction is presented in Fig. 2a. Interference fringes appear as soon as the 

excitation of the bound states at t0 is clearly separated in time from their ionization by 

the probe field at time t, meaning that we have two clearly delineated routes into the 

continuum, which we have called the “direct” and “indirect” pathways above. The 

hyperbolic shape of the fringes is clearly visible in the calculation and the fringe spacing 

decreases as the delay increases. The fringes have a rippled appearance because the 

attosecond pulse simultaneously excites several bound states, which leads to several sets 

of overlapping hyperbolic fringes. The superposition of these fringes creates Moiré 

patterns, when the constructive interference patterns from these sets of fringes overlap.  

A strong quantum beat signal arising from the interference between states in the 

bound wave packet is also visible in Fig. 2a. The beat signal has a main periodicity of 

about 2 fs, corresponding to the beating between the 2p and the 3p states. This beating is 

also clearly observed in the red dashed curve in Fig. 2c, which is obtained by integrating 

over all photoelectrons emitted along the polarization axis in the upward direction. The 

periodicity of the beat signal carries information on the relative energy separation of the 

states involved, while the absolute timing of the beating depends on the relative phase 

of the pairs of states contributing to the signal.  
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The different components of the excited wave packet can be extracted by Fourier 

analysis of the time-dependent photoelectron signal S(E,t) shown in Fig. 2a in black. 

The signal corresponding to one particular observation energy Er (here at 4 eV) 

indicated by the horizontal red dashed line in Fig. 2a is shown as a line-out in Fig. 2c. 

The Fourier transform of this time-dependent signal S(Er,t), denoted S(Er,E’), shown in 

Fig. 2d, contains six prominent peaks which we will discuss below. Compiling the 

Fourier transform at all the possible observation energies yields a two dimensional 

function of the observation energy (E) and the Fourier frequency (represented as an 

energy E’). This function, S(E,E’), is presented as a color plot in Fig. 2b. It encompasses 

both the quantum beat and the multiple interference signals generated by our technique. 

The different contributions to S(E,E’) can best be understood by examining the 

evolution of the six prominent peaks in Fig. 2d as we change the observation energy. 

The three lowest peaks (at approximately 1, 2 and 3 eV) are from the quantum beat 

between 3p-4p, 2p-3p, and 2p-4p pairs of states respectively. They are distinguished by 

the fact that their Fourier frequency does not change as a function of observation 

energy. As a result, they appear as vertical lines in Fig. 2b.  The other peaks at 4.9, 5.55 

and 7.4 eV in Fig. 2c are due to the interference between the direct and indirect 

pathways into the continuum. The indirect pathways involve the 4p, 3p and 2p states as 

intermediaries, in order of increasing energy. These peaks are distinguished by the fact 

that their Fourier frequency increases with increasing observation energy. This is 

because the accumulated phase difference between the direct and indirect ionization 

pathways is proportional to the difference between the bound state energy and the 

continuum energy where the observation is made. This linear relationship results in a 

line tilted at 45 degrees in Fig. 2b. The energies of the bound intermediate states (4p, 3p, 
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2p) in the wave packet can be read directly from the intersections of the 45 degree lines 

with the horizontal zero energy line. In addition, the relative strengths of the 45 degree 

lines relate the contributions from each bound state to the ionization signal.  

Experimental results and analysis 

In Fig. 3a, we present an experimental photoelectron spectrum, obtained with a 

maximum delay of 45 fs and with an attosecond pulse spectrum exciting the helium 

atom from the 3p state upwards. The low energy part of the photoelectron spectrum 

between 0 and 2 eV shows well resolved hyperbolic interference fringes, and a beating 

with a 13 fs periodicity can also be observed. In Fig. 3b a Fourier analysis of the 

experimental data similar to that presented above shows the characteristic 45-degrees 

lines for multi-path interferences through the 4p and 5p states, as well as with the 3p 

state which is just barely excited by the low frequency part of the XUV spectrum. A 

weak indication of the 4p-5p quantum beat can also be seen as a vertical line near 

0.5 eV. 

One notable feature of the energy and angle-resolved experimental measurement 

is that it allows us to separate out the two contributions to the ionization signal, those 

due to quantum beating, and those due to multi-path interference. We can do this by 

analyzing the full angular-resolved photo-electron distribution  as a function 

of time. Given the cylindrical symmetry of the problem,  can be expanded as a 

sum of Legendre polynomials 

 

where PJ is the Legendre polynomial of Jth order, βJ an expansion coefficient, and Lmax 

the maximum angular momentum component of the ionized wave function, which 
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corresponds to the maximum absorbed angular momentum. After extraction of the 

individual expansion coefficients, , we apply the same analysis that was used for 

the photoelectron spectrum measured along the laser polarization axis. An example of 

this analysis is shown in Fig. 3c-f where the extracted expansion coefficients 

and  are presented respectively as a function of time together with their 

Fourier transforms. Simple parity arguments dictate that interference between ionization 

processes that end in states of definite parity (either even or odd with respect to 

reflection along the polarization direction) will appear in the even J expansion 

coefficients, while interference between ionization processes that end in mixed parity  

states (both even and odd) will appear in the odd J expansion coefficients.  

In our experiments, with moderately weak probe fields and low photo-electron 

energies, the direct-indirect interference process involves electrons that have absorbed 

different numbers of photons (one for direct, two for indirect since the bound states 

involved can be ionized by absorption of one IR photon) resulting in a mixed parity 

state.  Indeed, we see that the characteristic hyperbolic interference fringes that denote 

this process appear more clearly in  and are strongly reduced in . This is 

confirmed by Fourier analysis (Fig. 3d). In contrast, the process that produces quantum 

beats (interference between states in the bound wave packet) results in states of definite 

parity. Accordingly, the quantum beat signal dominates  (Fig. 3e, f). Thus for a 

weak probe pulse, which can only induce single photon ionization from the excited 

states, the quantum beat signal and the bound-continuum interference should be strictly 

separated into even and odd J channels respectively. The strength of our probe pulse, 

however, allows for some absorption of extra photons and a weak signal is also seen 

from the direct-indirect interference in Figs. 3e, f.  We emphasize that these multi-
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photon effects are not a hindrance to the state-specific analysis that we have been 

discussing. 

Perspective 

Ideally a method for fully characterizing an attosecond electron wave packet 

should be able to (i) be applied to wave packets that are created either directly or 

indirectly by an attosecond pulse; (ii) supply the energies, amplitudes and initial phases 

of the states that comprise the wave packet; and (iii) follow the bound state dynamics 

which may include decay and/or de-phasing of the states. The experiment and the 

analysis we have presented thus far demonstrate that we can probe an attosecond 

electron wave packet using a coherent reference wave packet that is in the continuum. 

The wave packets that we have been discussing are created directly by our attosecond 

pulse, and the state amplitudes and phases are constant on a femtosecond time scale. 

With this proof of principle in hand, we now turn to a series of model calculations 

which demonstrate that our attosecond pump-probe interferometry can satisfy all three 

requirements that we have laid out. 

The paradigmatic example of a wave packet that is indirectly created by an 

attosecond pulse is one formed from valence electrons when an inner shell electron is 

rapidly removed from an atom or molecule. These “shake-up” wave packets often span 

the ionization threshold and their continuum component is then called the “shake-off” 

wave packet. In general the components of the shake-up wave packet are not directly 

determined by the attosecond pulse, and the states that make up the wave packet may 

decay by, e.g., Auger process. 

To demonstrate the generality of our method we numerically simulated a shake-

up/shake-off process in helium, using a sudden approximation in which one of the 
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helium electrons is removed while the remaining electron is left in the potential of the 

helium ion. This leads to excitation of all the s-states in the helium ion and also to 

significant ionization populating the continuum s-states. To illustrate how our method 

can be used to follow the time dependence of the state amplitudes Ai(t) and phases ϕi(t) 

we impose either an artificial lifetime of 5 fs or a variable phase shift on the 3s state and 

attempt to retrieve them from the interferogram. Our probe pulse is of 2 cycle duration 

and has a 200 nm wavelength. 

In Fig. 4a we show the expansion coefficients , which contain 

information about the direct-indirect pathway interference. In the Fourier transform, 

S(E,E’), (Fig. 4b) the contributions to the signal from excited states from 3s to 5s are 

clearly resolved (the 2s state cannot be ionized through one photon ionization with the 

probe field used).  and  are retrieved by filtering the contribution from state i 

with a window function in the Fourier transform and then by inverse Fourier 

transforming back to the time domain. As an example, Fig. 4c shows the filtered 

expansion coefficient  after selecting only the contribution from the 3s state. 

Here the Moiré pattern disappears and the hyperbolic fringes appear more clearly. The 

amplitude of the oscillations is directly proportional to the amplitude of the state, , 

and in Fig. 4d, the extracted  is plotted for the states 3s (red lines), 4s (blue lines) 

and 5s (black lines), both for the case where the lifetime of the 3s state is infinite 

(dashed lines) and where it is artificially set to 5 fs (solid lines). The retrieval of the 

amplitudes is straight-forward, and the extracted lifetime matches the applied lifetime, 

but the extraction of the time-dependent phases, ϕi(t), requires further analysis, which is 

briefly described below. 
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The phase of the oscillation measured at a given continuum energy E is the 

difference in phase between the two pathways, the direct: and the 

indirect:  where  and  represent the phases gained by the 

electron in the direct and indirect ionization steps respectively. Assuming  the 

phase of the measured oscillation is given by: 

. 

To correctly retrieve the phase, ϕi(t), we need to know precisely the energy of 

the state, Ei, and the exact time of creation of the reference wave packet, t0. This 

information can be obtained by utilizing the fact that we measure  as a function of 

both delay and energy. Ei can be extracted from the Fourier transform (Fig. 4b), while t0 

is obtained by differentiating φdet(E,t) with respect to E, yielding t-t0, from which t0 can 

be determined. For the data shown in Fig. 4, such an analysis yields energies Ei =6.05, 

3.41 and 2.18 eV for the 3s, 4s and 5s state, respectively, in excellent agreement with 

the energies of the states found in the potential used in the code. The ionization time for 

the reference wave packet, t0, is determined to -0.66 fs, or one period of the probe field, 

which corresponds to the time when the sudden shake-up process takes place in the 

calculation. Finally, in Fig. 4e, the extracted initial phases, ϕi(t0) are plotted for the 

states 3s (black symbols), 4s (red symbols) and 5s (blue symbols), with phase shifts 

between 0 and π imparted on the 3s state. The retrieved phases are found to be in very 

good agreement with the imparted phases. 

 In conclusion, the method demonstrated in this article can be used to probe the 

temporal evolution of bound electron wave packets with high spectral and temporal 

resolution simultaneously. A further advantage is that our interferometric method does 

not rely on the use of intense probing fields, which is important when attosecond 
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techniques are applied to photo-induced processes that have a relevance to our natural 

environment. In this experiment we have created a broad electron wave packet in 

helium and demonstrated that it is a coherent superposition of bound and ionized states. 

Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the coherence between different components of 

the continuum wave packet created at different times and by different processes can be 

used to measure the amplitudes and phases of a bound attosecond electron wave packet. 

Method summary 

In the experiments, performed in Milan, a linearly polarized phase stabilized, few-cycle, 

IR laser pulse is divided into a central and annular part using a mirror with a hole in the 

center. The polarization gating technique is used on the central part to obtain a temporal 

window of linear polarization with a duration of less than half an optical cycle. This 

laser beam is focused into a xenon gas cell to generate XUV radiation via high order 

harmonic generation24. The low order harmonics and the collinear IR radiation are 

removed using a 100 nm thick aluminum filter. This metallic filter also provides partial 

dispersion compensation of the intrinsic positive chirp of the emitted pulse, compressing 

it to a duration of 350 attoseconds6. The attosecond pulses are focused using a grazing 

incidence toroidal mirror into the active region of a VMIS25, used to record the 

photoelectron momentum distributions. The annular part of the initial IR beam is 

focused by a spherical mirror and collinearly recombined with the attosecond pulse 

using a second mirror with a hole in the centre. A piezoelectric stage inserted in the 

annular beam path allowed us to change the relative delay between the two pulses. The 

XUV and IR beams are crossed with an effusive He gas jet emerging from a capillary 

incorporated into the repeller electrode of the VMIS26. Using a set of electrostatic 

lenses, the electrons emitted in the two-color photo ionization process are accelerated 

onto a multichannel plate coupled to a phosphor screen detector. Two dimensional 
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images are acquired with a CCD camera and used for the retrieval of the 3D initial 

velocity distribution29. 
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Figure 1: Principle of attosecond pump-probe interferometer. a, At time t0, a broadband, 

isolated attosecond pulse centered on the ionization threshold of Helium is used to coherently 

excite an electron wave packet consisting of a superposition of bound and continuum p-states. 

After a delay, t-t 0, the bound part of the wave packet is ionized by a few cycle IR pulse, which is 

locked in phase to the attosecond pulse. The electron distribution is recorded using a velocity 

map imaging spectrometer (VMIS). Three VMIS images are shown for different delays in c-e 

and the on-axis electron energy is presented as a function of delay in b. The photoelectron 

spectra exhibit interference fringes owing to different pathways leading into the continuum 

allowing us to extract both phase and amplitude information about the excited states. 
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Figure 2: Analyzing the interferograms. a, Calculated photoelectron spectrum in He as a 

function of delay between the attosecond pump pulse and a two-cycle infrared probe pulse. The 

spectrum shows electrons emitted in the direction of the infrared and XUV polarization axis. 

Interference fringes are clearly seen at all delays where the attosecond pulse comes before the 

IR probe (t<t0). b, Fourier transform of the photoelectron spectrum allowing the identification of 

the states that form the bound wave packet. The beat signals from the 2p, 3p and 4p states can 

be seen as vertical lines around 2 eV, while the interference between direct and indirect 

pathways give rise to contributions at an angle of 45 degrees. A lineout of the spectrogram at 4 

eV is presented in c together with its Fourier transform (d). The red dashed line in c shows the 

integrated electron spectrum. 
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Figure 3: Partial wave analysis of the experimental angular distributions. a, Experimental 

interferogram obtained by recording the photoelectrons along the polarization axis and its 

Fourier transform (b). With mainly 4p and 5p excited the beating between the outgoing electron 

waves has a period of approximately 13 fs (three beat periods can be seen in a). From the 

Fourier analysis (b) we can resolve the two states and the beating between them, but also see a 

small hint of the 3p state, which was only weakly excited in this particular experimental scan. 

The different processes can be separated by a partial wave analysis where the direct – indirect 

interference appears primarily in the odd expansion coefficients, c and d, and the quantum beat 

signal appears exclusively in the even coefficients, e and f.  
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Figure 4: Amplitude and phase retrieval for shake-up/shake-off. a, Calculated spectrogram 

for the shake-up/shake-off process in helium ionized by a two cycle pulse [the presented data is 

the first odd expansion coefficient, β1(E,t)]. The excited states can be clearly seen in the Fourier 

transform (b). c, Filtered spectrogram where only the contribution to β1(E,t) from the 3s state 

has been included, clearly showing the hyperbolic fringes. d, Time-dependent population of the 

states calculated by extracting the amplitude from the spectrogram in panel c, showing clearly 

the artificial lifetime of 5 fs that was imposed on the 3s state. e, Extracted phases at t0 for the 

three states, presented for 3 different spectrograms where different phase shifts have been 

imposed on the 3s state. In the background, the Fourier spectrum at E=0 from panel b is plotted 

in gray. 
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We present a combined theoretical and experimental study of ultrafast wave-packet dynamics in the

dissociative ionization of H2 molecules as a result of irradiation with an extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) pulse

followed by an infrared (IR) pulse. In experiments where the duration of both the XUVand IR pulses are

shorter than the vibrational period of H2
þ, dephasing and rephasing of the vibrational wave packet that is

formed in H2
þ upon ionization of the neutral molecule by the XUV pulse is observed. In experiments

where the duration of the IR pulse exceeds the vibrational period of H2
þ (15 fs), a pronounced dependence

of the Hþ kinetic energy distribution on XUV-IR delay is observed that can be explained in terms of the

adiabatic propagation of the H2
þ wave packet on field-dressed potential energy curves.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.103.123005 PACS numbers: 33.80.Gj, 33.20.Tp, 42.50.Md, 82.53.Eb

With recent advances in laser technology, real-time
imaging of ultrafast molecular phenomena has become
possible. Femtosecond laser pulses have led to the develop-
ment of transition state spectroscopy and femtosecond
chemistry [1], and have been applied in pump-probe ex-
periments to map out time-dependent nuclear motion in
molecules [2]. The advent of attosecond pulses [3] has
given rise to endeavours where it is the even faster elec-
tronic motion that is probed in a time-resolved manner [4].
The high-harmonic generation technique that is respon-
sible for the formation of attosecond laser pulses has
been exploited as a probe of molecular structure and dy-
namics, both with regards to the position or motion of the
constituent atoms [5–7] and that of the electrons [6,8]. An
important concern in these experiments is the question to
which extent the structure and dynamics of the molecule(s)
under investigation are influenced by the presence of the
intense infrared (IR) laser field that drives the high-
harmonic generation process [9]. Here we report experi-
ments on the dissociative ionization of H2 in a two-color
extreme ultra-violet ðXUVÞ þ infrared ðIRÞ laser field,
where variation of the pulse duration of the IR field affects
the adiabaticity of the strong-field dissociation, as mani-
fested in the proton kinetic energy distributions that can be
measured. More specific, we present a combined theoreti-
cal and experimental study of ultrafast wave-packet dy-
namics in the 1s �þ

g potential of a H2
þ molecular ion

created by an ultrashort XUV pump pulse, with the initial

H2
þ geometry reflecting that of the neutral ground state.

Subsequently, molecular dissociation by the process of
bond softening (BS) [10–12] is induced by an IR pulse
with different durations, ranging from 7 fs up to 35 fs. In
the first case (experiment A, hereafter) the IR pulse is
significantly shorter than the H2

þ vibrational period, im-
plying that the vibrational wave packet freely propagates
on the H2

þ (1s �þ
g ) potential energy curve until it finally

dissociates under the influence of the IR pulse. By contrast,
in experiment B, the duration of the IR laser pulse is
comparable to or longer than the H2

þ vibrational period.
This implies that the IR field is present during the propa-
gation of the wave packet before dissociation, which,
depending on the XUV-IR delay, may or may not include
the time at which the ionization by the XUV took place. In
experiment A, few-cycle 750 nm laser pulses were ob-
tained by means of hollow-core fiber compression [13]
and were split into a central and an annular part. The
central part (5 fs FWHM) was used to generate attosecond
XUV laser pulses in a Kr gas cell. By using the polarization
gating technique this resulted in isolated attosecond pulses
with an estimated pulse duration of 400 as [14,15]. The
attosecond pulses, which spanned an energy range from 15
to 35 eV, were collinearly recombined with the annular part
(7 fs FWHM) of the few-cycle IR pulse (with a variable
time delay) and focused into the active region of a velocity
map imaging spectrometer [16]. The velocity and angular
distribution of Hþ ions resulting from two-color excitation
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of H2 molecules were measured. Experiment B made use
of a similar setup (previously described in Ref. [17]), ex-
cept for the fact that the IR laser pulse was about 35 fs long.
Consequently, the XUV pulse generated by high-harmonic
generation then consisted of a train of attosecond pulses.
This, and differences in the XUV spectrum, do not affect
our observations significantly.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the time-dependent Hþ
kinetic energy (KE) distributions measured in experiments
A and B. For delays � > 0 fs, the XUV pulse precedes the
IR pulse. In experiment A, the yield of fragments with
energies below 1.2 eV oscillates in time with a period of
about 27 fs. The results for experiment B, where the IR
pulse duration is somewhat longer than the vibrational
period of the H2

þ molecule, are radically different. The

time dependence of the Hþ KE distribution evolves
smoothly as a function of time. The most striking feature
in measurement B is that the KE release shows a pro-
nounced decrease when the peak of the IR pulse comes
after the XUV pulse.

In order to simulate the experimental results, a one-
dimensional model was used. The molecular system H2,
originally in its ground vibrational and electronic state, is
considered to be ionized by an XUV pulse or a pulse train
at time t ¼ 0. The ionization occurs by a single XUV pulse
in the presence of a 7 fs FWHM IR laser pulse (experiment
A), or by an XUV pulse train consisting of 15 attosecond
pulses in the presence of a 35 fs FWHM IR laser pulse
(experiment B). The center of the laser pulse is positioned
at a delay t ¼ �with respect to the XUV pulse(s). Based on
the favorable Franck-Condon (FC) overlap between the
neutral ground state and the ionic j1s �þ

g i state and based

on the fact that our energy-resolved detection allows us to
selectively investigate the BS channel, we will consider
that the attosecond pulse promotes the v ¼ 0 vibrational
state of the parent molecule vertically onto the j1s �þ

g i
state of the molecular ion. We consider the nuclear motion
to occur on two electronic manifolds of the molecular ion
H2

þ: the ground state j1s �þ
g i and the first excited elec-

tronic state j2p �þ
u i. In the simulations, the molecule is

assumed to be aligned along the laser polarization.

Experimentally, the angle-resolved Hþ detection allows
us to selectively observe fragments along the polarization
axis. As it turns out, none of the observations reported here
depend very strongly on the ejection angle of the Hþ
fragment with respect to the polarization axis. The nuclear
dynamics is obtained by solving the one-dimensional time-
dependent Schrödinger equation using a wave-packet
propagation procedure largely described in previous work
(see [10] for complete details). The resulting kinetic energy
spectra are compared with the experimental spectra.
Figure 2 displays the theoretical proton KE distributions

as a function of the time delay between the XUV pump and
the IR probe for experiments A and B at intensities of
1 � 1013 W=cm2 and 3 � 1012 W=cm2 respectively, which
corresponds to the peak intensity in the experiments. The
main observations of Fig. 1 are qualitatively reproduced.
In experiment A, the XUV laser pulse prepares a coher-

ent superposition of vibrational states of H2
þ, which

evolves under essentially field-free conditions, oscillating
back and forth and spreading out on the 1s �þ

g potential

before encountering the IR pulse. The short durations of
the IR pulse evokes a situation, in which the laser-molecule
interaction opens a ‘‘gate’’ to dissociation at some inter-
nuclear distance. The dissociation yield, hence, depends on
a synchronization between the wave packet and the open-
ing of this gate at the maximum of the IR field. Stated
differently, the oscillations in the dissociation yield are a
result of the coherence between the various vibrational
components of the initial wave packet [2]. This coherence
is further explored in Fig. 3, which shows the Fourier
transforms of the Hþ fragment yield integrated over the
KE distribution in the range of 0–1.2 eV for the experi-
mental [Fig. 3(a)] and the theoretical [Fig. 3(b)] results.
This reveals that the oscillatory signal is composed of a
series of two-level beats at frequencies that are given by the
energy difference between adjacent vibrational levels cen-
tered around the level vþ ¼ 9 [18,19]. A correlation be-
tween frequency and kinetic energy is observed when the
Fourier transform is shown as a function of the fragment
KE (see insets in Fig. 3). This can be understood from the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Measured time-dependent Hþ kinetic
energy distributions for two-color XUVþ IR dissociative ion-
ization of H2, with 7 fs IR laser pulses (a) and 35 fs IR laser
pulses (b). In the latter case the XUV pulse consisted of a train of
attosecond laser pulses.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Calculated time-dependent kinetic en-
ergy distributions resulting from model calculations for two-
color XUVþ IR dissociative ionization of H2, making use of a
7 fs FWHM IR pulse (a) and a 35 fs FWHM IR pulse (b). In the
latter case the XUV pulse consisted of a train of attosecond laser
pulses.
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fact that higher vibrational levels, which lead to larger
observed kinetic energies, have a smaller energy separa-
tion. Clearly, the calculations in Fig. 2(a) contain very
detailed structures which are partially washed out by the
volume averaging in the experiment and which arise from
the simultaneous influence of several vibrational frequen-
cies (see Fig. 3) corresponding to �vþ ¼ 1 or �vþ ¼ 2 at
a given fragment kinetic energy. This indicates that more
than 3 vibrational states contribute at a given kinetic en-
ergy, which is a manifestation of the nonadiabatic nature of
the dissociation process.

When theH2
þ vibrational wave packet interacts with the

longer IR pulse, as in experiment B, little or no dependence
of the KE spectrum on the time delay � is expected when
the XUV pulse precedes the IR without overlapping. This
is indeed what is observed for time delays � > 20 fs. In
contrast, for � < 20 fs the fragment KE is strongly delay
dependent, where at near zero delay it reaches energy
values similar to those encountered in experiment A.

The dependence of the Hþ kinetic energy on XUV-IR
delay in experiment B can be understood in terms of the
adiabaticity of the dissociation process, and the way the IR

intensity affects both the preparation and the propagation
of the wave packet. To understand this, it is useful to
discuss the dissociation dynamics in terms of Floquet
states. The probe pulse projects the various vibrational
components of the wave packet onto Floquet resonances,
whose widths and energies vary with the intensity of the IR
pulse.
When the IR pulse follows the XUV pulse without over-

lapping [i.e., � > 20 fs, situation indicated in Fig. 4(a)]
individual field-free vibrational states vþ of the ion are, at
first, transported adiabatically onto corresponding Floquet
resonances. Each resonance gives rise to a characteristic
contribution to the proton KE spectrum [18]. The magni-
tude of the kinetic energy is determined by the nonpertur-
bative laser-induced modification of the dressed potential
energy curves. On the way towards dissociation, the ion
experiences an increasing IR pulse amplitude, lowering the
BS barrier. The lowest barrier height is reached at the
center of the pulse (maximum of intensity), resulting in
most efficient dissociation when the lowest energy reso-
nance can still tunnel before the barrier rises. Most protons
contributing to the spectrum have a KE of about 0.3 eV,
corresponding to the resonance issued from vþ ¼ 8.
Higher energy resonances are also dissociative, but are
not significantly populated by the XUV ionization step
(through FC mapping of the vibrationless ground state
of H2).
This situation is in contrast with the case where the IR

and XUV pulses are overlapping (� < 20 fs). The vibra-
tional states of the ion are then shaken up by the sudden
intense IR excitation and transferred onto a superposition
of resonances with weighting coefficients in the wave

FIG. 4 (color online). Potential energy curves of H2
þ in a

750 nm laser-dressed diabatic representation (black solid lines).
Also indicated are the lower adiabatic curves resulting from the
diagonalization of the radiative interaction for two intensities
reached at the center of the pulse: I ¼ 3 � 1012 W=cm2 (dashed
red line) and I ¼ 1012 W=cm2 (dotted red line). E7, E8 and E9

represent the kinetic energies issued from vþ ¼ 7, 8 and 9 for
XUV-IR delays of 100 fs (a) and 0 fs (b).
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FIG. 3 (color online). Fourier transform of the Hþ fragment
yield integrated over the energy range between 0 and 1.2 eV for
the experimental (a) and theoretical (b) results, in the case of a
7 fs FWHM IR laser pulse. The spectra reveal the two-level beats
that are responsible for the observed time dependence. The insets
show an energy-resolved Fourier transformation and reveal a
correlation between the fragment KE release and the vibrational
level occupied prior to dissociation, observed both in the experi-
ment and the simulations.
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packet that can noticeably differ from those resulting from
a FC ionization step. In particular, higher energy reso-
nances may temporarily be populated and play an impor-
tant role in the dissociation step. Afterwards, as shown in
Fig. 4(b), the ion experiences the falling edge of the IR
pulse with a rising BS barrier which quenches the disso-
ciation of low energy resonances. High energy over-the-
barrier shape resonances, more populated than in the pre-
vious adiabatic case, are the ones which contribute most to
the dissociation. The increasing role played by resonances
issued from vþ ¼ 9; 10 explains the shift to higher ener-
gies of the proton KE distribution when the XUV pulse is
close to the maximum of the IR probe. We note that at very
short delays corresponding to the XUV-IR pulse overlap,
the blueshift of the kinetic energy spectrum can also ob-
served in experiment A.

Better quantitative experiment versus theory agreement
would require the relaxation of some of our model assump-
tions. Among these approximations are a phenomenologi-
cal description of the XUV ionization step [20], the neglect
of rotational degrees of freedom [21] and also of the laser
focal volume averaging [21].

In conclusion, we have shown that the dynamics of two-
color dissociative ionization of H2 under the influence of
an XUVþ IR pulse sequence depends considerably on the
properties of the IR radiation and whether or not the IR
laser is already present when the molecule is ionized by the
XUV pulse. We have described two experimental situ-
ations in this Letter where the richness of the structural
determination of molecules, their imaging and possible
control rest on the sudden character of the strong IR
excitation and the partial breakdown of the adiabatic ap-
proximation. In this way our study represents a departure
from most intense field dynamics work where, ordinarily,
only adiabatic laser excitation regimes result into spectral
observables with finely resolved peak structures that can be
interpreted in terms of isolated, nonoverlapping resonances
[18]. Our experiment and numerical analysis show not only
that the dynamics of a small molecule like H2

þ is strongly
dependent on the presence of a strong laser field, but
moreover that the influence of the laser field is strongly
dependent on its pulse duration, influencing whether any
induced dynamics is adiabatic or not.
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The development of attosecond laser pulses allows one to probe the inner workings 

of atoms and molecules on the timescale of the electronic response 
1-4

. In molecules, 

attosecond pump-probe spectroscopy enables investigations of the prompt charge 

redistribution and localization that accompany photo-excitation processes, where a 

molecule is lifted from the ground Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface to 

one or more excited surfaces, and where subsequent photochemistry evolves on 

femtosecond timescales. Here we present the first example of a molecular 

attosecond pump-probe experiment. H2 and D2 are dissociatively ionized by the 

sequence of an isolated attosecond pulse and an intense infrared few-cycle pulse. A 

localization of the electronic charge distribution within the molecule is measured 

that depends – with attosecond time-resolution – on the delay between the pump 

and probe pulses. The localization is shown to rely on two mechanisms. In 

mechanism I, it arises due to quantum mechanical interference between 

dissociation channels involving the Q1 
1
Σu

+
 doubly-excited states and ionization 

continua where the infrared laser alters the angular momentum of the departing 

electron. In mechanism II, the charge localization arises during dissociation of the 

molecular ion and is due to laser-driven population transfer between the 1sσg and 

the 2pσu electronic states. These results open the way for attosecond pump-probe 

strategies to investigate the complex molecular dynamics that result from the 

coupling between electronic and nuclear motions beyond the usual Born-

Oppenheimer approximation.  
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Following the successful development of isolated attosecond (1 as = 10
-18

 s) laser 

pulses less than a decade ago,
5
 pioneering work on their use in studies of atomic photo-

excitation and –ionization,
6,7

 and in studies of electron dynamics in solids,
8
 has raised 

the prospects that the molecular sciences may similarly benefit from the introduction of 

attosecond techniques. While the timescale for chemical re-arrangements that involve 

elaborate motion of the constituent atoms is necessarily in the femtosecond (1 fs = 10
-15 

s) domain, the electronic re-arrangement that accompanies the sudden removal or 

excitation of a selected electron is intrinsically faster. 
 
Indeed the removal of electrons 

that are involved in chemical binding may result in hole dynamics on sub- or few-fs 

timescales in a wide range of systems including bio-molecules and bio-molecular 

complexes.
9,10

 Extremely fast molecular dynamics involving electron correlation can 

also be initiated by the excitation of doubly-excited states and by subsequent auto-

ionization processes.
11,12 

The application of attosecond laser pulses to molecular (auto)-ionization and 

electron localization requires suitable experimental diagnostics. Existing experimental 

implementations of attosecond techniques 
13-16

 do not readily lend themselves towards 

intra-molecular electronic re-arrangement processes. Here we introduce the 

measurement of angular asymmetries in the momentum distributions of fragments that 

result from dissociative ionization as a tool that is directly related to charge dynamics. 

As a benchmark, we investigate the dissociative ionization of hydrogen molecules (H2, 

D2).  In the following we will mainly present experimental results for the case of D2, 

where the highest quality data was acquired. Likewise, we present computational results 

for the case of H2, where the close-coupling calculations presented below allow a more 

extensive exploration of the experimental conditions. To validate these calculations we 

will occasionally compare with H2 measurements, whose quality is lower but which 

show analogous behavior to the D2 measurements.  

The choice of the hydrogen molecule as the subject of our investigation follows a 

rich tradition.
17,18

 An attractive feature of H2 is that its (intense field) dissociative 

ionization can frequently be understood in terms of the two lowest electronic states of 

the molecular ion, namely the 
2
Σg

+
(1sσg)  and 

2
Σu

+
(2pσu) states (see Figure 1a). In our  

experiment (see Methods), the combination of an isolated attosecond XUV pulse
19

 with 

a spectrum that extended from 20 to 40 eV and a (time-delayed) intense 6 fs FWHM IR 

pulse, with identical linear polarization, produced ionic fragments H
+
 and D

+
. The 

velocity and angular distribution were measured.
20

 In D
+
 ion kinetic energy spectra 

recorded without the IR beam (Figure 1b), a broad kinetic energy distribution is 

observed, consistent with earlier experimental and theoretical work.
21

 To interpret these 

(see Figure 1c) and all later results, we have solved the time-dependent Schrödinger 

equation (TDSE) for H2 by using a close-coupling method that includes the bound 

states, the 
2
Σg

+
(1sσg) and the 

2
Σu

+
(2pσu) ionization continua, and the doubly excited 

states embedded in them.
12

 The calculations take into account all electronic and 

vibrational (dissociative) degrees of freedom,  and include the effect of electron 

correlation and interferences between different ionization and dissociation pathways 

(see Methods).  From here on, we will focus on the detection of fragments from 

molecules that are aligned parallel to the laser polarization axis. Therefore in the 

calculations only states of Σ symmetry were included.  
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Upon XUV excitation, several pathways lead to dissociative ionization. The 

relative weights depend on the photon energy and the observation angle of the ionic 

fragment with respect to the laser polarization.
21

 Up to hν = 25 eV, direct ionization 

forms the 
2
Σg

+
(1sσg) state , and releases a small fraction (2%) of low kinetic energy (Ek 

< 1 eV) ionic fragments.  Between hν = 25 eV and hν = 36 eV, a parallel transition 

preferentially excites molecules aligned along the polarization axis to the doubly-

excited Q1 
1
Σu

+
 states. Subsequent auto-ionization to the 

2
Σg

+
(1sσg) state produces 

fragments with a kinetic energy that spans the entire range of 0-10 eV, but lies primarily 

between 2 and 7 eV.
22, 23

 Direct ionization to the repulsive 
2
Σu

+
(2pσu) state becomes 

possible at hν = 30 eV. Above hν = 38 eV the full range of internuclear distances 

sampled by the ground state of H2 can participate in this channel, leading to high-energy 

fragments (Ek = 5 - 10 eV). Above 31 eV, a perpendicular transition preferentially 

excites molecules that are orthogonally aligned to the laser polarization axis to the Q2 
1
Πu doubly-excited states. These states auto-ionize to both the 

2
Σg

+
(1sσg) and the 

2
Σu

+
(2pσu) states, resulting in ionic fragments with kinetic energies of 1-5 eV and 5-8 

eV, respectively.
21 

Since the evaluation of the kinetic energy distributions in the 

experiment forces us to include ionic fragments within a 45 degree cone around the 

laser polarization axis, involvement of the Q2 
1
Πu states cannot a priori be ruled out. 

When the molecule furthermore interacts with a few-cycle IR pulse, a number of 

changes occur in the fragment kinetic energy distributions. Experimental D
+
 and 

calculated H
+
 kinetic energy distributions are shown as a function of the relative delay τ 

between the attosecond and IR pulses in Fig. 1d and 1e.  Note that in view of the very 

demanding nature of the computations, calculations could be performed for IR 

intensities up to 3·10
12

 W/cm
2
 and for XUV-IR delays of up to 12 fs. Experimentally we 

estimate the IR intensity may have been higher by as much as a factor of 2. 

At low energy (Ek < 1 eV) bond-softening of the bound 
2
Σg

+
(1sσg)

 
vibrational 

wave packet by the IR pulse is observed. The bond-softening peaks at τ = +10 fs, when 

the wave packet finds itself near the outer turning point of the potential energy 

curve.
24,25 

When the XUV and IR pulses overlap (τ ≈ 0 fs), a strong increase of the ion 

signal at high energy (around 8 eV) is observed, accompanied by a decrease at 

intermediate energies (3 eV < Ek < 5 eV).  Based on the close-coupling calculations, we 

believe this enhancement is due to an increase of the excitation cross-section of the 2pσu 

continuum due to IR-laser induced mixing of the 2pσu and 1sσg states. The increase may 

furthermore contain contributions from photo-ionization of the Q1 
1
Σu

+ 
doubly-excited 

states by the IR laser. For larger time delays (τ > 8 fs), the kinetic energy distribution 

above 1 eV does not change appreciably with delay and resembles the distribution 

obtained in the absence of the IR field (see Fig. 1b and 1c).  

Dissociative ionization of H2 lends itself to the observation of both laboratory-

frame and molecular-frame asymmetries. The former corresponds to an asymmetry in 

the fragment ejection along the laser polarization axis, while the latter corresponds to a 

(anti-)correlation in the direction of emission of the ionized electron and the ionic 

fragment. Laboratory-frame asymmetries were previously observed in dissociative 

ionization of D2 by a carrier-envelope phase (CEP)-locked infrared laser pulse,
26

 while 
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symmetry-breaking in the molecular frame was observed in single-photon XUV 

dissociative ionization of H2 and D2, mediated by auto-ionization of the Q2 
1
Πu state.

27
  

In the present experiment laboratory-frame asymmetries A(Ek, τ) were defined as  

A(Ek,, τ) = {NL (Ek,, τ) – NR(Ek,τ)}/{NL (Ek,, τ) + NR(Ek,τ) + δ} (1) 

where NL,R(Ek,τ) indicates the number of ions arriving within 45 degrees from the 

polarization axis on the left and right side of the detector and δ is a small number that 

prevents a singularity when NL(Ek,, τ) + NR(Ek,τ) vanishes.   

Over almost the entire kinetic energy range where D
+
 resp. H

+
 ions are formed, 

asymmetries are observed that oscillate as a function of τ, as shown in Figure 2a and 2c.  

Delaying the IR laser by one-quarter of the IR period (650 as) or by one-half of the IR 

period (1.3 fs) leads to a disappearance or reversal of the electron localization. The 

phase of the asymmetry oscillations strongly depends on the kinetic energy of the 

fragment that is measured. 

The asymmetries can be understood by writing the two-electron wave function of 

singly-ionized H2 as: 

Ψ = c1[1sσg(1) εlg(2)]g + c2[1sσg(1) εlu(2)]u + c3[2pσu(1) εlu(2)]g + c4[2pσu(1) εlg(2)]u   (2) 

where, for simplicity, the wave function has not been anti-symmetrized with respect to 

electrons 1 and 2, and the ionized electron 2 is described by a continuum orbital of well 

defined energy ε and angular momentum lg or lu.  The observation of a fragment 

asymmetry relies on the formation of a mixed-parity superposition state that contains 

contributions (at the same fragment kinetic energy and for the same angular momentum 

lu or lg) from both the 1sσg and the 2pσu states. This can be recognized from the 

following expressions for wave-functions of H2
+ 

+ e
-
 that have the bound electron 

localized on the left or right proton: 

ΨL
 
 =  [1sσg(1) + 2pσu(1)] εlg,u(2)  

ΨR =  [1sσg(1) – 2pσu(1)] εlg,u(2)  (3) 

From equations (1-3), it is very easy to see that  

NL(Ek,t) – NR(Ek,t) = 4 Re [c1 c4* + c2 c3*] 

Thus a laboratory frame asymmetry is formed by a mixed-parity superposition where 

the continuum electron has the same angular momentum lu/g in both ionic states, (c1,c4 ≠ 

0) resp. (c2,c3 ≠ 0).
26

 In contrast, a molecular frame asymmetry is caused by an 

interference of the first (second) and the third (fourth) term in equation (2) (c1,c3 ≠ 0 or 

c2,c4 ≠ 0).
27 
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A(Ek,,τ) can be accurately evaluated from the two-electron wave function obtained in the 

close-coupling calculation. As can be seen in Figure 2b, the close coupling calculations 

reproduce the occurrence of oscillations in A(Ek,,τ) with the periodicity of the IR laser. 

The asymmetry oscillations are very pronounced for delays up to 7 fs and kinetic 

energies above 5 eV and decrease in amplitude for delays beyond 7 fs and kinetic 

energies below 5 eV.  

In the absence of the IR, the XUV photo-ionization produces a two-electron wave 

function where only c2 and c4 are non-zero, thereby precluding the observation of a 

laboratory-frame asymmetry. The IR laser can cause an asymmetry either by changing 

the wave function of the continuum electron or by changing the wave function of the 

molecular ion. The former occurs as a result of the influence of the IR laser during the 

photo-excitation process (this will henceforth be called: mechanism I, Fig. 3a), while 

the latter occurs as a result of the interaction of the molecular ion with the IR laser 

during the dissociation process (this will henceforth be called: mechanism II, Fig. 3c). 

The asymmetry oscillations in Figure 2b in the region where the XUV and IR 

pulses overlap (τ < 8 fs) occur under conditions where XUV-only ionization produces 

high-energy fragments (from excitation of the 2pσu state) accompanied by the emission 

of an s-electron (c4 ≠ 0). However, the interaction of the IR laser with this photoelectron 

redistributes the wave function over several angular momentum states, including the p-

continuum (c3 ≠ 0, see figure in supplementary information). At the same time, auto-

ionization of the Q1 
1
Σu

+
(1) state (and, to a lesser extent, direct ionization) leads to the 

formation of a dissociative wave packet on the 1sσg state that is primarily accompanied 

by the emission of a p-electron (c2 ≠ 0, see figure in supplementary information). 

Further support for the involvement of the Q1 
1
Σu

+
(1) state is suggested by results of a 

close-coupling calculation in which direct excitation to the 1sσg state by the XUV pump 

was artificially suppressed (see Fig. 3b): fringes in the region τ < 7 fs and Ek > 5 eV are 

then still apparent, even though no wave packet is initially produced in the 1sσg state. 

To summarize, our mechanism I (Fig. 3a) explains the asymmetry oscillations that are 

observed for temporal overlap of the XUV and IR pulses in terms of the interference of 

a wave packet on the 1sσg state that is mainly formed by auto-ionization of the Q1 
1
Σu

+
(1) doubly-excited state with a wave packet on the 2pσu state that is formed by an 

XUV photo-ionization process where the continuum electron absorbs one or more 

photons from the IR field.   

Mechanism I can only occur when the XUV and IR pulses overlap. In contrast, 

mechanism II requires that the IR has a high intensity during the dissociation of the 

molecule, irrespective of whether the IR and XUV pulses themselves overlap. The IR-

laser can induce population transfer between a wave packet dissociating on the 2pσu 

state and the 1sσg state (see Fig. 3c). Since the close coupling calculations were 

restricted to intensities ≤ 3x10
12

 W/cm
2
 and to the excitation of Σ-states, this mechanism 

is only weakly visible in Fig 2b.  Nevertheless this mechanism is expected to be 

dominant at the intensities where the experiments were performed and clearly shows up 

in calculations performed by numerical integration of the 1D TDSE that describe the 

evolution of a vibrational wave packet initially placed in the 2pσu state of the H2
+
 (see 

Fig. 3d). Moreover, under our experimental conditions the potential involvement of the 
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Q2 
1
Πu doubly excited states implies a larger population of the 2pσu states than in the 

calculations and, therefore, a reinforcement of the asymmetry at long delays in the 

region Ek > 5 eV. 

 Similar results as in figure 3d are obtained by an even simpler semi-classical 

Landau-Zener (LZ) model (see Methods). In this model the IR-laser induced population 

transfer during dissociation can be understood in terms of so-called quasi-static states, 

which are the eigenstates of the 1sσg/2pσu two-level problem in the presence of a (static) 

electric field: 

Ψ1 = cos θ(t) (1sσg) + sin θ(t) (2pσu) 

Ψ2 = -sin θ(t) (1sσg) + cos θ(t) (2pσu) (4) 

where θ(t) is related to the splitting ω0(R) between the 1sσg and  2pσu states and to the 

IR laser-induced dipole coupling Vg,u(R,t) = -µ(R)E(t) by
28 

tan 2θ(t) = -2Vg,u(R,t)/ω0(R) (5) 

Early on, when ω0(R) >> µ(R)E0(t), the Landau-Zener transition probability is small and 

the nuclear wave packet remains in Ψ2. When ω0(R) ≈ µ(R)E0(t), the nuclear wave 

packet breaks up into a coherent superposition of the quasi-static states, which now 

furthermore begin to resemble the localized states ΨL and ΨR. Towards the end of the 

dissociation, ω0(R) << µ(R)E0(t), the nuclear wave packet switches between the two 

quasi-static states. This merely reflects the fact that the electron is no longer able to 

switch from left to right and ensures that the localization acquired in the intermediate  

region persists. The correlated dependence of the asymmetry on Ek and τ is caused by 

the dependence of the localization process on the internuclear distance where the 

nuclear wave packet is launched.  

 Rapid electronic processes on timescales extending down into the attosecond 

domain define our natural environment, and are at the heart of photo-physical, photo-

chemical and photo-biological processes that sustain and enable life. In this work the 

first comprehensive experimental and computational effort has been presented aiming at 

and demonstrating the utility of attosecond pulses in molecular science thereby 

establishing a point of departure for the direct investigation of (multi)-electron 

dynamics in molecular systems, such as electron transfer/localization and auto-

ionization, and of the coupling between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom on 

timescales approaching the atomic unit of time.  

Methods summary 

Experimental methods. To generate both beams, linearly polarized few-cycle IR laser 

pulses with a controlled CEP were divided into a central and annular part using a drilled 

mirror. The polarization state of the central part was modulated in time using two 

birefringent plates in order to obtain a short temporal window of linear polarization 

around the center of the pulse. This laser beam was focused in a Krypton gas jet to 

generate an XUV continuum via high-order harmonic generation.
29 

A 100 nm aluminum 
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filter was used to eliminate low-order harmonics and the IR radiation, and provided a 

partial dispersion compensation of the transmitted XUV light. In this way single 

attosecond pulse with a duration between 300-400 as were produced.
19

 The attosecond 

pulses were focused using a grazing incidence toroidal mirror into the interaction region 

of a Velocity Map Imaging Spectrometer (VMIS). The annular part of the original IR 

beam was focused by a spherical mirror and collinearly recombined with the attosecond 

pulse using a second drilled mirror. The relative time delay between the two pulses was 

changed with attosecond time resolution using a piezoelectric stage inserted in the 

interferometric setup. The XUV and IR laser beams were crossed with an effusive 

H2/D2 gas jet that emerged from a 50 µm diameter capillary that was incorporated into 

the repeller electrode of the VMIS.
30

 Ions generated in the two-color dissociative 

ionization were projected onto an MCP + phosphor screen detector. 2D ion images were 

acquired using a low-noise CCD camera, and allowed retrieval of the 3D velocity 

distribution of the ions. 

Methods 

Experimental methods. To generate both beams, linearly polarized few-cycle IR laser 

pulses with a controlled CEP were divided into a central and annular part using a drilled 

mirror. The polarization state of the central part was modulated in time using two 

birefringent plates in order to obtain a short temporal window of linear polarization 

around the center of the pulse. This laser beam was focused in a Krypton gas jet to 

generate an XUV continuum via high-order harmonic generation.
29 

A 100 nm aluminum 

filter was used to eliminate low-order harmonics and the IR radiation, and provided a 

partial dispersion compensation of the transmitted XUV light. In this way single 

attosecond pulses with a duration between 300-400 as were produced.
18

 The attosecond 

pulses were focused using a grazing incidence toroidal mirror into the interaction region 

of a Velocity Map Imaging Spectrometer (VMIS). The annular part of the original IR 

beam was focused by a spherical mirror and collinearly recombined with the attosecond 

pulse using a second drilled mirror. The relative time delay between the two pulses was 

changed with attosecond time resolution using a piezoelectric stage inserted in the 

interferometric setup. The XUV and IR laser beams were crossed with an effusive 

H2/D2 gas jet that emerged from a 50 µm diameter capillary that was incorporated into 

the repeller electrode of the VMIS.
30

 Ions generated in the two-color dissociative 

ionization were projected onto an MCP + phosphor screen detector. 2D ion images were 

acquired using a low-noise CCD camera, and allowed retrieval of the 3D velocity 

distribution of the ions. 

Numerical methods. The two-electron close-coupling calculations have been 

performed by using an extension of the method reported in Ref. 
12

. Briefly, we have 

solved the seven dimensional (7D) time-dependent Schrödinger equation 

( ) ( ) 0,,,)(,,ˆ
2121

0 =Φ








∂

∂
−+ tR

t
itVRH rrrr  

where r1, r2 are the position vectors of electrons 1 and 2, respectively (two times 3D), R 

is the internuclear distance (1D), Ĥ0
 is the H2 field-free non relativistic Hamiltonian, Φ 

is the time-dependent wave function, and V(t) is the laser-H2 interaction potential in the 
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dipole approximation which is a sum of two terms corresponding to the XUV and IR 

pulses separated by a peak-peak time delay τ, V(t) = VXUV(t) + VIR(t+τ), , with 

frequencies ωXUV and ωIR, and durations TXUV and TIR, respectively. Each pulse has a 

cosine square temporal envelope and is given by the analytical formula  
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where t’=t for the XUV pulse, t’=t+τ for the IR pulse, and p is the dipole moment. In all 

calculations we have used ωXUV = 30 eV, TXUV = 400 as, ( ) 220

XUVXUVXUV AI ω= = 10
9
 

W/cm
2
, ωIR = 1.65 eV, TIR = 16 fs (corresponding to a pulse duration of 6 fs FWHM), 

( ) 220

XUVXUVXUV AI ω= = 3·10
12

 W/cm
2
, and τ has been varied from 0 up to 12 fs. The 

TDSE has been solved by expanding the time-dependent wave function Φ in a basis of 

fully correlated H2 vibronic stationary states of Σg
+
 and Σu

+
 symmetries, which include 

the bound states, the non-resonant continuum states associated with the 1sσg and 2pσu 

ionization channels, and the lowest Q1 and Q2 doubly excited states. In doing so, the 

TDSE is effectively 6D and the results are exclusively valid for H2 molecules oriented 

parallel to the polarization direction. The electronic part of the vibronic states is 

calculated in a box of 160 a.u. and the nuclear part in a box of 12 a.u.. The size of these 

boxes is large enough to ensure that there are no significant reflections of electronic and 

nuclear wave packets in the box boundaries for propagation times smaller than τ + 

(TXUV+ TIR)/2. Non-adiabatic couplings and molecular rotations have been neglected.  

The two-electron wave function that is obtained in the close-coupling calculation 

lends itself to a detailed analysis of the mechanisms that lead to the measurement of 

laboratory-frame asymmetries in the dissociative ionization of the molecule. As an 

example, the figure in the Supporting Information shows the angular momentum and 

electronic state-resolved delay dependence of H
+
 ions with a fragment kinetic energy in 

the interval <7.5 eV, 8.5 eV>. Angular momentum lg and lu stand for lg= (1sσgεl)g and lu 

= (2pσuεl)u for l = 0 (sg,u-wave), l = 2 (dg,u-wave),…. and lg = (2pσuεl)g and lu = (1sσgεl)g 

for l = 1 (pg,u-wave), l = 3 (fg,u-wave),….  A (time-dependent) asymmetry is expected 

when for a given angular momentum a substantial population is simultaneously present 

in both the 1sσg and the 2pσu states (g and u). 

In analyzing mechanism II, we have performed 1D TDSE calculations that 

describe the evolution of a wave packet initially located in the 2pσu state and centred at 

the H2 equilibrium distance. In these calculations, only the 1sσg and 2pσu state were 

included and the IR pulse was launched at different times to simulate the delay τ 

between the pump and the probe pulses. We have also used the Landau-Zener model in 

which the transition probability between the two-dressed states of eq. (4) is given by 
25
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where ωIR is the carrier frequency of the laser and where E0(t) is the envelope of the 

laser pulse. This has been used to evaluate the probability for a diabatic transition and, 

hence, the population in the quasi-static states. This leads to an asymmetry parameter 

that is similar to that obtained from the 1D TDSE calculations.  
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Figure 1: Dissociative ionization of hydrogen by an XUV-IR pulse sequence (a) 
Photo-excitation of neutral hydrogen leads to the excitation of the Q1 (red) and 

Q2 (blue) doubly-excited states and ionization to the 1sσg
 and 2pσu

 states, which 
can be followed by dissociation.; (b) experimental D+ and (c) calculated H+ 
kinetic energy distributions with only the isolated attosecond laser pulse 
present, with only the few-cycle IR laser pulse present, and for two delays 
between the XUV  the IR pulse ; (d) experimental D+ and (e) calculated H+ 
kinetic energy distributions as a function of the delay between the attosecond 
pulse and the IR pulse. 
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Figure 2: Asymmetry in XUV+IR dissociative ionization of hydrogen (a) 
Experimentally measured asymmetry parameter for the formation of D+-ions in 
two-color XUV+IR dissociative ionization of D2, as a function of the fragment 
kinetic energy Ek and the XUV-IR delay. A fragment asymmetry is observed that 
oscillates as a function of the XUV-IR delay and that strongly depends on the 
kinetic energy.; (b) Calculated asymmetry parameter for the formation of H+ ions 
in two-color XUV+IR dissociative ionization of H2 as a function of the fragment 
kinetic energy Ek and the XUV-IR delay, obtained using the close-coupling 
method described in the text; (c) similar to (a) but for H+-ions  
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Figure 3: Mechanisms that lead to asymmetry in XUV+IR dissociative 
ionization.  (a) asymmetry caused by the interference of a wavepacket  

launched on the 2pσu
 state by direct XUV ionization or rapid ionization of the Q1 

1
Σu

+ states by the IR, and a wavepacket on the 1sσg
+ state resulting from 

autoionization of the Q1 
1
Σu

+ states. Blue arrows signify the role of the XUV 
pulse, and red arrows that of the IR pulse; purple lines and arrows signify 
dynamics that is intrinsic to the molecule; (b) close-coupling calculations  where 

direct photo-excitation to the 1sσg state has been excluded, supporting the 
notion that the Q1 autoionizing states play an important role in the localization 
dynamics; (c) asymmetry caused by the interference of a wavepacket that is 

launched on the 2pσu
 state by direct XUV ionization and a wavepacket on the 

1sσg state that results from stimulated emission during the dissociation process; 
(d) time-dependent asymmetry calculated by a two-level calculation where the 
wave function of the dissociating molecule is considered as a coherent 

superposition of the 1sσg and 2pσu states.  
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